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1. WIND RIVER ANALYTICS RELEASE NOTES 22.06 EDITION 1

Overview

• Analytics Overview on page 2

Product Changes

• Product Changes on page 3

Known Limitations and Workarounds

• Known Limitations and Workarounds on page 6
• Known Limitations and Workarounds for User Documentation on page 7

Supported Container Images with IDs

• Supported Container Images with IDs on page 9

Deprecation and Removal Notices

• Deprecation and Removal Notices on page 10

Appendix A: Analytics Compatibility Matrix and Rollback Versions

• Analytics Compatibility Matrix on page 11
• Analytics Rollback Versions on page 14
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2. OVERVIEW

1. Analytics Overview

Wind River Analytics Release 22.06 is a General Availability (GA) release and provides integrated data collection, monitoring, analysis,
and reporting to optimize intelligent edge cloud network deployments.

For information on how to contact Customer Support, see: https://www.windriver.com/services#support

For additional contact information, see the Wind River website: https://www.windriver.com/

Note
Wind River Analytics Release, 22.06, needs to be installed with Wind River Cloud Platform Release, 22.06. For more
information on planning, installation and deployment, and minimum system requirements, see, Analytics Planning,
Installation and Deployment, and Analytics Dimensioning guides.

Wind River Analytics documentation is available on the Wind River Product Documentation website. You can also access Wind River
Analytics documentation from Products > Wind River Analytics drop-down menu and select any of the following options:

• Documentation (select this option that is relevant to your Release)•

• Other Downloads•

• Security Notices•

• Service Bulletins•

• Defects•

• Knowledge Forum•

You can also access the Concatenated PDF for Wind River Analytics, by navigating to Downloads >**Other Downloads** drop-down
menu on the Wind River Product Documentation website. The Other Downloads page is displayed. Filter your search options using
the drop-down menus.
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3. PRODUCT CHANGES

1. Product Changes

This section describes the new feature content that is supported in Wind River Analytics Release 22.06, and offers the following new
software capabilities.

For details on Wind River Analytics compatibility matrix and rollback versions, see:

• Analytics Compatibility Matrix on page 11•

• Analytics Rollback Versions on page 14•

Also, see Analytics User Guide for more details.

In this section:

• Debian-based Solution on page 3•

• Recommended Pre-upgrade Certificate checks due to Cert-manager Upversion on page 3•

• Customize Remote Configuration on the Distributed Cloud on page 4•

• Application conversion to FluxCD on page 4•

• Elastic Version Upgrade on page 5•

• Filebeat overrides on page 5•

Debian-based Solution

The Wind River Cloud Platform 22.06 Debian Technology Preview allows you to evaluate and prepare for the upcoming Debian-
based General Availability release in 22.12 while continuing to run your production deployment on CentOS-based Wind River Cloud
Platform. You need to validate Wind River Analytics running on a Debian-based Wind River Cloud Platform in your non-production
environment.

It is strongly recommended that you perform a complete assessment of Wind River Analytics and your application running on Wind
River Cloud Platform in a lab setting to fully understand and plan for any changes that may be required to your application when you
migrate to Debian-based Cloud Platform 22.12 Debian General Availability in a production environment.

See: Debian Introduction

Recommended Pre-upgrade Certificate checks due to Cert-manager Upversion

In Wind River Cloud Platform 22.06, cert-manager is updated to a new version 1.7.1. As a result, the only supported cert-manager
API version is v1. Since Wind River Cloud Platform is upgraded before Wind River Analytics, use the following commands to perform
pre-upgrade certificate checks and renewal for Wind River Analytics before proceeding with the Wind River Cloud Platform upgrade.

Use the following commands to force renewal of the Wind River Analytics certificates if they are close to expiry before the upgrade to
Cloud Platform Release 22.06.

To check the expiry dates for the CA certificates, use the following commands:

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl -n monitor get secret mon-elastic-services-extca-crt -o jsonpath='{.dat
a.ca\.crt}' | base64 -d  | openssl x509 -text -noout | grep "Not After"
Not After : Dec  1 06:48:32 2022 GMT
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~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n monitor get secret mon-elastic-services-ca-crt -o jsonpath='{.data.
ca\.crt}' | base64 -d  | openssl x509 -text -noout | grep "Not After"
Not After : Dec  1 06:48:32 2022 GMT

Taking into account caCertRenewBefore setting for cert-manager (elastic-services helm-override:
securityConfig.caCertRenewBefore, which defaults to 336 hours if it is not explicitly set), if the Not After date of either of the CA
certificates minus the caCertRenewBefore setting is sufficiently close in time that it may be reached before Wind River Analytics 21.12
is upgraded to Wind River Analytics 22.06 following the Cloud Platform upgrade, they should be manually renewed by deleting the
underlying secrets, which will generate new ones causing all Wind River Analytics components to regenerate their underlying
certificates using this new CA. This should be done within a maintenance window before the Wind River Cloud Platform is upgraded
to Release 22.06.

To delete the secrets, use the following commands:

Note
The secret deletions should be done one at a time (internal CA first), waiting for the certificates to rollout to all resources.
Repeat this on the subclouds (i.e. only the internal CA).

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n monitor delete secret mon-elastic-services-ca-crt
secret "mon-elastic-services-ca-crt" deleted

Note
Wait for certificate rollout to finish before running the next secret deletion command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n monitor delete secret mon-elastic-services-extca-crt
secret "mon-elastic-services-extca-crt" deleted

After the secrets are deleted, new ones will be automatically created by the system and Wind River Analytics components will restart
following regeneration of these certificates. In a Distributed Cloud, Wind River Analytics components on both the System Controller
and the subclouds will restart and may take several hours to complete. You can recheck the new expiry of the CA using the get
secret commands describe above.

Customize Remote Configuration on the Distributed Cloud

In a Distributed Cloud system Wind River Analytics can remotely configure subcloud settings from the System Controller. Helm-
overrides on both the System Controller and subclouds are required to enable this functionality, but once enabled the subcloud will
sync the configurations remotely from the System Controller, with only Helm-override updates on the System Controller being
necessary going forward.

See: Customize Remote Configuration on the Distributed Cloud

Application conversion to FluxCD

Wind River Analytics has been converted from an Armada to a FluxCD application.

Wind River Analytics continues to be managed using the StarlingX Application Package Manager.

See:

• https://fluxcd.io/•

• https://opendev.org/airship/armada.git•

• https://github.com/helm/helm•
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Elastic Version Upgrade

The Elastic software components have been upgraded to Release 7.17.1.

The following Elastic software components are impacted:

• Elasticsearch•

• Logstash•

• Beats•

• Kibana•

• Helm Charts•

See:

• Wind River Analytics User Guide•

• Wind River Analytics Dimensioning Guide•

Filebeat overrides

The previous top level overrides applicable to the Filebeat daemonset are now moved under the daemonset section. Use the
application-update command to automatically move any pre-existing applicable overrides to the daemonset section. The exhaustive
list of overrides that have moved to daemonset are listed below:

"affinity", "envFrom", "extraEnvs", "extraVolumes",
"extraVolumeMounts", "filebeatConfig", "nodeSelector",
"podSecurityContext", "resources", "secretMounts",
"tolerations", "labels", "args", "command",
"extraInitContainers"

See: Install Collection Tools Only
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4. KNOWN LIMITATIONS AND WORKAROUNDS

1. Known Limitations and Workarounds

This section documents the limitations you may encounter with your Wind River Analytics product, and workarounds that you can use
to resolve the issue.

Wind River Analytics Release 21.12 to 22.06 Upgrade Limitation

Note
WRCP_22.06_PATCH_0001 must be applied before starting the upgrade from Wind River Analytics Release 21.12 to Wind
River Analytics Release 22.06 to avoid manual workarounds when upgrading Wind River Analytics.

Before upgrading Wind River Analytics, run the following command in systems that have Wind River Analytics 21.12 installed:

$ prepare-upgrade-wra.sh &> /dev/null

Proceed with the Wind River Analytics upgrade.

$ system application-update wr-analytics-22.06-0.tgz

Workaround: It is recommended to proceed with the Wind River Analytics upgrade as soon as possible after the completion of the
Wind River Cloud Platform upgrade but BEFORE controller-1 is upgraded.

Analytics Volume resizing is not supported in Release 22.06

WRA_22.06: Expanding Analytics Storage is not supported in Wind River Analytics Release 22.06. This is due to the upversion from
Armada Helm-v2 to FluxCD Helm-v3. This limitation will be addressed in a future release.

For more information, see : Expand Analytics Storage.

Workaround: NA

Analytics Application Downgrade

Downgrade from Wind River Analytics Release 22.06 to Wind River Analytics Release 21.12 is not supported. This is due to an
upversion from Armada to FluxCD and the upversion of Elasticsearch. Since it is not possible to downgrade Elasticsearch, it is
recommended not to rollback to a previous release in the event of a failure that will result in Wind River Analytics being in an
unrecoverable state.

Note
Rollback is also not supported on application-update failure from Wind River Analytics Release 21.12.

Workaround: For recovery use application-apply in case of an application-update failure.
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Analytics Dashboard

After locking the standby controller Analytics dashboards, an error message “Network error: JSON.parse unexpected character”,
may be displayed.

Workaround: The Kibana pod may have stopped and restarted on the newly active controller. While this is occurring the dashboards
will be unavailable. The system will automatically recover after a few minutes.

Kafka Integration Deployment Changes

The introduction of the Kafka service requires changes to the installation and deployment instructions for Wind River Analytics
<release>. Therefore, when upgrading from existing deployment, the existing configuration must be updated to reflect the new
deployment topology. In addition to the standard deployment for both Standalone and Distributed Cloud systems, this also impacts
how external Kafka clusters may be integrated.

Workaround:

See: Analytics User Guide, for the detailed procedure to upgrade from Wind River Analytics, <release>.

See: Analytics Planning, Installation, and Deployment Guide, for details on how to integrate with an external Kafka cluster.

Kibana Dashboard and Alert/ML Jobs Configuration Delay

The population of the Kibana default space, dashboards and index mappings can take up to 30 minutes to populate following
application install or upgrade. In addition, the Elasticsearch Alerts and ML jobs may also take upwards of 30 minutes to be configured
and activated.

Workaround: The system will automatically configure the services, but will require the user to login to Kibana after they are
configured.

Kibana Recent Alerts GraphQL Error Following Upgrade

The recent alerts table contains a list of the most recent alerts generated by the system. If there are existing alerts following the
upgrade to Wind River Analytics, <release>, the Recent Alerts table on the overview page will generate an error message due to the
incompatibility of the schema for the existing alerts. This will only occur for a time period that is selected that contain the old alerts.

Workaround: Viewing time periods that only contain newly generated alerts will not exhibit this error.

Kibana Evicted Pods Cause GraphQL Error on Pods Table

If the system contains pods that were in an evicted state when the pod state was collected, the Pods Table will generate an error
message that prevents it from rendering the list of pods. Under normal operating conditions where no evicted pods are present on
the systems being monitored, this error will not be encountered.

Workaround: Filters may be applied to restrict the list of pods, thereby avoiding the error by not rendering the evicted pods.

2. Known Limitations and Workarounds for User Documentation

This section describes any known limitations and workarounds you can use while working with user documentation.
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Copy / Pasting Sample Commands

Sample commands are provided for your use when following procedures in the Wind River Analytics guides.

Workaround: If you choose to copy and paste sample commands from your PDF only, you may need to reapply formatting as
required for validation by your code editor.

Workaround: See, Wind River Support Network for access to HTML versions of the guides that can be copy and pasted from, while
retaining the formatting of sample commands.
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5. SUPPORTED CONTAINER IMAGES WITH IDS

1. Supported Container Images with IDs

This section lists the container images with IDs supported in Wind River Analytics Release 22.06. You will find the list on the Wind
River Product Delivery Platform site.

Depending on your location, industry, and current Cloud Platform patch level, you will need one of the following Wind River Analytics
container lists:

• For Wind River Amazon Web Services registry users: wind-river-analytics-container-images-list-with-ids-wr-•
aws-<version>.txt

• For Wind River Harbor registry users: wind-river-analytics-container-images-list-with-ids-wr-harbor-•
<version>.txt

Refer to your Wind River Order Fulfillment information to determine which file to download.

• For Wind River AWS registry URL, the wind-river-registry-url below is 625619392498.dkr.ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com•

• For Wind River Harbor registry URL, the wind-river-registry-url below is registry.delivers.windriver.com/wrcp-cd•

Analytics 22.06 Release Container Images with IDs

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/wind-river/elastic-services:WRA.22.06-00,fcce077c56a3•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/wind-river/wra-kibana:WRA.22.06-00,38999759f6d6•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/wind-river/wra-metricbeat:WRA.22.06-00,0a53474b298f•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/wind-river/wra-elasticsearch:WRA.22.06-00,8b6f73a82e65•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.elastic.co/beats/filebeat:7.17.1,7f2b5e7dd9ef•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.elastic.co/beats/metricbeat:7.17.1,fae4104f2d8a•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.elastic.co/elasticsearch/elasticsearch:7.17.1,515ab4fba870•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.elastic.co/kibana/kibana:7.17.1,8fbc840d074f•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.elastic.co/logstash/logstash:7.17.1,6867cdc68606•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/confluentinc/cp-kafka:5.0.1,5467234daea9•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/lwolf/kubectl_deployer:0.4,dea595f3d3c6•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/docker.io/zookeeper:3.5.5,5a65375c17a4•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/defaultbackend-amd64:1.5,b5af743e5984•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/ingress-nginx/controller:v1.1.1,2461b2698dcd•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/ingress-nginx/kube-webhook-certgen:v1.1.1,c41e9fcadf5a•

• <wind-river-registry-url>/k8s.gcr.io/kube-state-metrics/kube-state-metrics:v2.4.2,5f6e79987a4e•
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6. DEPRECATION AND REMOVAL NOTICES

1. Deprecation and Removal Notices

This section lists capabilities that are either deprecated (still functional, but planned to be removed in a future release), and removed
in Wind River Analytics.

Deprecated in WRA_22.06

NA

Removed in WRA_22.06

NA
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7. APPENDIX A: ANALYTICS COMPATIBILITY MATRIX AND
ROLLBACK VERSIONS

1. Analytics Compatibility Matrix

The Wind River Analytics compatibility matrix in the table below contains information about the required minimum Wind River
Analytics software version, Wind River Cloud Platform software version, versions for operating systems, ELK versions, as well as
compatibility of third-party products such as browsers that ships on Wind River Cloud Platform Releases.

Table 1 - Analytics / Cloud Platform Compatibility Matrix

WRA Version ELK Version WRCP Version Browsers OS OpenSource
Compatibility

20.06 (AU1-6) 7.6.0
20.06 + 21.05
(Patches 1-16 +
Patches 1-7)

IE11+,Chrome,F
irefox,Safari

CentOS 7.0
k8s: 1.18.1
Ceph: Mimic

21.06 (AU1) 7.9.3
21.05 + 21.12
(Patches 1-7 +
Patches 1-3)

IE9&Edge,Chro
me,
Firefox,Safari

CentOS 7.0
k8s: 1.18.1
Ceph: Mimic

21.12 (AU1) 7.9.3
21.12 + 22.06
(Patches 1-3 +
Patch 1)

IE9&Edge,Chro
me,Firefox,Safar
i

CentOS 7.0
k8s: 1.21.8
Ceph: Nautilus

22.06 (NA) 17.17.1 22.06 (1 Patch)
IE9&Edge,Chro
me,Firefox,Safar
i

CentOS 7.0 +
Debian Bullseye
11.3

k8s: 1.23.1
Ceph: Nautilus

For more information on Browser compatibility see https://www.elastic.co/support/matrix.

Analytics Compatibility Matrix for Fresh Installs

The table below defines the compatibility matrix for Wind River Cloud Platform and Wind River Analytics for fresh installs only.

Table 2 - Analytics / Cloud Platform Upgrade Path Compatibility Matrix

WRCP 21.05 WRCP 21.12 WRCP
22.06

WRCP
22.12

GA
Patc
h 1

Patc
h 2

Patc
h 3

Patc
h 4

Patc
h 5

Patc
h 6

Patc
h 7

GA
Patc
h 1

Patc
h 2

Patc
h 3

Patc
h 4

GA
Patc
h 1

GA

WRA 21.06 GA

WRA 21.06 AU1

WRA 21.06 AU2
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WRCP 21.05 WRCP 21.12 WRCP
22.06

WRCP
22.12

WRA 21.12 GA (k8s v1.18 to
1.21)

WRA 21.12 AU1 (k8s v1.18 to
1.21)

WRA 22.06
GA (k8s
v1.21 to
1.23))

WR
A
22.1
2
GA
(k8s
v1.2
3 &
1.24
)

Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.12 and Wind River Analytics Release 22.12 are planned future releases, information included is
for reference purposes ONLY.

Note
1.

Wind River recommends that Wind River Analytics is upgraded to the same release n, for example, Wind
River Analytics Release 21.06 (with the latest App Update (AU) if available)), as Wind River Cloud Platform
release N, for example, Wind River Cloud Platform Release 21.05 for stable network execution. Wind River
Analytics n-1 is only recommended for initial Wind River Cloud Platform release N upgrading.

2.
Wind River strongly recommends that customers apply latest Wind River Analytics Application Update (AU)
for optimal performance.

3.
Wind River Analytics Release n-1 would only work along with Wind River Cloud Platform release N initial
version.

4.
Note the K8s version dependencies are updated in the table above.

5.
See the Installation and Deployment Guide for installation / upgrade steps and dependency on
components such as k8s, etc.

Analytics Compatibility Matrix for Upgrades

The table below defines the compatibility matrix for Wind River Cloud Platform and Wind River Analytics for Upgrades only.
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Table 2 - Analytics / Cloud Platform Upgrade Path Compatibility Matrix

WRCP 21.05 WRCP 21.12 WRCP
22.06

WRCP
22.12

GA
Patc
h 1

Patc
h 2

Patc
h 3

Patc
h 4

Patc
h 5

Patc
h 6

Patc
h 7

GA
Patc
h 1

Patc
h 2

Patc
h 3

Patc
h 4

GA
Patc
h 1

GA

WRA 21.06 GA WRA 21.06 GA (k8s v1.18)

WRA 21.06 AU1 WRA 21.06 AU1 (k8s v1.18)

WRA 21.06 AU2 WRA 21.06 AU2 (k8s v1.18)

WRA 21.12 GA (k8s v1.18 to
1.21)

WRA 21.12
GA (k8s
v1.21)

WRA 21.12 AU1 (k8s v1.18 to
1.21)

WRA 21.12
AU1 (k8s
v1.21)

WRA 22.06
GA (k8s
v1.21 to
1.23))

WR
A
22.0
6
GA
(k8s
v1.2
3)

WR
A
22.1
2
GA
(k8s
v1.2
3 &
1.24
)

Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.12 and Wind River Analytics Release 22.12 are planned future releases, information included is
for reference purposes ONLY.
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Note
1.

Wind River recommends that Wind River Analytics is upgraded to the same release n, for example, Wind
River Analytics Release 21.06 (with the latest App Update (AU) if available)), as Wind River Cloud Platform
release N, for example, Wind River Cloud Platform Release 21.05 for stable network execution. Wind River
Analytics n-1 is only recommended for initial Wind River Cloud Platform release N upgrading.

2.
Wind River strongly recommends that customers apply latest Wind River Analytics Application Update for
optimal performance.

3.
Wind River Analytics Release n-1 would only work along with Wind River Cloud Platform release N initial
version.

4.
Note the K8s version dependencies are updated in the table above.

5.
See the Installation and Deployment Guide for installation / upgrade steps and dependency on
components such as k8s, etc.

Note
For initial installation Wind River Analytics can only be applied on a lower Wind River Cloud Platform version listed in the
table above. After upgrading Wind River Cloud Platform, Wind River Analytics will still function with the upgraded Cloud
Platform version, but Wind River Analytics should be upgraded as soon as possible after the Wind River Cloud Platform
has been upgraded due to possible incompatibilities with opensource versions supported on the Cloud Platform (k8s and
Ceph). Wind River Analytics will support the same opensource versions of the lower Wind River Cloud Platform version
supported.

For Distributed Cloud installations, Wind River Analytics is installed on the System Controller first, followed by the subclouds, see
Analytics Installation. The Wind River Analytics version initially installed on the subclouds must match the Wind River Analytics version
installed on the System Controller. During Wind River Analytics upgrades, Wind River Analytics on the System Controller should be
upgraded first, during which time Wind River Analytics on the subclouds will still function running on the lower version, but it should
be upgraded as soon as possible to match the version running on the System Controller.

See

Wind River Cloud Platform Open Source Project Versions for K8s and Ceph versions supported on Wind River Cloud Platform
Releases.

For more information see, Upgrade Analytics.

2. Analytics Rollback Versions

You can roll back Wind River Analytics to Release versions as specified in the table below.

Table 1 - Analytics Rollback versions, Wind River Analytics Release 22.06

WRA Version Upgrade
Supported Rollback Downgrades

Supported Rollback

22.06-0 NA NA NA NA
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Table 2 - Analytics Rollback versions, Wind River Analytics Release 21.12

WRA Version Upgrade
Supported Rollback Downgrades

Supported Rollback

21.06-1 21.12-0,21.12-1 Yes NA NA

21.06-2 21.12-0,21.12-1 Yes 21.06-1 Yes

21.12-0 21.12-1 Yes 21.06-x* Yes

21.12-1 22.06-0 No 21.12-0 Yes

Table 3 - Analytics Rollback versions, Wind River Analytics Release 21.06

WRA Version Upgrade
Supported Rollback Downgrades

Supported Rollback

20.06-6 21.06-1, 21.06-2 No NA NA

21.06-1 21.06-2 Yes NA NA

For more information see, Upgrade Analytics.
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1. WIND RIVER ANALYTICS INTRODUCTION 22.06

Overview

• Overview on page 2
• Advantages of Using Analytics on page 2

Analytics features

• Analytics Features on page 3
• Analytics Components on page 5
• Analytics Framework on page 6
• Elastic Software Components on page 6

Analytics documentation

• Analytics Documentation Overview on page 8
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2. OVERVIEW

1. Overview

Wind River Analytics, Release 21.12, provides integrated data collection, monitoring, analysis, and reporting to optimize intelligent
edge cloud network deployments.

Wind River Analytics makes it possible to effectively manage a Distributed Cloud system by using the data to make decisions. With
full stack monitoring of the cloud infrastructure cluster and services, Analytics collects, analyzes and visualizes cloud behavioral data
to help you keep your cloud up, and optimized, while reducing operational costs. With Wind River Analytics you can identify trends,
fix issues, and avoid problems.

See also

• Advantages of Using Analytics on page 2•

• Analytics Features on page 1•

2. Advantages of Using Analytics

Distributed Edge Cloud can be deployed on 10s to 1000s of Edge nodes. The geographically distributed multi-cloud solution with
multiple end points makes monitoring and management very challenging.

Wind River Analytics offers the following solutions to meet your requirements:

• Pro-active, optimal network operations:•

- Service assurance to ensure the system is within operating targets.-

- Identifying and addressing issues in advance.-

- Visibility into a relevant data set along with trend analysis to help identify and predict the effects of network anomalies.-

• Reduced operational cost: Reducing manual intervention to effectively monitor and analyze your Distributed Cloud network•
behavior.

• Deeper, broader, and more tailored data collection: As Wind River Analytics is fully integrated into the Wind River Cloud•
Platform, it allows you to access a much larger, full-stack data set that you can customize to meet your specific requirements.
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3. ANALYTICS FEATURES

1. Analytics Features

This section describes the feature content that is supported in Wind River Analytics, Release 22.06.

The following features are supported for Wind River Analytics:

Collection

Data can be extracted across all layers of the system including infrastructure, cluser, services, and application. Detailed memory,
CPU, filesystem, and service state is gathered to ensure the entire operation is monitored.

Aggregation

For structured and unstructured data including logs, metrics and traces, you can determine whether it is collected at the
individual host level or aggregated with the local or distributed cluster. Data is enhanced to provide context beyond the metric
and timestamp, and includes tagging, transformation, and pre-processing.

Processing and Storage

Includes replication indexing that provides more robust redundancy, and makes data search faster. Lifecycle management
ensures the data is managed appropriately and persists only as it needs to.

Analysis

Use the data to derive an understanding of the Distributed Cloud environment. Visualizations, dashboards, and trend analysis
provide data that can be analyzed for making decisions to keep your network healthy and optimized.

Alerts and Reports

Receive alerts and comprehensive reports that make you aware of the operations in your Distributed Cloud.

New features in this release

s

Debian-based Solution

The Wind River Cloud Platform 22.06 Debian Technology Preview allows you to evaluate and prepare for the upcoming Debian-
based General Availability release in 22.12 while continuing to run your production deployment on CentOS-based Wind River Cloud
Platform. You need to validate Wind River Analytics running on a Debian-based Wind River Cloud Platform in your non-production
environment.

It is strongly recommended that you perform a complete assessment of Wind River Analytics and your application running on Wind
River Cloud Platform in a lab setting to fully understand and plan for any changes that may be required to your application when you
migrate to Debian-based Cloud Platform 22.12 Debian General Availability in a production environment.

See: Debian Introduction
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Recommended Pre-upgrade Certificate checks due to Cert-manager Upversion

In Wind River Cloud Platform 22.06, cert-manager is updated to a new version 1.7.1. As a result, the only supported cert-manager
API version is v1. Since Wind River Cloud Platform is upgraded before Wind River Analytics, use the following commands to perform
pre-upgrade certificate checks and renewal for Wind River Analytics before proceeding with the Wind River Cloud Platform upgrade.

Use the following commands to force renewal of the Wind River Analytics certificates if they are close to expiry before the upgrade to
Cloud Platform Release 22.06.

To check the expiry dates for the CA certificates, use the following commands:

~(keystone_admin)$ kubectl -n monitor get secret mon-elastic-services-extca-crt -o jsonpath='{.dat
a.ca\.crt}' | base64 -d  | openssl x509 -text -noout | grep "Not After"
Not After : Dec  1 06:48:32 2022 GMT
~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n monitor get secret mon-elastic-services-ca-crt -o jsonpath='{.data.
ca\.crt}' | base64 -d  | openssl x509 -text -noout | grep "Not After"
Not After : Dec  1 06:48:32 2022 GMT

Taking into account caCertRenewBefore setting for cert-manager (elastic-services helm-override:
securityConfig.caCertRenewBefore, which defaults to 336 hours if it is not explicitly set), if the Not After date of either of the CA
certificates minus the caCertRenewBefore setting is sufficiently close in time that it may be reached before Wind River Analytics 21.12
is upgraded to Wind River Analytics 22.06 following the Cloud Platform upgrade, they should be manually renewed by deleting the
underlying secrets, which will generate new ones causing all Wind River Analytics components to regenerate their underlying
certificates using this new CA. This should be done within a maintenance window before the Wind River Cloud Platform is upgraded
to Release 22.06.

To delete the secrets, use the following commands:

Note
The secret deletions should be done one at a time (internal CA first), waiting for the certificates to rollout to all resources.
Repeat this on the subclouds (i.e. only the internal CA).

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n monitor delete secret mon-elastic-services-ca-crt
secret "mon-elastic-services-ca-crt" deleted

Note
Wait for certificate rollout to finish before running the next secret deletion command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n monitor delete secret mon-elastic-services-extca-crt
secret "mon-elastic-services-extca-crt" deleted

After the secrets are deleted, new ones will be automatically created by the system and Wind River Analytics components will restart
following regeneration of these certificates. In a Distributed Cloud, Wind River Analytics components on both the System Controller
and the subclouds will restart and may take several hours to complete. You can recheck the new expiry of the CA using the get
secret commands describe above.

Customize Remote Configuration on the Distributed Cloud

In a Distributed Cloud system Wind River Analytics can remotely configure subcloud settings from the System Controller. Helm-
overrides on both the System Controller and subclouds are required to enable this functionality, but once enabled the subcloud will
sync the configurations remotely from the System Controller, with only Helm-override updates on the System Controller being
necessary going forward.

See: Customize Remote Configuration on the Distributed Cloud
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Application conversion to FluxCD

Wind River Analytics has been converted from an Armada to a FluxCD application.

Wind River Analytics continues to be managed using the StarlingX Application Package Manager.

See:

• https://fluxcd.io/•

• https://opendev.org/airship/armada.git•

• https://github.com/helm/helm•

Elastic Version Upgrade

The Elastic software components have been upgraded to Release 7.17.1.

The following Elastic software components are impacted:

• Elasticsearch•

• Logstash•

• Beats•

• Kibana•

• Helm Charts•

See:

• Wind River Analytics User Guide•

• Wind River Analytics Dimensioning Guide•

Filebeat overrides

The previous top level overrides applicable to the Filebeat daemonset are now moved under the daemonset section. Use the
application-update command to automatically move any pre-existing applicable overrides to the daemonset section. The exhaustive
list of overrides that have moved to daemonset are listed below:

"affinity", "envFrom", "extraEnvs", "extraVolumes",
"extraVolumeMounts", "filebeatConfig", "nodeSelector",
"podSecurityContext", "resources", "secretMounts",
"tolerations", "labels", "args", "command",
"extraInitContainers"

See: Install Collection Tools Only

2. Analytics Components

Wind River Analytics can convert a vast amount of raw data generated based on platform and application performance, health and
operations, for both platform and application workloads. It also provides integration between metrics, logs, and events.

The following figure describes the data analytics components and lifecycle:
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Analytics Components and Lifecycle

3. Analytics Framework

Wind River Analytics builds on the Elastic framework.

Elastic is a powerful analytics solution, that offers cloud-native monitoring across the entire stack (infrastructure, cluster, applications).

4. Elastic Software Components

Wind River Analytics supports the following Elastic software components.

Elasticsearch is used to store, search, and analyze data. It is a highly scalable and distributed RESTful search and analytics engine.

Elastic Beats and Logstash are used to collect, parse, transform, and ship data:

• Beats are lightweight data collectors and shippers, deployed on all hosts•

• Logstash dynamically ingests, transforms, and ships data•

• Extensible framework with Elastic Beat Library (libbeat) and Logstash plugins•

• Large library of community Beats, Modules and Plugins•

Elastic Kibana is used to explore, visualize, and share data:

• Visualization and management platform designed to work with Elasticsearch•
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Deployment Architecture

Fully containerized Elastic services offers flexibility, scalability and manageability for a simplified highly available deployment
architecture:

• Flexible and scalable deployment architecture•

• Default deployment configurations for Integrated Monitoring Solution•

• Separate component scale for both On-Box and Off-Box deployments•

• Customizable deployment for both infrastructure and applications•

Analytics Deployment Architecture
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4. ANALYTICS DOCUMENTATION

1. Analytics Documentation Overview

The Wind River Analytics documentation has been organized to help you locate information for specific types of activities, such as
installation, administration, and application integration.

Wind River Analytics documentation is available on the Wind River Product Documentation website.

Note
If you download documentation to have it available locally, you should occasionally check Wind River Support Network to
see if the documentation has been updated since your last download. Updates to the documents are made on a constant
basis, either in relation to patch releases or to make asynchronous improvements.

Table 1. Wind River Analytics Documentation on the Wind River Support Network

Category Description

Getting Started

Documents in this category provide information that
is useful or essential to getting started working with
Analytics. For example, the Analytics Planning,
Installation and Deployment guide is updated with
each new release, and provides useful information on
how to plan for implementing, installing, and
deploying the release to meet your specific
requirements.

• Analytics Introduction on page 1•

• Analytics Planning, Installation and•
Deployment

• Analytics User Guide•

• Analytics Release Notes•

System Engineering Guidelines

This document provides engineering guidelines, rules,
and system parameters to assist cloud architects,
installers, and administrators in planning, deploying,
and scaling the Analytics system.

• Analytics Dimensioning•

Note
Wind River Analytics documentation provides details related to the overall integrated high-availability solution, installation
and management of the physical infrastructure.

Wind River Product Delivery Site

The Wind River Product Delivery Platform download site provides access to Wind River’s latest product releases and related
resources.

Depending on your location and industry, use one of the following links to access the site:
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United States based customers in specific sectors

Wind Share: https://windshare.usa.windriver.com

All other customers

Wind River Delivers: https://delivers.windriver.com

Wind River Container Registry

The Wind River Registry provides access to container images used by your Wind River product.

Depending on your location and industry, you will use one of the following URLs to access the registry.

United States based customers in specific sectors

Wind River AWS Registry: https://625619392498.dkr.ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com

All other customers

Wind River Harbor Registry: https://registry.delivers.windriver.com

Throughout the documentation, the Registry URL is referred to generically as <wind-river-registry-url>. Replace this with the
appropriate value above.

Important

Wind River Harbor Registry users

When logging in, use the URL as it appears above.

When taking procedural actions to interact with container images, append the path /wrcp-cd to the URL.

If you are unsure which URL applies to you for either the Wind River Product Delivery Platform or the Wind River Registry, verify your
access as part of your Wind River Order Fulfillment.

Analytics Knowledge Forum

You can post questions to the Knowledge Forum on the Support Network site. The following link will take you directly to the
Knowledge Forum.
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1. WIND RIVER ANALYTICS INSTALLATION AND
DEPLOYMENT 22.06

Installation

• Overview of Wind River Analytics Installations on page 2
• Install Analytics on an AIO or Standard System on page 4
• Install Analytics on the System Controller on page 8
• Install Analytics on a Subcloud on page 12

Use a Private Docker Registry

• Logging into and Configuring Wind River Registry on page 14
• Populate a Private Docker Registry from the Wind River Registry on page 15

Install collection tools only

• Install Collection Tools Only on page 18

Configure an alternate storage class

• Configure an Alternate Storage Class on page 21

Appendix A: External Kafka Integration

• External Kafka Integration on page 23
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2. INSTALLATION

1. Overview of Wind River Analytics Installations

Several configurations of Wind River Analytics are available to meet the needs of your Wind River Cloud Platform deployment.

In this section:

• Services on page 2•

• Labels on page 3•

• Security on page 4•

Wind River Analytics Release, 22.06 must be installed with Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.06. For more information on the
installation procedures, see:

• Installing Analytics on an AIO or Standard System on page 4•

• Installing Analytics on the System Controller on page 8•

• Installing Analytics on a Subcloud on page 12•

The Wind River Analytics application tarball (e.g. wr-analytics-22.06-0.tgz) is available from Wind River Product Delivery Platform and
includes the FluxCD manifest and Helm charts to install the Wind River Analytics application.

The Wind River Analytics application container images list (e.g. wind-river-analytics-container-images-list-with-ids-
wr-harbor-22.06-0.txt) can be downloaded from the Wind River Product Delivery Platform and contains an up-to-date list of
images. For more information, see Populating a Private Docker Registry from the Wind River Registry on page 15.

Services

The Wind River Analytics application will install the following services:

Service Standard or AIO Distributed Cloud
System Controller

Distributed Cloud
Subcloud

elasticsearch Y Y

kibana Y Y

kafka Y Y

zookeeper Y Y

logstash Y Y Y

filebeat Y Y Y

metricbeat Y Y Y

nginx-ingress Y Y Y
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Service Standard or AIO Distributed Cloud
System Controller

Distributed Cloud
Subcloud

kube-state-metrics Y Y Y

elastic-services Y Y Y

Note
See the table below for detailed service to node role associations.

Labels

Node labels are used to assign Analytics roles to various hosts. The following table itemizes labels associated with each component.

Service Name Description Label

Elasticsearch-master
Performs cluster-wide actions such
as tracking nodes in cluster, index
and shards management.

elastic-master=enabled

Elasticsearch-data
Manages access to the
Elasticsearch Data on Persistent
Volume Claim

elastic-data=enabled

Elasticsearch-client
Pods allow access to the Data
Nodes for Read/Write requests.

elastic-client=enabled

Elastic-services
Elastic Service lifecycle and object
management.

elastic-controller=enabled

Nginx-ingress
Maps Elasticsearch services to
NodePort.

elastic-controller=enabled

Kibana
Allows search, view and interaction
with data stored in Elasticsearch
indices.

elastic-controller=enabled

Logstash
Ingests data, optionally transforms
and sends to Elasticsearch.

elastic-controller=enabled

Metricbeat
Collects metrics from the host and
kubernetes cluster and ships to
logstash.

All workers and
controllers

Filebeat
Monitors logs from the host and
kubernetes cluster and ships to
logstash.

All workers and
controllers

Kafka
Buffers data between logstash and
elasticsearch and logstash and
external kafka clusters.

kafka-broker
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Service Name Description Label

Zookeeper Manages the kafka cluster. kafka-zookeeper

The following table summarizes the minimum node label assignments for each deployment:

Node Labels Standard AIO-DX AIO-SX DC Subcloud

elastic-controller 2 2 1 1-2

elastic-master 3 2 1 0

elastic-client 2 2 1 0

elastic-data 2 2 1 0

kafka-broker 2 2 1 0

kafka-zookeeper 3 1 1 0

The following diagram depicts the assigned host labels that define the service assignment across the set of hosts for a typical
Distributed Cloud deployment. The example configuration consists of a central System Controller with a Standard multi-node
deployment which deploys the full Analytics services, while each of the AIO-SX Subcloud systems each deploy only the collection
services.

Security

For a description of security features and considerations, see Wind River Analytics User Guide: Security Overview.

2. Install Analytics on an AIO or Standard System

You can install and configure Wind River Analytics for an All-in-one or Standard Cloud Platform deployment.
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Prerequisites

The following conditions must be met before installing and using wr-analytics:

• Cloud Platform must be installed in a supported configuration, that is, Standard, AIO-DX/AIO-SX.•

• Minimum CPU, memory and storage requirements are met for each of the hosts based on the default resource assignments•
defined in Analytics Dimensioning.

Procedure

1. Retrieve the Wind River Analytics application tarball, wr-analytics-<major>.<minor>-<patch>.tgz, from Wind River
Product Delivery Platform.

Note
The <major>-<minor> version is based on the current product release version. The patch version will change within the
release based on incremental updates.

2. Upload the application to the system.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-upload wr-analytics-21.12-0.tgz

During Wind River Analytics system application-upload a new file dex-static-clients-overrides.yaml will be
generated. This file is located under /opt/platform/config/<release>/analytics/. This file contains the overrides
required to set up Wind River Analytics for OIDC DEX login.

Note
If you are using the OIDC and require Wind River Analytics to use credentials from an external Windows Active
Directory you should apply this override.

To set up Wind River Analytics with OIDC DEX, you would need to first follow the instructions in the Cloud Platform
Security Guide, Configure OIDC Auth Applications. Then, you must apply the newly generated file to the oidc-auth-
apps application, for example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update oidc-auth-apps dex kube-system --values /opt/pl
atform/config/21.12/analytics/dex-static-clients-overrides.yaml --reuse-values

Then, reapply the oidc-auth-apps application using the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply oidc-auth-apps

3. Assign system host-labels to both controllers, and workers.

Note
For all configurations, label the controller(s) as shown below. For configurations with two controllers and one or more
workers (AIO-Duplex with workers and Standard Configuration), exactly one worker node must also be labelled
elastic-master=enabled and kafka-zookeeper=enabled. See the description of labels on page 3 for details.

The following example assumes controllers are named controller-0 and controller-1, with a worker named worker-0:

a. Assign labels to controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-label-assign controller-0 kafka-zookeeper=enabled elastic-da
ta=enabled kafka-broker=enabled elastic-master=enabled elastic-controller=enabled elastic-cl
ient=enabled
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
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+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 2c5b08ad-bf82-4e6f-8026-3162f3d29944 |
| host_uuid   | 06504e8f-14a1-402d-b5f7-d0edf6567954 |
| label_key   | kafka-zookeeper                      |
| label_value | enabled                              |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 42e5497b-9d78-47ce-a0cd-081b32fdad9e |
| host_uuid   | 06504e8f-14a1-402d-b5f7-d0edf6567954 |
| label_key   | elastic-data                         |
| label_value | enabled                              |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | d1d8c181-594f-48ad-bdfe-d35e0e195d2c |
| host_uuid   | 06504e8f-14a1-402d-b5f7-d0edf6567954 |
| label_key   | kafka-broker                         |
| label_value | enabled                              |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 68868de7-c35e-4dcd-80f0-a0bd8c91fada |
| host_uuid   | 06504e8f-14a1-402d-b5f7-d0edf6567954 |
| label_key   | elastic-master                       |
| label_value | enabled                              |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | ab73e407-ce3d-4ede-9cc8-6b529b687074 |
| host_uuid   | 06504e8f-14a1-402d-b5f7-d0edf6567954 |
| label_key   | elastic-controller                   |
| label_value | enabled                              |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | fc73e882-6cd2-4a48-a98a-34a7d115e2df |
| host_uuid   | 06504e8f-14a1-402d-b5f7-d0edf6567954 |
| label_key   | elastic-client                       |
| label_value | enabled                              |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+

b. Assign labels to controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-label-assign controller-1 kafka-zookeeper=enabled elastic-da
ta=enabled kafka-broker=enabled elastic-master=enabled elastic-controller=enabled elastic-cl
ient=enabled

c. Assign labels to workers, for example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-label-assign worker-0 elastic-master=enabled kafka-zookeeper
=enabled
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Note
This only applies to configurations with a worker host.

d. Run system host-label-list <host_name>, to verify if the labels have been assigned to the controllers, or the
workers, for example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-label-list worker-0
+-----------+------------------------+-------------+
| hostname  | label key              | label value |
+-----------+------------------------+-------------+
| worker-0  | elastic-master         | enabled     |
+-----------+------------------------+-------------+
| worker-0  | kafka-zookeeper        | enabled     |
+-----------+------------------------+-------------+

4. Configuring an Alternate Storage Class.
Helm user overrides can be used to change the default resource allocations. The following is an example for
configuring alternate resource allocations for the elasticsearch-data service using the system CLI.

Note
For an example of using Helm overrides to set up a storage backend, see Configuring an Alternate Storage Class on
page 21.

a. Create an overrides file.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat << EOF > elasticsearch-data.yaml
resources:
  limits:
    cpu: "4"
    memory: 16Gi
  requests:
    cpu: "2"
    memory: 6Gi
volumeClaimTemplate:
  accessModes:
  - ReadWriteOnce
  resources:
    requests:
      storage: 2000Gi
EOF

b. Apply the overrides.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elasticsearch-data monitor --va
lues elasticsearch-data.yaml

5. Apply the Analytics application to enable the Analytics service.

Note
All nodes should be unlocked, enabled, and available before applying the Analytics application.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply wr-analytics

6. Monitor the status until the application-apply operation has completed successfully.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-show wr-analytics
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
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+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | True                             |
| app_version   | 22.06-0                          |
| created_at    | 2022-05-31T20:00:24.348988+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | wr-analytics-fluxcd-manifests    |
| name          | wr-analytics                     |
| progress      | completed                        |
| status        | applied                          |
| updated_at    | 2022-05-31T20:32:59.170822+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+

Note
This operation might take several minutes to be completed.

7. Verify that the Analytics application is working by bringing up the Kibana dashboard:
You can access the Kibana dashboard at: https://<floating-oam-ip>:31001.
The value for <floating-oam-ip> can be found using the system oam-show command from the console of the active
controller. On an All-in-one simplex system, use the <oam-ip> address displayed.
If you do not have access to the console, ask your system administrator.
The default user credentials are the following:

• username: sysadmin

• password: sysadmin

Note
Kibana is installed with a default self-signed certificate that is not supplied by a recognized Certificate Authority.
Therefore this certificate will generate a security warning when connecting to the Kibana dashboard.

Refer to the Analytics User Guide for instructions on how to change the default user password and updating the
default server certificate.

Postrequisites

For information on installing Analytics on subclouds in a Distributed Cloud context, see Installing Analytics on a Subcloud on
page 12.

3. Install Analytics on the System Controller

You can install and configure Wind River Analytics to send logs to Elasticsearch host on the System Controller in a Distributed Cloud
environment.

Prerequisites

The following conditions must be met before installing and using wr-analytics:

• Cloud Platform must be installed in a supported configuration, that is, Standard, AIO-DX/AIO-SX.•

• Minimum CPU, memory and storage requirements are met for each of the hosts based on the default resource assignments•
defined in Analytics Dimensioning.

About this task

Note
Updating the central System Controller elastic-services security information or performing a reinstall requires that the
subclouds be updated and reapplied.
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Procedure

1. Retrieve the Wind River Analytics application tarball, wr-analytics-<major>.<minor>-<patch>.tgz, from Wind River
Product Delivery Platform.

Note
The <major>-<minor> version is based on the current product release version. The patch version will change within the
release based on incremental updates.

2. Upload the application to the system.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-upload wr-analytics-21.12-0.tgz

During Wind River Analytics system application-upload a new file dex-static-clients-overrides.yaml will be
generated. This file is located under /opt/platform/config/<release>/analytics/. This file contains the overrides
required to set up Wind River Analytics for OIDC DEX login.

Note
If you are using the OIDC and require Wind River Analytics to use credentials from an external Windows Active
Directory you should apply this override.

To set up Wind River Analytics with OIDC DEX, you would need to first follow the instructions in the Cloud Platform
Security Guide, Configure OIDC Auth Applications. Then, you must apply the newly generated file to the oidc-auth-
apps application, for example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update oidc-auth-apps dex kube-system --values /opt/pl
atform/config/21.12/analytics/dex-static-clients-overrides.yaml --reuse-values

Then, reapply the oidc-auth-apps application using the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply oidc-auth-apps

3. Assign system host-labels to both controllers, and workers.

Note
For AIO-Simplex and AIO-Duplex deployment configurations, label the controller(s) as shown below for a standard
configuration. In an AIO-Duplex with workers configuration, one or more worker nodes must also be labeled elastic-
master=enabled.

The following example assumes controllers are named controller-0 and controller-1, with a worker named worker-0:

a. Assign labels to controller-0.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-label-assign controller-0 kafka-zookeeper=enabled elastic-da
ta=enabled kafka-broker=enabled elastic-master=enabled elastic-controller=enabled elastic-cl
ient=enabled
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 2c5b08ad-bf82-4e6f-8026-3162f3d29944 |
| host_uuid   | 06504e8f-14a1-402d-b5f7-d0edf6567954 |
| label_key   | kafka-zookeeper                      |
| label_value | enabled                              |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 42e5497b-9d78-47ce-a0cd-081b32fdad9e |
| host_uuid   | 06504e8f-14a1-402d-b5f7-d0edf6567954 |
| label_key   | elastic-data                         |
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| label_value | enabled                              |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | d1d8c181-594f-48ad-bdfe-d35e0e195d2c |
| host_uuid   | 06504e8f-14a1-402d-b5f7-d0edf6567954 |
| label_key   | kafka-broker                         |
| label_value | enabled                              |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | 68868de7-c35e-4dcd-80f0-a0bd8c91fada |
| host_uuid   | 06504e8f-14a1-402d-b5f7-d0edf6567954 |
| label_key   | elastic-master                       |
| label_value | enabled                              |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | ab73e407-ce3d-4ede-9cc8-6b529b687074 |
| host_uuid   | 06504e8f-14a1-402d-b5f7-d0edf6567954 |
| label_key   | elastic-controller                   |
| label_value | enabled                              |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| Property    | Value                                |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+
| uuid        | fc73e882-6cd2-4a48-a98a-34a7d115e2df |
| host_uuid   | 06504e8f-14a1-402d-b5f7-d0edf6567954 |
| label_key   | elastic-client                       |
| label_value | enabled                              |
+-------------+--------------------------------------+

b. Assign labels to controller-1.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-label-assign controller-1 kafka-zookeeper=enabled elastic-da
ta=enabled kafka-broker=enabled elastic-master=enabled elastic-controller=enabled elastic-cl
ient=enabled

c. Assign labels to workers, for example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-label-assign worker-0 elastic-master=enabled kafka-zookeeper
=enabled

Note
This only applies to configurations with a worker host.

d. Run system host-label-list <host_name>, to verify if the labels have been assigned to the controllers, or the
workers, for example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-label-list worker-0
+-----------+------------------------+-------------+
| hostname  | label key              | label value |
+-----------+------------------------+-------------+
| worker-0  | elastic-master         | enabled     |
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+-----------+------------------------+-------------+
| worker-0  | kafka-zookeeper        | enabled     |
+-----------+------------------------+-------------+

4. Configuring an Alternate Storage Class.
Helm user overrides can be used to change the default resource allocations. The following is an example for
configuring alternate resource allocations for the elasticsearch-data service using the system CLI.

Note
For an example of using Helm overrides to set up a storage backend, see Configuring an Alternate Storage Class on
page 21.

a. Create an overrides file.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat << EOF > elasticsearch-data.yaml
resources:
  limits:
    cpu: "4"
    memory: 16Gi
  requests:
    cpu: "2"
    memory: 6Gi
volumeClaimTemplate:
  accessModes:
  - ReadWriteOnce
  resources:
    requests:
      storage: 2000Gi
EOF

b. Apply the overrides.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elasticsearch-data monitor --va
lues elasticsearch-data.yaml

5. Apply the Analytics application to enable the Analytics service.

Note
All nodes should be unlocked, enabled, and available before applying the Analytics application.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply wr-analytics

6. Monitor the status until the application-apply operation has completed successfully.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-show wr-analytics
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | True                             |
| app_version   | 22.06-0                          |
| created_at    | 2022-05-31T20:00:24.348988+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | wr-analytics-fluxcd-manifests    |
| name          | wr-analytics                     |
| progress      | completed                        |
| status        | applied                          |
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| updated_at    | 2022-05-31T20:32:59.170822+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+

Note
This operation might take several minutes to be completed.

7. Verify that the Analytics application is working by bringing up the Kibana dashboard:
You can access the Kibana dashboard at: https://<floating-oam-ip>:31001
The value for <floating-oam-ip> can be found using the system oam-show command from the console of the active
controller. On an All-in-one simplex system, use the <oam-ip> address displayed.
If you do not have access to the console, ask your system administrator.
The default user credentials are the following:

• username: sysadmin

• password: sysadmin

Note
Kibana is installed with a default self-signed certificate that is not supplied by a recognized Certificate Authority.
Therefore this certificate will generate a security warning when connecting to the Kibana dashboard.

Refer to the Analytics User Guide for instructions on how to change the default user password and updating the
default server certificate.

See also

For information on installing Wind River Analytics on subclouds in a Distributed Cloud context, see Installing Analytics on a Subcloud
on page 12.

4. Install Analytics on a Subcloud

You can install and configure Wind River Analytics on subclouds in a Distributed Cloud environment.

About this task

This procedure applies only to systems on which the System Controller hosts the Elasticsearch server, as applied in Installing Analytics
on the System Controller on page 8.

Prerequisites

Note
Before you apply the Wind River Analytics application in the subclouds, you must have the Wind River Analytics
application applied and running on the System Controller.

Procedure

1. Upload the application to the system.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-upload wr-analytics-xx.xx-x.tgz

During Wind River Analytics system application-upload a new file dex-static-clients-overrides.yaml will be
generated. This file is located under /opt/platform/config/<release>/analytics/. This file contains the overrides
required to set up Wind River Analytics for OIDC DEX login.

Note
If you are using the OIDC and require Wind River Analytics to use credentials from an external Windows Active
Directory you should apply this override.
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To set up Wind River Analytics with OIDC DEX, you would need to first follow the instructions in the Cloud Platform
Security Guide, Configure OIDC Auth Applications. Then, you must apply the newly generated file to the oidc-auth-
apps application, for example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update oidc-auth-apps dex kube-system --values /opt/pl
atform/config/21.12/analytics/dex-static-clients-overrides.yaml --reuse-values

Then, reapply the oidc-auth-apps application using the following command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply oidc-auth-apps

2. Apply security overrides.
For more information about security considerations, see Security on page 4.

a. Copy the overrides file from the Distributed Cloud System Controller to the subcloud.
The location of the file on the System Controller is
/opt/platform/config/<platform release>/analytics/elastic-services-security-overrides.yaml

Note
You can use this file if no user overrides were applied on the System Controller to modify the values referenced in
the yaml file. If user overrides were applied on the System Controller, they should be updated in the yaml file
before being applied on the subclouds.

Note
If the Kubernetes cert-manager integration feature is activated, see Security Overview for specific details.

b. Apply the overrides.
For example, assuming the file is saved to your current working directory:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elastic-services monitor --valu
es ./elastic-services-security-overrides.yaml

3. Assign system host-labels to the controllers in the subcloud.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system host-label-assign controller-0 elastic-controller=enabled

4. Apply the Analytics application in the subclouds.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply wr-analytics

Note
All nodes should be unlocked, enabled, and available before applying the Analytics application.
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3. USE A PRIVATE DOCKER REGISTRY

1. Logging into and Configuring Wind River Registry

About this task

There are two Wind River registries available:

• Wind River Amazon Web Services registry at 625619392498.dkr.ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com•

• Wind River Harbor registry at registry.delivers.windriver.com•

Some of the steps below depends on which Wind River registry applies to you. Refer to your Wind River Order Fulfillment details for
more information.

Prerequisites

Note
You must be authenticated to perform the docker pull operation.

• For instructions on installing the AWS CLI client, see https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-chap-install.html.•

• For instructions on installing the Docker client, see https://docs.docker.com/install/.•

- For information on populating your private Docker registry, see, Populating a Private Docker Registry from the Wind-
River Registry on page 15.

Procedure

1. Retrieve your Wind River Registry credentials from Wind River Product Delivery Platform.

2. Retrieve a container image list from Wind River Product Delivery Platform.
Download the file wind-river-analytics-container-images-list-with-ids-<wr-registry>-
<version>.txt for the version of Wind River Analytics you have purchased. This file contains an up-to-date list of
images in the Wind River Amazon Docker registry.

3. Wind River Amazon Web Services users only From a workstation with access to the Amazon registry, configure
your AWS CLI and its credentials.
Run the command aws configure and do the following when prompted, for example:

$ aws configure
AWS Access Key ID [None]: <accesskey>
AWS Secret Access Key [None]: <secretkey>
Default region name [None]: us-west-2
Default output format [None]: json

• Enter your AWS access key ID from Wind River Product Delivery Platform.

• Enter your secret access key from Wind River Product Delivery Platform.

• Set the AWS Region name to us-west-2.

• Set output to json.

4. From the workstation with access to the Wind River Registry, log in to the system.

• When using the Wind River Amazon Web Services registry, execute:
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$ aws ecr get-login-password | docker login --username AWS --password-stdin 625619392498.dkr.
ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com
$ export WR_REGISTRY_IMAGE_PREFIX="625619392498.dkr.ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

Note
The aws ecr get-login-password command is only available in AWS CLI version >= 1.17.10. If you have version
<1.17.10 installed, either upgrade your AWS CLI or use aws ecr get-login command. For more information, see
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/reference/ecr/get-login.html.

• When using the Wind River Harbor registry, execute:

$ docker login -u <username> -p <password> registry.delivers.windriver.com
$ export WR_REGISTRY_IMAGE_PREFIX="registry.delivers.windriver.com/wrcp-cd"

5. From the workstation with access to the Wind River Registry, pull all of the images in the wind-river-analytics-
container-images-list-with-ids-<wr-registry>-<version>.txt file downloaded in step 2 from the
Wind River Registry.
For each image in the list, create a docker pull command. For example, the image docker.io/wind-river/
elastic-services:WRA.21.12-00 would be pulled with the command:

$ docker pull ${WR_REGISTRY_IMAGE_PREFIX}/docker.io//wind-river/elastic-services:WRA.21.12-00

6. If needed, transfer images to a workstation with access to your private Docker registry.

a. From the workstation to which you pulled the images in the previous step, create a tarball.

$ IMAGES=$(docker images | grep ${WR_REGISTRY_IMAGE_PREFIX} | awk '{print $1":"$2}')
$ docker save $IMAGES -o wr_analytics_images.tar

b. Transfer the file wr_analytics_images.tar to the other workstation.

c. From the workstation with access to your private registry, load the images from the tarball.

$ docker load -i wr_analytics_images.tar

2. Populate a Private Docker Registry from the Wind River Registry

You can use a private Docker registry in place of the Wind River Registry after populating it with copies of the registry’s content.

About this task

There are two Wind River registries available:

• Wind River Amazon Web Services at 625619392498.dkr.ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com•

• Wind River Harbor at registry.delivers.windriver.com•

Some of the steps below depends on which Wind River registry applies to you. Refer to your Wind River Order Fulfillment details for
more information.

You will need a private Docker registry installed and ready to use. For more information, see https://docs.docker.com/registry/
deploying/.

Prerequisites
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• For Wind River AWS users, in a scenario where your private Docker registry and the Wind River Registry are both accessible,•
install the AWS CLI client and the Docker client on a workstation with access to both.

• In an air-gapped scenario where your private Docker registry cannot directly connect to the Wind River Registry, you will require•
two workstations.

- One workstation with access to the Wind River Registry registry running the Docker client amd, for AWS users, the AWS-
CLI client.

- One workstation with access to the private Docker registry and running the Docker client.-

For instructions on installing the AWS CLI client, see https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-chap-install.html.

• For instructions on retrieving your Wind River Amazon Web Services registry credentials from Wind River Product Delivery•
Platform, and configuring AWS CLI, see, Logging into and Configuring Wind River Registry on page 14.

For instructions on installing the Docker client, see https://docs.docker.com/install/.

Procedure

1. From the workstation with access to your private registry, perform a Docker login to the private registry using the
address and credentials for your deployment.

$ docker login <customer_registry_dns_or_ipAddress[:port]>

2. Retrieve the Wind River Analytics container image list file.
Depending on your location, industry, and current Cloud Platform patch level, you will need one of the following
Cloud Platform container lists:

• For Wind River Amazon Web Services registry users: wind-river-analytics-container-images-list-
with-ids-wr-aws-<version>.txt

• For Wind River Harbor registry users: wind-river-analytics-container-images-list-with-ids-wr-
harbor-<version>.txt

Refer to your Wind River Order Fulfillment information to determine which file to download.

3. From the workstation with access to your private registry, re-tag the images retrieved from the Docker on Wind River
Registry for your private registry. For more information, see, Logging into and Configuring Wind River Registry on
page 14.

a. Set the <REGISTRY> environment variable.

$ export REGISTRY=<customer_registry_dns_or_ipAddress[:port]>

b. Assign the registry’s base URL to an environment variable.

• For Wind River AWS, make the following assignment:

$ export WR_REGISTRY_IMAGE_PREFIX="625619392498.dkr.ecr.us-west-2.amazonaws.com"

• For Wind River Harbor, make the following assignment:

$ export WR_REGISTRY_IMAGE_PREFIX="registry.delivers.windriver.com/wrcp-cd"

c. Re-tag the images.
Run the docker tag <image> command for each image listed in the container list file retrieved in step 2.
For example:

$ docker tag ${WR_REGISTRY_IMAGE_PREFIX}/docker.io/wind-river/elastic-services:WRA.21.12-00 
${REGISTRY}/docker.io/wind-river/elastic-services:WRA.21.12-00
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4. From the workstation with access to your private registry, push the re-tagged images to your private registry.
For each image in the list obtained in wind-river-analytics-container-images-list-with-ids-<wr-
registry>-<version>.txt, create a docker push command.

For example:

$ docker push ${REGISTRY}/docker.io/wind-river/elastic-services:WRA.21.12-00
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4. INSTALL COLLECTION TOOLS ONLY

1. Install Collection Tools Only

You can optionally install only the Elasticsearch collection tools on an All-in-one or Standard System.

About this task

Execute this procedure only if you are configuring an external server as the location of your Elasticsearch database. Use the following
script to create three user-override files that must be applied.

Note
The parameters described below should be modified according to your specific requirements, addressing external host,
port, and path to the Elasticsearch client.

Procedure

1. Apply security overrides.
For more information about security considerations, see Security on page 4.
For example, assuming the file is saved to your current working directory:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elastic-services monitor --values 
./elastic-services-security-overrides.yaml

Note
You can use this file if no user overrides were applied on the monitoring host to modify the values referenced in the
yaml file.

If user overrides were applied on the monitoring host, they should be updated in the yaml file before being applied on
the subclouds.

2. Override the Elasticsearch host configuration.

Note
The <host_address> should be enclosed in square brackets only if it is an IPv6 address, example, export
ELASTICSEARCH_HOST=[host_address].

# export ELASTICSEARCH_HOST=<host_address>
# export ELASTICSEARCH_PORT=31001
# export ELASTICSEARCH_PATH="/mon-elasticsearch-client"

3. Create the logstash overrides file.

cat <<EOF > ./logstash.yaml
elasticsearchHosts: "https://${ELASTICSEARCH_HOST}:${ELASTICSEARCH_PORT}${ELASTICSEARCH_PATH}"
extraSimpleEnvs:
  VERIFY_ELASTICSEARCH_CERT: "false"
logstashConfig:
  pipelines.yml: |
    - pipeline.id: main
      path.config: "/usr/share/logstash/pipeline/main-*.conf"
    - pipeline.id: elasticsearch
      path.config: "/usr/share/logstash/pipeline/elasticsearch-*.conf"
    - pipeline.id: metricbeat
      path.config: "/usr/share/logstash/pipeline/metricbeat-*.conf"
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    - pipeline.id: filebeat
      path.config: "/usr/share/logstash/pipeline/filebeat-*.conf"
logstashPipeline:
  filebeat-99-output.conf: |
    output {
      pipeline {
        send_to => [elasticsearch]
      }
    }
  metricbeat-99-output.conf: |
    output {
      pipeline {
        send_to => [elasticsearch]
      }
    }
EOF

4. Create the Filebeat overrides file.

# cat <<EOF > ./filebeat.yaml
daemonset:
  filebeatConfig:
    filebeat.yml:
      output.elasticsearch:
        hosts:
        - "${ELASTICSEARCH_HOST}:${ELASTICSEARCH_PORT}${ELASTICSEARCH_PATH}"
      setup.dashboards:
        enabled: false
      setup.template:
        enabled: false
EOF

5. Create the Metricbeat overrides file.

# cat <<EOF > ./metricbeat.yaml
daemonset:
  metricbeatConfig:
    metricbeat.yml:
      output.elasticsearch:
        hosts:
        - "${ELASTICSEARCH_HOST}:${ELASTICSEARCH_PORT}${ELASTICSEARCH_PATH}"
      setup.dashboards:
        enabled: false
      setup.template:
        enabled: false
deployment:
  metricbeatConfig:
    metricbeat.yml:
      output.elasticsearch:
        hosts:
        - "${ELASTICSEARCH_HOST}:${ELASTICSEARCH_PORT}${ELASTICSEARCH_PATH}"
      setup.dashboards:
        enabled: false
      setup.template:
        enabled: false
EOF
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6. Incorporate the overrides created in the previous steps.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics logstash monitor --values logstash
.yaml
~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics filebeat monitor --values filebeat
.yaml
~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics metricbeat monitor --values metric
beat.yaml

7. Disable the services that are not required on remote monitoring hosts.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-chart-attribute-modify wr-analytics elasticsearch-client monito
r --enabled false
~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-chart-attribute-modify wr-analytics elasticsearch-data monitor 
--enabled false
~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-chart-attribute-modify wr-analytics elasticsearch-master monito
r --enabled false
~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-chart-attribute-modify wr-analytics kibana monitor --enabled fa
lse
~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-chart-attribute-modify wr-analytics ingress-nginx monitor --ena
bled false
~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-chart-attribute-modify wr-analytics kafka monitor --enabled fal
se
~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-chart-attribute-modify wr-analytics zookeeper monitor --enable
d false

8. Apply the updates.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply wr-analytics

Results

You can now access Kibana to review the data being collected by different systems at the host address specified in step 1 on page 18
at:

https://<ELASTICSEARCH_HOST>:31001
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5. CONFIGURE AN ALTERNATE STORAGE CLASS

1. Configure an Alternate Storage Class

The default storage class for the Kubernetes cluster will be used by the Wind River Analytics application. However, if you have an
alternate storage backend that should be used for the application and monitoring data, the backend storage class can be configured
as part of the installation process.

About this task

The Helm overrides shown in this example should be applied to specify the alternative storage class.

The following steps are only required if the required storage is not the default Kubernetes storage class.

Procedure

1. For convenience, assign the storage class to an environment variable.

~(keystone_admin)]$ export STORAGECLASS=<name>

where <name> is the same name that is configured in for the Kubernetes storageclasses.storage.k8s.io resource.

2. Create the Helm overrides files.

a. Configure the storage class for elasticsearch-master.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat << EOF > elasticsearch-master.yaml
volumeClaimTemplate:
  storageClassName: ${STORAGECLASS}
EOF

b. Configure the storage class for elasticsearch-data services.
The following example also includes a resource storage request to increase the default storage for the data
storage.

Note
The storageClassName can be specified along with the other volumeClaimTemplate parameters for resource
storage request sizes.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat << EOF > elasticsearch-data.yaml
volumeClaimTemplate:
  accessModes:
  - ReadWriteOnce
  resources:
    requests:
      storage: 2000Gi
  storageClassName: ${STORAGECLASS}
EOF

3. Continue the installation of the Helm overrides prior to applying the Wind River Analytics application.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elasticsearch-master monitor --val
ues elasticsearch-master.yaml
~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elasticsearch-data monitor --value
s elasticsearch-data.yaml
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Postrequisites

You can now continue the installation of the Wind River Analytics application as described in Installing Analytics on the System
Controller on page 8 and Configuring an Alternate Storage Class on page 21.
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6. APPENDIX A: EXTERNAL KAFKA INTEGRATION

1. External Kafka Integration

Wind River Analytics can be integrated with an external Kafka cluster for the purpose of publishing the metrics, logs and alerts
collected and generated from the system monitoring. The reference configuration will consume the event data from the internal
Kafka cluster and publish those events to the topics of the external Kafka cluster.

Use the following procedure to define secrets, modify passwords, servers, etc. in the yaml files.

Procedure

1. Create a kafka_secret.yaml file using the inputs below to define the required secrets, using the kubectl -n monitor
create -f kafka_secret.yaml command.

apiVersion: v1
kind: Secret
metadata:
  name: kafka-external
  namespace: monitor
type: Opaque
data:
  kafka.external.keystore.jks: <base64-encoded-keystore-file>
  kafka.external.truststore.jks: <base64-encoded-truststore-file>

2. Create a logstash_kafka_overrides.yaml file using the inputs below to modify the passwords, bootstrap servers etc.,
as required.

secretMounts:
  - name:  ext-cakey
    secretName: mon-elastic-services-secrets
    path: /usr/share/logstash/config/ext-ca.key
    subPath: ext-ca.key
  - name:  ext-cacrt
    secretName: mon-elastic-services-secrets
    path: /usr/share/logstash/config/ext-ca.crt
    subPath: ext-ca.crt
  - name:  cacrt
    secretName: mon-elastic-services-secrets
    path: /usr/share/logstash/config/ca.crt
    subPath: ca.crt
  - name:  cakey
    secretName: mon-elastic-services-secrets
    path: /usr/share/logstash/config/ca.key
    subPath: ca.key
  - name: secretskv
    path: /home/secretskv
    secretName: mon-elastic-services-secrets-kv
  - name: kafka-external-keystore
    path: /usr/share/logstash/config/kafka.external.keystore.jks
    subPath: kafka.external.keystore.jks
    secretName: kafka-external
  - name: kafka-external-truststore
    path: /usr/share/logstash/config/kafka.external.truststore.jks
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    subPath: kafka.external.truststore.jks
    secretName: kafka-external
logstashConfig:
  pipelines.yml: |
    - pipeline.id: main
      path.config: "/usr/share/logstash/pipeline/main-*.conf"
    - pipeline.id: elasticsearch
      path.config: "/usr/share/logstash/pipeline/elasticsearch-*.conf"
    - pipeline.id: metricbeat
      path.config: "/usr/share/logstash/pipeline/metricbeat-*.conf"
    - pipeline.id: filebeat
      path.config: "/usr/share/logstash/pipeline/filebeat-*.conf"
    - pipeline.id: kafka
      path.config: "/usr/share/logstash/pipeline/kafka-*.conf"
    - pipeline.id: kafkasink
      path.config: "/usr/share/logstash/pipeline/kafkasink-*.conf"
    - pipeline.id: kafkaexternal
      pipeline.workers: 32
      pipeline.batch.size: 1000
      path.config: "/usr/share/logstash/pipeline/kafkaexternal-*.conf"
logstashPipeline:
  kafkaexternal-00-input.conf: |
    input {
      kafka {
        # auto_offset_reset => latest
        add_field => { "[@metadata][pipeline]" => "kafkaexternal" }
        group_id => "kafka-external"
        client_id => "wra-logstash-external"
        bootstrap_servers => "${KAFKA_HOSTS}"
        topics_pattern => "^(alert|filebeat|metricbeat)"
        decorate_events => true
        security_protocol => "SSL"
        ssl_key_password => "${LOGSTASH_SSL_KEY_PASSWORD}"
        ssl_keystore_password => "${LOGSTASH_SSL_KEYSTORE_PASSWORD}"
        ssl_truststore_password => "${LOGSTASH_SSL_TRUSTSTORE_PASSWORD}"
        ssl_keystore_location => "/usr/share/logstash/config/instance/keystore.jks"
        ssl_truststore_location => "/usr/share/logstash/config/instance/truststore.jks"
        ssl_keystore_type => "JKS"
        ssl_truststore_type => "JKS"
        ssl_endpoint_identification_algorithm => "https"
        codec => json
        consumer_threads => 3
      }
     }
   kafkaexternal-99-output.conf: |
     output {
       kafka {
         codec => json
         client_id => "wra-logstash"
         bootstrap_servers => "kafa-broker-1.example.com:9092, kafa-broker-2.example.com:9092"
         topic_id => "%{[@metadata][kafka][topic]}"
         acks => "0"
         compression_type => "gzip"
         request_timeout_ms => "60000"
         metadata_fetch_timeout_ms => 60000
         batch_size => 31457280
         buffer_memory => 1610700000
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         send_buffer_bytes => "786432"
         security_protocol => "SSL"
         ssl_key_password => "Passw0rd"
         ssl_keystore_password => "Passw0rd"
         ssl_truststore_password => "Passw0rd"
         ssl_keystore_location => "/usr/share/logstash/config/kafka.external.keystore.jks"
         ssl_truststore_location => "/usr/share/logstash/config/kafka.external.truststore.jks"
         ssl_keystore_type => "JKS"
         ssl_truststore_type => "JKS"
         ssl_endpoint_identification_algorithm => "https"
       }
     }

3. Apply the overrides to logstash using the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics logstash monitor --values ./logsta
sh_kafka_overrides.yaml --reuse-values

4. Apply the overrides to the application using the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply wr-analytics
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2. INTRODUCTION

1. Introduction

Wind River Analytics provides integrated data collection, monitoring, analysis, and a reporting tool, used to optimize your distributed
network operation.

For details on Wind River Analytics compatibility matrix and rollback versions, see:

• Analytics Compatibility Matrix on page 98•

• Analytics Rollback Versions•

In this section:

• Features on page 4•

• Collection on page 4•

Features

The following features are supported for Wind River Analytics:

Collection

Data can be extracted across all layers of the system including infrastructure, cluster, services, and application. Detailed
memory, CPU, filesystem, and service state is gathered to ensure the entire operation is monitored.

Aggregation

For structured and unstructured data including logs, metrics and traces, you can determine whether it is at the individual host
level or aggregated with the local or distributed cluster. Data is enhanced to provide context beyond the metric and timestamp,
and includes tagging, transformation, and pre-processing.

Processing and Storage

Includes replication indexing that provides more robust redundancy, and makes data search faster. Lifecycle management
ensures the data is managed appropriately and persists only as it needs to.

Analysis

Use the data to derive an understanding of the Distributed Cloud environment. Visualizations, dashboards, and trend analysis
provide data that can be analyzed for making decisions to keep your network healthy and optimized.

Alerts and Reports

Receive alerts and comprehensive reports that make you aware of the operations in your Distributed Cloud.

Collection

Logs

Wind River Analytics collects and analyzes logs across the entire system, including the infrastructure hosts, Kubernetes cluster
and containerized workloads. Logs are automatically collected, distributed and aggregated with the Analytics database. As part
of the log distribution, pre-processing is performed to classify the logs, including assigning the log severity fields so that they
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may later be classified. For details on the specific log parsing and fields, please refer to Log Collection, Metrics and Metadata
on page 94.

Metrics

Wind River Analytics collects and analyzes a broad set of metrics for the infrastructure hosts, Kubernetes cluster and
containerized workloads.

The following provides a summary of the metrics collected. For details on the specific metric sets and specific metric fields,
please refer to Log Collection, Metrics and Metadata on page 94.

System Metrics

Infrastructure host metrics for monitoring the health and resource utilization of the physical infrastructure and services.

• CPU utilization•

• Memory utilization•

• Filesystem utilization•

• Disk IO rates and latency•

• Network rates utilization•

• Process CPU, memory utilization•

Kubernetes Metrics

Kubernetes cluster metrics for monitoring the health, state and resource utilization of the Kubernetes services and workloads.

• Pod (cpu, memory, network)•

• Node (cpu, memory, network)•

• API Server service•

• Controller Manager service•

• Scheduler service•

• Resource states:•

- event-

- node-

- deployment-

- statefulset-

- replicaset-

- pod-

- container-

Etcd Metrics

Etcd key-value store service health and resource utilization monitoring. Etcd is used as the storage backend for Kubernetes

• server (queue depth, latency)•

• memory•

• disk•

• network•

Ceph Metrics

Ceph storage metrics for monitoring cluster and service health, including overall storage utilization and statistics. Ceph provides
the persistent storage for Kubernetes and OpenStack workloads
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• Overall cluster health summary•

• Disk utilization backing Ceph cluster•

• Ceph Pool statistics (read/write byte rates and IOPS)•

• Ceph Pool disk utilization•

• Ceph OSD performance (latency)•

• Ceph OSD object hierarchy•
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3. OPERATIONS

1. Deploying Analytics
1.1. StarlingX Application Package Manager

Wind River Analytics is managed using the StarlingX Application Package Manager.

StarlingX application management provides a wrapper around FluxCD (see https://fluxcd.io/) and Airship Armada (see https://
opendev.org/airship/armada.git) (deprecated), and Kubernetes Helm (see https://github.com/helm/helm) for managing containerized
applications. FluxCD provides the ability to manage applications that require multiple Helm charts.

A StarlingX application package is a compressed tarball containing a metadata.yaml file, FluxCD manifest file, and a charts directory
containing helm charts and a checksum.md5 file. The metadata.yaml file contains the application name, version, and optional helm
repository and disabled charts information.

StarlingX application package management provides a set of system CLI commands for managing the lifecycle of an application,
which includes managing overrides to the helm charts within the application.

Table 1. Application Package Manager Commands

Command Description

application-list List all applications.

application-show Show application details such as name, status, and
progress.

application-upload

Upload a new application package.
This command loads the application’s FluxCD
manifest and helm charts into an internal database
and automatically applies system overrides for well-
known helm charts, allowing the helm chart to be
applied optimally to the current cluster configuration.

helm-override-list List system helm charts and the namespaces with
helm chart overrides for each helm chart.

helm-override-show

Show a helm chart’s overrides for a particular
namespace.
This command displays system-overrides, user-
overrides and the combined system and user
overrides.

helm-override-update Update helm chart user-overrides for a particular
namespace.

helm-chart-attribute-modify Enable or disable the installation of a particular helm
chart within an application manifest.

helm-override-delete Delete a helm chart’s user-overrides for a particular
namespace.
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Command Description

application-apply

Apply or reapply the application manifest and helm
charts.
This command will install or update the existing
installation of the application based on its FluxCD
manifest, helm charts and helm charts’ combined
system and user overrides.

application-abort Abort the current application operation.

application-update Update the deployed application to a different
version

application-remove Uninstall an application.

application-delete
Remove the uninstalled application’s definition,
including manifest and helm charts and helm chart
overrides, from the system.

1.2. Initial Deployment

Completion of several procedures are required to install the application on the Wind River Cloud Platform.

The procedures outlined in the follow-on sections provide additional details of user customizations that may be applied during the
initial deployment or for customizing the application after the initial deployment.

For more information, see Analytics Planning, Installation and Deployment.

1.3. Configuring Analytics Storage

The Wind River Analytics application is pre-configured with a minimal resource assignment for data storage.

About this task

It is highly recommended that you update the default storage assignments for elasticsearch-data to meet the requirements for the
expected data volume and retention policies. See Analytics Dimensioning for details about the requirements for data storage.

Warning

Currently, the volume storage size can be increased after application deployment (see the section Expand Analytics Storage on
page 10) but never decreased, therefore this value and subsequent values should be chosen carefully to support both the current
and future storage requirements. In addition, the configured value will apply to each elasticsearch-data instance, and therefore will
be allocated for each node assigned with the elastic-data label

Procedure

1. View the current resource settings for the service using the system helm override commands.
The following shows the default settings for the elasticsearch-data service, and a user setting to increase the
assigned storage resources.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-show wr-analytics elasticsearch-data monitor
+--------------------+-----------------------------------------+
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| Property           | Value                                   |
+--------------------+-----------------------------------------+
| attributes         | enabled: true                           |
|                    |                                         |
| combined_overrides | antiAffinity: hard                      |
|                    | esJavaOpts: -Xmx1536m -Xms1536m         |
|                    | nodeGroup: data                         |
|                    | nodeSelector:                           |
|                    |   elastic-data: enabled                 |
|                    | replicas: 1                             |
|                    | resources:                              |
|                    |   limits:                               |
|                    |     cpu: "1"                            |
|                    |     memory: 4096Mi                      |
|                    |   requests:                             |
|                    |     cpu: 200m                           |
|                    |     memory: 4096Mi                      |
|                    | volumeClaimTemplate:                    |
|                    |   accessModes:                          |
|                    |   - ReadWriteOnce                       |
|                    |   resources:                            |
|                    |     requests:                           |
|                    |       storage: 150Gi                    |
|                    |                                         |
| name               | elasticsearch-data                      |
| namespace          | monitor                                 |
| user_overrides     | None                                    |
+--------------------+-----------------------------------------+

2. Create an overrides file that contains the updated storage assignment.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat << EOF > elasticsearch-data.yaml
volumeClaimTemplate:
  accessModes:
  - ReadWriteOnce
  resources:
    requests:
      storage: 2000Gi
EOF

3. Apply the overrides to the application service.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elasticsearch-data monitor --value
s elasticsearch-data.yaml

4. Apply the application to enable the Wind River Analytics service.

Note
All nodes should be unlocked, enabled, and available before applying the application.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply wr-analytics

5. Monitor the status until the application-apply operation has completed successfully.

~(keystone_admin)]$
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
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+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | True                             |
| app_version   | 20.04-0                          |
| created_at    | 2020-05-02T17:11:48.718963+00:00 |
| manifest_file | wr-analytics.yaml                |
| manifest_name | analytics-armada-manifest        |
| name          | wr-analytics                     |
| progress      | completed                        |
| status        | applied                          |
| updated_at    | 2020-05-02T17:44:40.152201+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+

1.4. Expand Analytics Storage

Warning

Currently, the volume storage size can be increased after application deployment but never decreased. Therefore, this value and
subsequent values should be chosen carefully to support both the current and future storage requirements.

Procedure

1. Review the current “Disk Free Space” for elasticsearch nodes we wish to add additional storage for.
From the Kibana dashboard navigate to Stack Overview > Nodes. The information is in the Disk Free Space
column.

2. Review the current resource settings for the service using the system helm override command.
The following example shows the default settings for the elasticsearch-data service, and a user setting to add
additional storage resources.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-show wr-analytics elasticsearch-data monitor
+--------------------+------------------------------------------+
| Property           | Value                                    |
+--------------------+------------------------------------------+
| attributes         | enabled: true                            |
|                    |                                          |
| combined_overrides | antiAffinity: hard                       |
|                    | esJavaOpts: -Xmx1536m -Xms1536m          |
|                    | nodeGroup: data                          |
|                    | nodeSelector:                            |
|                    |   elastic-data: enabled                  |
|                    | replicas: 1                              |
|                    | resources:                               |
|                    |   limits:                                |
|                    |     cpu: "1"                             |
|                    |     memory: 4096Mi                       |
|                    |   requests:                              |
|                    |     cpu: 200m                            |
|                    |     memory: 4096Mi                       |
|                    | volumeClaimTemplate:                     |
|                    |   accessModes:                           |
|                    |   - ReadWriteOnce                        |
|                    |   resources:                             |
|                    |     requests:                            |
|                    |       storage: 150Gi                     |
|                    |                                          |
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| name               | elasticsearch-data                       |
| namespace          | monitor                                  |
| user_overrides     | None                                     |
+--------------------+------------------------------------------+

3. Create an overrides file containing the updated storage additions.
If there have already been storage additions, you must include all previous and current storage additions. Otherwise,
the change will be seen as a storage removal, which is not supported.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat << EOF > elasticsearch-data-extra-volume-claim-template-override.yaml
extraVolumeClaimTemplates:
- accessModes:
  - ReadWriteOnce
  resources:
    requests:
      storage: 100Gi
EOF

4. Apply the overrides to the application service.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elasticsearch-data monitor --reuse
-values --values elasticsearch-data-extra-volume-claim-template-override.yaml

5. Apply the application to enable the Analytics service.

Note
All nodes should be unlocked, enabled, and available before applying the application.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply wr-analytics

6. Monitor the status until the application-apply operation has completed successfully.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-show wr-analytics
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | True                             |
| app_version   | 22.06-0                          |
| created_at    | 2022-05-31T20:00:24.348988+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | wr-analytics-fluxcd-manifests    |
| name          | wr-analytics                     |
| progress      | completed                        |
| status        | applied                          |
| updated_at    | 2022-05-31T20:32:59.170822+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+

7. Repeat step 1 on page 10.
The Disk Free Space value has changed to reflect your updates.

1.5. Configure Deployment Resources

The Wind River Analytics application is pre-configured with default resource assignments, CPU, and memory requests and limits for
each service.

About this task
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The default settings support the monitoring of typical deployment scenarios; however, they may or may not be applicable to
configurations with high data rates or smaller or larger deployments.

The resource allocations may be overridden on a per-service basis according to the engineering guidelines outlined in Analytics
Dimensioning.

Procedure

1. Show the current resource settings for the service using the system helm override commands.
The following shows the default settings for the elasticsearch-data service, and a user setting to increase the
assigned CPU and memory resources.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-show wr-analytics elasticsearch-data monitor
+--------------------+-----------------------------------------+
| Property           | Value                                   |
+--------------------+-----------------------------------------+
| attributes         | enabled: true                           |
|                    |                                         |
| combined_overrides | antiAffinity: hard                      |
|                    | esJavaOpts: -Xmx1536m -Xms1536m         |
|                    | nodeGroup: data                         |
|                    | nodeSelector:                           |
|                    |   elastic-data: enabled                 |
|                    | replicas: 1                             |
|                    | resources:                              |
|                    |   limits:                               |
|                    |     cpu: "1"                            |
|                    |     memory: 4096Mi                      |
|                    |   requests:                             |
|                    |     cpu: 200m                           |
|                    |     memory: 4096Mi                      |
|                    | volumeClaimTemplate:                    |
|                    |   accessModes:                          |
|                    |   - ReadWriteOnce                       |
|                    |   resources:                            |
|                    |     requests:                           |
|                    |       storage: 150Gi                    |
|                    |                                         |
| name               | elasticsearch-data                      |
| namespace          | monitor                                 |
| user_overrides     | None                                    |
+--------------------+-----------------------------------------+

2. Create an overrides file that contains the updated resource assignments.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat << EOF > elasticsearch-data.yaml
resources:
  limits:
    cpu: "4"
    memory: 16Gi
  requests:
    cpu: "2"
    memory: 6Gi
EOF

3. Apply the overrides to the application service.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elasticsearch-data monitor --value
s elasticsearch-data.yaml
+----------------+--------------------+
| Property       | Value              |
+----------------+--------------------+
| name           | elasticsearch-data |
| namespace      | monitor            |
| user_overrides | resources:         |
|                |   limits:          |
|                |     cpu: "4"       |
|                |     memory: 16Gi   |
|                |   requests:        |
|                |     cpu: "2"       |
|                |     memory: 6Gi    |
|                |                    |
+----------------+--------------------+

4. Apply the application to update the Analytics service resource assignments.

Note
All nodes should be unlocked, enabled, and available before applying the application.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply wr-analytics

5. Monitor the status until the application-apply operation has completed successfully.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-show wr-analytics
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | True                             |
| app_version   | 22.06-0                          |
| created_at    | 2022-05-31T20:00:24.348988+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | wr-analytics-fluxcd-manifests    |
| name          | wr-analytics                     |
| progress      | completed                        |
| status        | applied                          |
| updated_at    | 2022-05-31T20:32:59.170822+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+

1.6. Customize Metric Collection

The Wind River Analytics application is pre-configured with a default set of metrics for collection across the hosts, cluster and
services. However, it may be desirable to customize the set of metrics collected, adjusting either the collection period (rate),
processing rules or even adding new metrics.

About this task

Changing the metric collection properties may impact the scaling and resource requirements of the services, therefore the Analytics
Dimensioning guide should be consulted to review the current guidelines.

Note
This procedure applies to Wind River Wind River Analytics 20.06-5 and greater.

The default settings support the monitoring of typical deployment scenarios; however, there may be a requirement to change the
default settings to meet specific application monitoring requirements or to meet specific policies for metric collection.
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The metric configuration is separated by the metricbeat services that run on each host as a DaemonSet and those that run as a
deployment for the centralized service metric collection. The configuration may be updated independently depending on the scope
of the changes. In addition, each module and metricset may be configured independently, or the default configuration may be
modified to apply to all metricsets (if not specifically specified or overridden).

The following procedure defines the steps required to update the metric configuration with custom parameter values to update the
default metric collection period. A similar procedure may be followed to add new module configurations (following the example of
the existing default metric configurations).

Procedure

1. Show the current configuration settings for the metricbeat service using the system helm override commands.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-show wr-analytics metricbeat monitor
+--------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------+
| Property           | Value                                                          |
+--------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------+
| attributes         | enabled: true                                                  |
|                    |                                                                |
| combined_overrides | daemonset:                                                     |
|                    |   moduleConfig:                                                |
|                    |     defaults:                                                  |
|                    |       enabled: true                                            |
|                    |       period: 5m                                               |
|                    |     system:                                                    |
|                    |       cpu:                                                     |
|                    |         cpu.metrics:                                           |
|                    |         - normalized_percentages                               |
|                    |         metricsets:                                            |
|                    |         - cpu                                                  |
|                    |         module: system                                         |
|                    |       diskio:                                                  |
|                    |         cpu.metrics:                                           |
|                    |         - normalized_percentages                               |
|                    |         metricsets:                                            |
|                    |         - diskio                                               |
|                    |         module: system                                         |
|                    |       memory:                                                  |
|                    |         cpu.metrics:                                           |
|                    |         - normalized_percentages                               |
|                    |         metricsets:                                            |
|                    |         - memory                                               |
|                    |         module: system                                         |
|                    |       network:                                                 |
|                    |         metricsets:                                            |
|                    |         - network                                              |
|                    |         module: system                                         |
|                    |         processors:                                            |
|                    |         - drop_event.when:                                     |
|                    |             or:                                                |
|                    |             - regexp:                                          |
|                    |                 system.network.name: ^(docker0|cali.*)$        |
|                    |             - and:                                             |
|                    |               - equals:                                        |
|                    |                   system.network.in.packets: 0                 |
|                    |               - equals:                                        |
|                    |                   system.network.out.packets: 0                |
|                    |       process:                                                 |
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|                    |         metricsets:                                            |
|                    |         - process                                              |
|                    |         module: system                                         |
|                    |         process.include_top_n:                                 |
|                    |           by_cpu: 15                                           |
|                    |           by_memory: 15                                        |
|                    |         processes:                                             |
|                    |         - .*                                                   |
|                    |         processors:                                            |
|                    |         - drop_event.when:                                     |
|                    |             regexp:                                            |
|                    |               system.process.cgroup.cpu.path: ^/k8s.infra/.*   |
/// snip ///
| user_overrides     | None                                                           |
+--------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------+

2. Create an overrides file that contains the updated metric configuration.
Example changes the default collection period for all modules to 5 minutes, and configures the specific collection
period for the system cpu metricset to 60 seconds.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat << EOF > metricbeat.yaml
daemonset:
  moduleConfig:
    defaults:
      period: 5m
    system:
      cpu:
        period: 60s
deployment:
  moduleConfig:
    defaults:
      period: 5m
EOF

3. Apply the overrides to the application service.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics metricbeat monitor --values metric
beat.yaml
+----------------+---------------------+
| Property       | Value               |
+----------------+---------------------+
| name           | metricbeat          |
| namespace      | monitor             |
| user_overrides | daemonset:          |
|                |   moduleConfig:     |
|                |     defaults:       |
|                |       period: 5m    |
|                |     system:         |
|                |       cpu:          |
|                |         period: 60s |
|                | deployment:         |
|                |   moduleConfig:     |
|                |     defaults:       |
|                |       period: 5m    |
|                |                     |
+----------------+---------------------+
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4. Apply the application to update the Analytics metric configuration of the metricbeat service.

Note
All nodes should be unlocked, enabled, and available before applying the application.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply wr-analytics

5. Monitor the status until the application-apply operation has completed successfully.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-show wr-analytics
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | True                             |
| app_version   | 22.06-0                          |
| created_at    | 2022-05-31T20:00:24.348988+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | wr-analytics-fluxcd-manifests    |
| name          | wr-analytics                     |
| progress      | completed                        |
| status        | applied                          |
| updated_at    | 2022-05-31T20:32:59.170822+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+

1.7. Customize Remote Configuration on the Distributed Cloud

About this task

In a Distributed Cloud system Wind River Analytics can remotely configure subcloud settings from the System Controller. Helm-
overrides on both the System Controller and subclouds are required to enable this functionality, but once enabled the subcloud will
sync the configurations remotely from the System Controller, with only Helm-override updates on the System Controller being
necessary going forward.

On the System Controller, configure desired remote configurations via Helm-overrides on the elastic-services chart. Remote
configurations are set under the remoteConfig section, with one or more remote configuration identifiers denoting a different set of
configurations. Remote configurations for the different components should be set in the same manner as if the configurations were
being configured locally, in particular metricbeat remote configuration settings should follow the same format as if they were set
locally, see Customize Metric Collection on page 13. All overrides specific to the remote configuration should be set against the
elastic-services chart which manages the remote synchronization. For example, the below user-overrides configure 3 sets of remote
configurations in the system controller that can be referenced independently per component on the subclouds. Any subclouds
referencing a remote configuration will sync their local configuration from the System Controller remote configuration.

Note
For example, config-production, config-debug and config-bypass-kafka represent the ConfigIds that need to
be referenced on the subclouds. ConfigIds should only contain alpha-numeric characters and dashes.

Procedure

Use the procedure below to configure different remote configurations.

Note
The example overrides below should not be used as is, but should be modified to suit your environment. They are
intended only as an example of the possibilities of this feature.

1. Create the remote configuration file to be used on the System Controller.
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cat <<EOF> remote-config-system-controller.yaml
remoteConfig:
  config-production:
    filebeat:
      daemonset:
        filebeatConfig:
          filebeat.yml:
            filebeat.inputs:
            - close_timeout: 5m
            enabled: true
            exclude_files:
            - ^/var/log/containers/
            - ^/var/log/pods/
            - /var/log/ceph/
            - /var/log/openstack.log
            - /var/log/example1.log
            - /var/log/example2.log
            paths:
            - /var/log/*.log
            - /var/log/messages
            - /var/log/syslog
            - /var/log/**/*.log
            type: log
    logstash:
      logstashConfig:
        logstash.yml:
          pipeline.batch.size: 250
      logstashPipeline:
        filebeat-40-filter.conf: |
          filter {
            if [event][severity] > 4 {
              drop { }
            }
          }
    metricbeat:
      deployment:
        moduleConfig:
          defaults:
            period: 10m
      daemonset:
        moduleConfig:
          defaults:
            period: 10m
  config-bypass-kafka:
    logstash:
      logstashPipeline:
        main-99-output.conf: |
          output {
            if [@metadata][pipeline] == "metricbeat" {
              pipeline {
                send_to => [metricbeat]
              }
            }
            if [@metadata][pipeline] == "filebeat" {
              pipeline {
                send_to => [filebeat]
              }
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            }
            if [@metadata][pipeline] == "alert" {
              sink {
                id => "sinkthis"
              }
            }
          }
        metricbeat-99-output.conf: |
          output {
            pipeline {
              send_to => [elasticsearch]
            }
          }
        filebeat-99-output.conf: |
          output {
            pipeline {
              send_to => [elasticsearch]
            }
          }
        filebeat-30-filter.conf: |
          filter {
            if [event][severity] > 6 {
              drop { }
            }
          }
  config-debug:
    metricbeat:
      daemonset:
        metricbeatConfig:
          metricbeat.yml:
            fields:
              system:
                name: remote_config_test
            output.file:
              enabled: true
              filename: metricbeat
              path: /tmp/metricbeat
            output.logstash:
              enabled: false
        moduleConfig:
          defaults:
            period: 5m
          system:
            cpu:
              period: 60s
      deployment:
        metricbeatConfig:
          metricbeat.yml:
            fields:
              system:
                name: remote_config_test
        moduleConfig:
          defaults:
            period: 10m
    logstash:
      logstashConfig:
        logstash.yml:
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          log.level: trace
      logstashPipeline:
        filebeat-30-filter.conf: |
          filter {
            if [event][severity] > 3 {
              drop { }
            }
          }
    filebeat:
      daemonset:
        filebeatConfig:
          filebeat.yml:
            filebeat.inputs:
            - close_timeout: 5m
              enabled: true
              exclude_files:
              - ^/var/log/containers/
              - ^/var/log/pods/
              - /var/log/ceph/
              - /var/log/openstack.log
              - /var/log/example1.log
              - /var/log/example2.log
              paths:
              - /var/log/*.log
              - /var/log/messages
              - /var/log/syslog
              - /var/log/**/*.log
              type: log
            processors:
            - add_kubernetes_metadata:
                annotations.dedot: true
                default_matchers.enabled: false
                labels.dedot: true
            # Add filebeat scrapetime to test delays.
            - script:
                lang: javascript
                source: |
                  function process(ev) {
                    var currentTime = new Date()
                    ev.Put("system.scrapetime", currentTime)
                    return ev;
                  };
EOF

2. Apply the overrides on the System Controller to the elastic-services chart.

~(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elastic-services monitor --values .
/remote-config-system-controller.yaml

 +----------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | Property       | Value                                                                    |
 +----------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 | name           | elastic-services                                                         |
 | namespace      | monitor                                                                  |
 | user_overrides | remoteConfig:                                                            |
 |                |   config-bypass-kafka:                                                   |
 |                |     logstash:                                                            |
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 |                |       logstashConfig:                                                    |
 |                |         pipelines.yml:                                                   |
 |                |         - path.config: /usr/share/logstash/pipeline/main-*.conf          |
 |                |           pipeline.id: main                                              |
 |                |         - path.config: /usr/share/logstash/pipeline/elasticsearch-*.conf |
 |                |           pipeline.id: elasticsearch                                     |
 |                |         - path.config: /usr/share/logstash/pipeline/metricbeat-*.conf    |
 |                |           pipeline.id: metricbeat                                        |
 |                |         - path.config: /usr/share/logstash/pipeline/filebeat-*.conf      |
 |                |           pipeline.id: filebeat                                          |
 |                |       logstashPipeline:                                                  |
 |                |         filebeat-99-output.conf: |                                       |
 |                |           # Send directly to elasticsearch                               |
 |                |           output {                                                       |
 |                |             pipeline {                                                   |
 |                |               send_to => [elasticsearch]                                 |
 |                |             }                                                            |
 |                |           }                                                              |
 |                |         main-99-output.conf: |                                           |
 |                |           # Send directly to elasticsearch                               |
 |                |           output {                                                       |
 |                |             if [@metadata][pipeline] == "metricbeat" {                   |
 |                |               pipeline {                                                 |
 |                |                 send_to => [metricbeat]                                  |
 |                |               }                                                          |
 |                |             }                                                            |
 |                |             if [@metadata][pipeline] == "filebeat" {                     |
 |                |               pipeline {                                                 |
 |                |                 send_to => [filebeat]                                    |
 |                |               }                                                          |
 |                |             }                                                            |
 |                |           }                                                              |
 |                |         metricbeat-99-output.conf: |                                     |
 |                |           # Send directly to elasticsearch                               |
 |                |           output {                                                       |
 |                |             pipeline {                                                   |
 |                |               send_to => [elasticsearch]                                 |
 |                |             }                                                            |
 |                |           }                                                              |
 |                |   config-debug:                                                          |
 |                |     filebeat:                                                            |
 |                |       daemonset:                                                         |
 |                |         filebeatConfig:                                                  |
 |                |           filebeat.yml:                                                  |
 |                |             filebeat.inputs:                                             |
 |                |             - close_timeout: 5m                                          |
 |                |               enabled: true                                              |
 |                |               exclude_files:                                             |
 |                |               - ^/var/log/containers/                                    |
 |                |               - ^/var/log/pods/                                          |
 |                |               - /var/log/ceph/                                           |
 |                |               - /var/log/openstack.log                                   |
 |                |               - /var/log/example1.log                                    |
 |                |               - /var/log/example2.log                                    |
 |                |               paths:                                                     |
 |                |               - /var/log/*.log                                           |
 |                |               - /var/log/messages                                        |
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 |                |               - /var/log/syslog                                          |
 |                |               - /var/log/**/*.log                                        |
 |                |               type: log                                                  |
 |                |             processors:                                                  |
 |                |             - add_kubernetes_metadata:                                   |
 |                |                 annotations.dedot: true                                  |
 |                |                 default_matchers.enabled: false                          |
 |                |                 labels.dedot: true                                       |
 |                |             - script:                                                    |
 |                |                 lang: javascript                                         |
 |                |                 source: |                                                |
 |                |                   function process(ev) {                                 |
 |                |                     var currentTime = new Date()                         |
 |                |                     ev.Put("system.scrapetime", currentTime)             |
 |                |                     return ev;                                           |
 |                |                   };                                                     |
 |                |     logstash:                                                            |
 |                |       logstashConfig:                                                    |
 |                |         logstash.yml:                                                    |
 |                |           log.level: trace                                               |
 |                |       logstashPipeline:                                                  |
 |                |         filebeat-20-filter.conf: |                                       |
 |                |           filter {                                                       |
 |                |             # Do NOT Drop debug events                                   |
 |                |             if [log][level] == "willnotfind" {                           |
 |                |               drop { }                                                   |
 |                |             }                                                            |
 |                |           }                                                              |
 |                |     metricbeat:                                                          |
 |                |       daemonset:                                                         |
 |                |         metricbeatConfig:                                                |
 |                |           metricbeat.yml:                                                |
 |                |             output.file:                                                 |
 |                |               enabled: true                                              |
 |                |               filename: metricbeat.logs                                  |
 |                |               path: /tmp/metricbeat                                      |
 |                |             output.logstash:                                             |
 |                |               enabled: false                                             |
 |                |         moduleConfig:                                                    |
 |                |           defaults:                                                      |
 |                |             enabled: false                                               |
 |                |           system:                                                        |
 |                |             cpu:                                                         |
 |                |               enabled: true                                              |
 |                |               period: 2m                                                 |
 |                |       deployment:                                                        |
 |                |         metricbeatConfig:                                                |
 |                |           metricbeat.yml:                                                |
 |                |             output.file:                                                 |
 |                |               enabled: true                                              |
 |                |               filename: metricbeat.log                                   |
 |                |               path: /tmp/metricbeat                                      |
 |                |             output.logstash:                                             |
 |                |               enabled: false                                             |
 |                |         moduleConfig:                                                    |
 |                |           defaults:                                                      |
 |                |             enabled: false                                               |
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 |                |           kubernetes:                                                    |
 |                |             state_container:                                             |
 |                |               enabled: true                                              |
 |                |   config-production:                                                     |
 |                |     filebeat:                                                            |
 |                |       daemonset:                                                         |
 |                |         filebeatConfig:                                                  |
 |                |           filebeat.yml:                                                  |
 |                |             filebeat.inputs:                                             |
 |                |             - close_timeout: 5m                                          |
 |                |               enabled: true                                              |
 |                |               exclude_files:                                             |
 |                |               - ^/var/log/containers/                                    |
 |                |               - ^/var/log/pods/                                          |
 |                |               - /var/log/ceph/                                           |
 |                |               - /var/log/openstack.log                                   |
 |                |               - /var/log/example1.log                                    |
 |                |               - /var/log/example2.log                                    |
 |                |               paths:                                                     |
 |                |               - /var/log/*.log                                           |
 |                |               - /var/log/messages                                        |
 |                |               - /var/log/syslog                                          |
 |                |               - /var/log/**/*.log                                        |
 |                |               type: log                                                  |
 |                |       logstashConfig:                                                    |
 |                |         logstash.yml:                                                    |
 |                |           pipeline.batch.size: 350                                       |
 |                |       logstashPipeline:                                                  |
 |                |         filebeat-40-filter.conf: |                                       |
 |                |           # Drop notice, info, debug                                     |
 |                |           filter {                                                       |
 |                |             if [event][severity] > 4 {                                   |
 |                |               drop { }                                                   |
 |                |             }                                                            |
 |                |           }                                                              |
 |                |     metricbeat:                                                          |
 |                |       daemonset:                                                         |
 |                |         moduleConfig:                                                    |
 |                |           defaults:                                                      |
 |                |             period: 10m                                                  |
 |                |       deployment:                                                        |
 |                |         moduleConfig:                                                    |
 |                |           defaults:                                                      |
 |                |             period: 10m                                                  |
 |                |                                                                          |
 +----------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------+

3. Use the sytem application-apply command on the System Controller to apply the overrides.

(keystone_admin)$ system application-apply wr-analytics
 +---------------+----------------------------------+
 | Property      | Value                            |
 +---------------+----------------------------------+
 | active        | True                             |
 | app_version   | 22.06-1                          |
 | created_at    | 2022-06-13T13:36:55.201051+00:00 |
 | manifest_file | wr-analytics.yaml                |
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 | manifest_name | analytics-armada-manifest        |
 | name          | wr-analytics                     |
 | progress      | None                             |
 | status        | applying                         |
 | updated_at    | 2022-06-13T14:00:16.802148+00:00 |
 +---------------+----------------------------------+

Use the system application-list or system application-show wr-analytics commands to view the current progress.

4. Create the remote-config-subcloud.yaml file on the subclouds. Different components may reference the same or
different ConfigIds on the System Controller as long as they are configured on the System Controller.

cat <<EOF> remote-config-subcloud.yaml
logstash:
  logstashConfig:
    remote: config-bypass-kafka
  logstashPipeline:
    remote: config-bypass-kafka
filebeat:
  daemonset:
    filebeatConfig:
      remote: config-production
metricbeat:
  deployment:
    metricbeatConfig:
      remote: config-debug
    moduleConfig:
      remote: config-debug
  daemonset:
    moduleConfig:
      remote: config-debug
EOF

5. Apply the overrides on the System Controller to the elastic-services chart.

(keystone_admin)$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elastic-services monitor --values ./
remote-config-subcloud.yaml --reuse-values

+----------------+---------------------------------+
| Property       | Value                           |
+----------------+---------------------------------+
| name           | elastic-services                |
| namespace      | monitor                         |
| user_overrides | filebeat:                       |
|                |   daemonset:                    |
|                |     filebeatConfig:             |
|                |       remote: config-debug      |
|                | logstash:                       |
|                |   logstashConfig:               |
|                |     remote: config-bypass-kafka |
|                |   logstashPipeline:             |
|                |     remote: config-bypass-kafka |
|                | metricbeat:                     |
|                |   daemonset:                    |
|                |     moduleConfig:               |
|                |       remote: config-debug      |
|                |   deployment:                   |
|                |     metricbeatConfig:           |
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|                |       remote: config-debug      |
|                |     moduleConfig:               |
|                |       remote: config-debug      |
|                |                                 |
+----------------+---------------------------------+

6. Use the sytem application-apply command on the subcloud to apply the overrides.

~(keystone_admin)$ system application-apply wr-analytics

 +---------------+----------------------------------+
 | Property      | Value                            |
 +---------------+----------------------------------+
 | active        | True                             |
 | app_version   | 22.06-1                          |
 | created_at    | 2022-06-06T17:03:35.403967+00:00 |
 | manifest_file | wr-analytics.yaml                |
 | manifest_name | analytics-armada-manifest        |
 | name          | wr-analytics                     |
 | progress      | None                             |
 | status        | applying                         |
 | updated_at    | 2022-06-07T20:59:27.521903+00:00 |
 +---------------+----------------------------------+

Use the system application-list or system application-show wr-analytics commands to view the current progress.

After the remote configuration is completed on the subcloud and the Wind River Analytics is re-applied, the elastic-services pod will
retrieve the applicable configuration settings for each component from the System Controller and apply them, restarting the
applicable pods. In the event of a failure, for example, due to improper configuration the pods are not in a running / ready state, a
wra-elastic-services-error watch alert will be created on the System Controller.

2. Securing Analytics
2.1. Security Overview

Two sets of security overrides for the Wind River Analytics application should be taken into consideration before deployment.

securityCredentials

The Wind River Analytics application will use these for Elasticsearch authentication from the various nodes. They are auto-
generated by the system before application apply, but can be overridden with other specified values if desired.

Note
Subclouds and offbox systems must have these values overridden and set to the same values as the System
Controller or offbox host system. For more information, see Installing Analytics on a Subcloud.

securityFiles

• The ca.crt and ca.key file overrides pairs are the certificate authority files that internal Wind River Analytics nodes use to•
generate their signed certificates for internal communication verification.

These files are auto-generated by the system and do not need to be overridden unless required. They are independent
among systems and can be set differently between a Distributed Cloud System Controller and subclouds or in an All-in-
one or Standard system regardless of whether they are an onbox or offbox host system.

If certManager is enabled, the system will manage CA certificate auto-renewals. Wind River supports custom duration for
CA certificates. In the event of a renewal, the system will trigger a restart of all the pods using the certificate. First, there is
a stage where pods get their CA bundles updated and restarted with the new CA. Then, there is another update where
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the signing CA is switched to the new CA and the pods are restarted. For more information, see, SecurityConfig
parameters.

Note
Cert-Manager is turned on by default in new installations of Wind River Analytics as of version 21.12.

• The ext-ca.crt and ext-ca.key file overrides are the certificate authority files used by Elasticsearch to generate its signed•
certificate for external communication to an offbox host or Distributed Cloud System Controller if cert-manager is not
enabled. These will be auto-generated by the system but can be overridden if required. If cert-manager is enabled
however, these files will be ignored.

In a Distributed Cloud system, when certManager is enabled, there is an automated CA synchronization process between
the System Controller and subclouds. The System Controller will first update its ext-ca bundles and then initiate a 24 hour
waiting period to allow subclouds to sync.

Subclouds will identify a CA renewal in the System Controller and update their local copy of ext-ca with the new version
from the System Controller. Subclouds will then trigger a restart of their monitoring services, using the new certificate as
signing CA and adding it to its CA bundle.

The System Controller, after the 24 hour waiting period, will switch the signing CA to the new CA and trigger a restart of
all the pods.

Note
For subclouds and off-box systems, the ext-ca.crt file must be set the same as on the System Controller or
offbox host system as it will be used for verification of the remote Elasticsearch node. For more information,
see Installing Analytics on a Subcloud.

• The kibana.crt and kibana.key file overrides are the signed certificates used by Kibana and will be presented to a web•
browser when connected to the Kibana dashboard. These are initially left empty by the system and do not need to be set
unless desired, as the system will generate signed certificates from the ext-ca.crt and ext-ca.key pair if left blank.

All of the files used with the securityFiles override are in pem format.

securityConfig

• The certManager override can be used to enabled automated CA certificate renewal and synchronization between a•
Distributed Cloud System Controller and subclouds. The default value is false.

• The caCertDuration overrides can be used to specify the CA duration in hours. The default value is 4380 (6 months).•

2.2. Log in to the Dashboard

The Wind River Analytics dashboard can be accessed by connecting to the Kibana URL:

https://<oam-floating-ip>:31001/

You will be prompted for a username and password to login. A default account is created during deployment that has the following
credentials and has a default role of “superuser”. It is recommended that this account be restricted to authorized personnel only, and
that separate user accounts be created with less privileges.

You have the option to login with Elasticsearch or DEX - OpenID Connect. See, Wind River Analytics Planning, Installation and
Deployment
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The default administrator login credentials are:

• Username: sysadmin•

• Password: sysadmin•

For additional details on Elasticsearch User Authorization, you may refer to https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/
reference/7.9/authorization.html

2.3. Update User Credentials

The default user information and additional users may be configured using the native realm for user configuration.

About this task

The default native realm is created during initial system deployment and is called native1.

To add additional users via Kibana or the Elasticsearch API, you may refer to https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/
7.17/native-realm.html#managing-native-users

Procedure

With sysadmin privileges you can configure a read-only Kibana user, using the following procedure:
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1. Log in to the Dashboard and navigate to Management > Stack Management > Roles under Security in the left
navigation panel. The following page is displayed after selecting “Create Role” on the Roles page.

2. In the Index privileges section, enter “*” in the Indices field, and select the “read” privilege from the Privileges drop-
down.

3. In the Kibana section, click Add space privilege and select “*Global” Kibana spaces from the Spaces drop-down and
“read” privilege from the Privilege drop-down.

4. Click Create role.

5. In the left navigation panel, click Users > Create User. Fill in user details and from the “Roles” drop-down menu
select “kibana_admin” role as well as the role you created in Step 1.

6. Click Create user.

2.4. Update Kibana HTTPS Certificate

The certificates may be supplied by specifying security overrides via the system command for Helm overrides for the elastic-services.

About this task

The kibana.crt and kibana.key file overrides are the signed certificates used by Kibana and will be presented to a web browser when
connected to the Kibana dashboard. The system will generate a certificate signed by the ext-ca.crt and ext-ca.key pair by default.
Therefore, to specify a unique certificate and key pair, the values can be specified via elastic-services overrides. The supplied values
will be used in place of the system generated certificates.

Procedure

1. Create an overrides YAML file with the certificate information supplied for the securityFiles kibana.key and kibana.crt
values.
Below is an abridged example of an elastic-services-kibana-overrides.yaml file:

securityFiles:
  kibana.key: |
    -----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY-----
    MIIEowIBAAKCAQEAw+x5bICAzRStPalyX8/0QcK38elS8vZiMJQ3ddY4gUpN8uiF
    …snip…
    -----END RSA PRIVATE KEY-----
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  kibana.crt: |
    -----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----
    MIIC9DCCAdygAwIBAgIJAK8A84RdADuKMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBCwUAMB8xHTAbBgNV
    …snip…
    -----END CERTIFICATE-----

2. Apply the Helm overrides for the elastic-services.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elastic-services monitor --values 
elastic-services-kibana-overrides.yaml

3. Create Kibana overrides.

cat <<EOF > kibana.overrides
ingress:
hosts:
    - host: ""
    paths:
        - path: /
    - host: example.host
    paths:
        - path: /
EOF

Note
The hostname used, i.e. “example.host” should match the host that was used to generate the kibana.key and
kibana.crt files.

4. Apply the Helm overrides to Kibana security certificates and keys.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics kibana monitor --values ./kibana.y
aml

5. Apply the application to update the Kibana security certificates and keys.

Note
All nodes should be unlocked, enabled, and available before applying the application.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply wr-analytics

6. Monitor the status until the application-apply operation has completed successfully.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-show wr-analytics
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | True                             |
| app_version   | 22.06-0                          |
| created_at    | 2022-05-31T20:00:24.348988+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | wr-analytics-fluxcd-manifests    |
| name          | wr-analytics                     |
| progress      | completed                        |
| status        | applied                          |
| updated_at    | 2022-05-31T20:32:59.170822+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
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Note
If the wr-analytics application is already applied when the above procedure is performed, a restart of the Kibana pod
will be required for the new kibana.key and kibana.crt changes to take apply. The restart (via a Kibana pod delete)
should be done after the overrides have been applied and application reapply has completed.

2.5. Kubernetes Cert-Manager Integration

In Wind River Analytics Release 21.12, this feature is enabled by default on new installations.

For installations updated from Wind River Analytics Release 21.06-1 it will retain the same Kubernetes cert-manager feature
activation state.

The internal and external certificates used to secure communications between client and service components of Wind River Analytics
now supports the automatic renewal of signing and validating certificates using the Wind River Cloud Platform Kubernetes Cert-
Manager. The certificates will be automatically updated prior to expiry and rolled out to the services that use them automatically. In a
Distributed Cloud configuration, the certificates will also be automatically distributed to the subclouds as part of the certificate
synchronization.

Note
For installations updated from Wind River Analytics Release <version> where ext-ca.crt and ext-ca.key overrides has
been specified, these overrides must be retained so that cert-manager can switch safely to new certificates.

If these overrides are not present, wr-analytics will fail to store both previous and new CA certificates, resulting in pod
startup errors.

About this task

The following procedure will activate the cert-manager integration, enabling automatic certificate renewal.

Note
For new installations of Wind River Analytics Release 21.12, where this feature is enabled by default, the securityConfig
overrides described below are the default values and should be modified before installation, if required.

Note
Services must be restarted in order to use the updated certificates, therefore, this procedure should be performed during
a maintenance window, when it is safe to restart services.

Warning

This feature should only be activated if all systems are running Wind River Analytics 21.06 or greater. For a Distributed Cloud
deployment, that includes the System Controller and all subclouds.

where <version> is the current version of the Wind River Analytics application.

Procedure

1. Create an overrides yaml file with the security configuration information required to enable the feature and with a
certificate lifetime of 4380 days (6 months).

Note
In Wind River Analytics Release 21.12, the values below are default values if no overrides are set. Note that cert-
manager is enabled by default, if Wind River Analytics Release 21.12 is applied initially (and not an application update
from Release 21.06-1).

Below is an example of an elastic-services-security-config.yaml file.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ cat << EOF > elastic-services-security-config.yaml

securityConfig:
  certManager: true
  caCertDuration: 4380
  caCertRenewBefore: 336
  caSwitchWindowHour: 24
EOF

where

• certManager is set to true to enable the cert-manager integration feature

• caCertDuration is the duration in hours of the CA

• caCertRenewBefore is the number of hours before CA expiry certificates are going to be renewed

• caSwitchWindowHour is the number of hours that both old and new CAs are stored and recognized during
certificate switchovers. This parameter is important for enabling the cert-manager feature in a Distributed Cloud
system for the first time. All subclouds should have the cert-manager integration feature activated within this
period

Apply the Helm overrides for the elastic-services, using the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elastic-services monitor --reuse-v
alues --values elastic-services-security-config.yaml

2. Apply the application to update the security configuration.

Note
All nodes should be unlocked, enabled, and available before applying the application.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply wr-analytics

3. Monitor the status until the application-apply operation has completed successfully.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-show wr-analytics
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | True                             |
| app_version   | 22.06-0                          |
| created_at    | 2022-05-31T20:00:24.348988+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | wr-analytics-fluxcd-manifests    |
| name          | wr-analytics                     |
| progress      | completed                        |
| status        | applied                          |
| updated_at    | 2022-05-31T20:32:59.170822+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+

4. The services will initiate the certificate rollout by restarting the services. The new CA certificates will first be staged
across all systems, followed by a service restart to use the newly generated signing certificates.

Note
For Distributed Cloud systems, the final rollout of service restarts can take up to the number of hours specified in the
caSwitchWindowHour parameter to complete, while it waits for subclouds to synchronize certificates and restart all
services.

No further steps are required. However, you can monitor the service restarts using the following command.
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~(keystone_admin)]$ kubectl -n monitor get pods

For Distributed Cloud installations repeat the above procedure on the subclouds after waiting for the System Controller to roll
through restarting pods multiple times.

System Controller

After running the system application-apply wr-analytics command, multiple pod restarts will occur in the monitor namespace. Wait
until all pods in the monitor namespace have been in the Running and Ready state for at least 5 minutes before enabling cert-
manager in the subclouds.

This phase can take approximately one hour to complete. The System Controller will wait up to the number of hours specified in the
caSwitchWindowHour parameter for all subclouds to have cert-manager enabled. Enablement of subclouds must be done within
that window.

For each subcloud do the following:

Procedure

1. Ensure you copy elastic-services-security-overrides.yaml and elastic-services-security-
config.yaml files to the subclouds, after application-apply command in the System Controller has completed
when applying the cert-manager integration overrides.

2. In the subclouds run the following command.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elastic-services monitor --values 
elastic-services-security-overrides.yaml --reuse-values
~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elastic-services monitor --values 
elastic-services-security-config.yaml --reuse-values

3. Run system application-apply wr-analytics command.

Note
This should be done on the subclouds within the number of hours specified in the caSwitchWindowHour parameter.

System Controller:

After the number of hours specified in the caSwitchWindowHour parameter is completed, the System Controller will replace the
signing CA and do a final pod rollout that may take approximately one hour to complete.

Postrequisites

Any subcloud that has not had cert-manager integration enabled, will no longer be able to deliver events to the System Controller.
Re-establish connection after key rotation using the following steps:

Important

The steps below are only required if you are enabling cert-manager integration on a subcloud after the number of hours specified in
the caSwitchWindowHour parameter. After this period, the communication connection will fail due to the new signing CA on the
System Controller.

Procedure

1. Run the following system application-apply wr-analytics command on the System Controller to regenerate the
elastic-services-security-overrides.yaml file in /opt/platform/config/<platform version>/analytics/ with
the current certificates.
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2. Copy the elastic-services-security-overrides.yaml and the elastic-services-security-
config.yaml files to the subclouds.

Note
If required, edit the elastic-services-security-overrides.yaml file if you are using custom overrides.

3. On the subcloud apply the new elastic-services-security-overrides.yaml and elastic-services-
security-config.yaml files with --reuse-values enabled.

4. Run the following system application-apply wr-analytics command to apply the updates on the subclouds.

3. Managing alerts
3.1. Manage Alerts

Wind River Analytics deploys with a default set of alerts (watches) configured with pre-defined thresholds and actions. The default
alert thresholds may be overridden via Helm overrides, including the time period for which it is doing the analysis.

In this section:

• Alerts on page 32•

• Machine learning job alerts on page 35•

Alerts

The following is the default set of alerts and associated thresholds:

System CPU Utilization
 id: system.cpu
 metric: system.cpu.total.norm.pct
 # threshold - Maximum percentage of system cpu utilization
 threshold: 0.90
 trigger: "2m"
 window: "5m"

System Memory Actual Utilization
 id: system.memory
 metric: system.memory.actual.used.pct
 # threshold - Maximum percentage of system memory actual utilization
 threshold: 0.80
 trigger: "2m"
 window: "5m"

System Filesystem Utilization
 id: system.filesystem
 metric: system.filesystem.used.pct
 # threshold - Maximum percentage of system filesystem utilization
 threshold: 0.80
 trigger: "2m"
 window: "5m"

System Log Errors
 id: system.log.error
 metric: count
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 # threshold - Maximum system log error count
 threshold: 25
 trigger: "2m"
 window: "5m"

System Log Warnings
 id: system.log.warning
 metric: count
 # threshold - Maximum system log warning count
 threshold: 1000
 trigger: "2m"
 window: "5m"

System Disk IO await
 id: system.diskio.await
 metric: system.diskio.iostat.await
 # threshold - Maximum system disk IO await time
 threshold: 10
 trigger: "2m"
 window: "5m"

System Network Ingress Throughput
 id: system.network.in
 metric: system.network.in.bytes
 # threshold - Percentage above/below the upper/lower values of the throughput standard deviation)
 threshold: 0.10
 trigger: "2m"
 derivative_window: "5m"

System Network Egress Throughput
 id: system.network.out
 metric: system.network.out.bytes
 # threshold - Percentage above/below the upper/lower values of the throughput standard deviation)
 threshold: 0.10
 trigger: "2m"
 derivative_window: "5m"

Ceph Overall Cluster Capacity
 id: ceph.cluster_disk
 metric: ceph.cluster_disk.used.bytes
 # threshold - Maximum percentage of ceph overall cluster capacity
 threshold: 0.80
 trigger: "2m"
 window: "5m"

Ceph Storage Pool Capacity
 id: ceph.pool_disk
 metric: ceph.pool_disk.stats.used.bytes
 # threshold - Maximum percentage of ceph storage pool disk
 threshold: 0.80
 trigger: "2m"
 window: "5m"

Pod CPU Utilization
 id: pod.cpu
 metric: kubernetes.pod.cpu.usage.limit.pct
 # threshold - Maximum percentage of pod cpu utilization
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 threshold: 0.80
 trigger: "2m"
 window: "5m"

Pod Memory Utilization
 id: pod.memory
 metric: kubernetes.pod.memory.usage.limit.pct
 # threshold - Maximum percentage of pod memory actual utilization
 threshold: 0.80
 trigger: "2m"
 window: "5m"

Pod Log Errors
 id: pod.log.error
 metric: count
 # threshold - Maximum pod log error count
 threshold: 25
 trigger: "2m"
 window: "5m"

Pod Log Warnings
 id: pod.log.warning
 metric: count
 # threshold - Maximum pod log warning count
 threshold: 1000
 trigger: "2m"
 window: "5m"

Pod Network Ingress Throughput
 id: pod.network.rx
 metric: kubernetes.pod.network.rx.bytes
 # threshold - Percentage above/below the upper/lower values of the throughput standard deviation
 threshold: 0.10
 trigger: "2m"
 derivative_window: "5m"

Pod Network Egress Throughput
 id: pod.network.tx
 metric: kubernetes.pod.network.tx.bytes
 # theshold - Percentage above/below the upper/lower values of the throughput standard deviation
 threshold: 0.10
 trigger: "2m"
 derivative_window: "5m"

Container restarts
 id: container.restarts
 metric: kubernetes.container.status.restarts
 # threshold - Maximum container restart count
 threshold: 5
 derivative_window: "5m"

Kubernetes Event Errors
 id: event.error
 metric: count
 # threshold - Maximum kubernetes error event count
 threshold: 3
 derivative_window: "5m"
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Kubernetes Event Warnings
 id: event.warning
 metric: count
 # threshold - Maximum kubernetes warning event count
 threshold: 1000
 derivative_window: "5m"

Machine learning job alerts

The following is the default set of ML job alerts and associated anomaly severity score thresholds:

System Memory ML Alert
 id: ml.system.memory
 metric: wra-system-memory-usage
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

Pod Memory ML Alert
 id: ml.pod.memory
 metric: wra-pod-memory-usage
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

Process Memory ML Alert
 id: ml.process.memory
 metric: wra-process-memory-usage
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

System CPU ML Alert
 id: ml.system.cpu
 metric: wra-system-cpu-usage
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

Pod CPU ML Alert
 id: ml.pod.cpu
 metric: wra-pod-cpu-usage
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

System DiskIO ML Alert Host Name
 id: ml.system.diskio.host
 metric: wra-system-diskio-host
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

System DiskIO ML Alert Disk Name
 id: ml.system.diskio.disk
 metric: wra-system-diskio-disk
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

System Disk Usage ML Alert Host Name
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 id: ml.system.diskusage.host
 metric: wra-system-diskusage-host
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

System Disk Usage ML Alert Device Name
 id: ml.system.diskusage.device
 metric: wra-system-diskusage-device
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

Event Type ML Alert
 id: ml.event.type
 metric: wra-event-type
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

Log Severity ML Alert
 id: ml.log.severity
 metric: wra-log-severity
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

System Network DataIN ML Alert Host Name
 id: ml.system.network.datain.host
 metric: wra-system-network-ingress-data-rates-host
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

System Network DataOUT ML Alert Host Name
 id: ml.system.network.dataout.host
 metric: wra-system-network-egress-data-rates-host
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

System Network PacketsIN ML Alert Host Name
 id: ml.system.network.packetsin.host
 metric: wra-system-network-ingress-packets-rates-host
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

System Network PacketsOUT ML Alert Host Name
 id: ml.system.network.packetsout.host
 metric: wra-system-network-egress-packets-rates-host
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

System Network DataIN ML Alert Network Name
 id: ml.system.network.datain.nw
 metric: wra-system-network-ingress-data-rates-network_name
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

System Network DataOUT ML Alert Network Name
 id: ml.system.network.dataout.nw
 metric: wra-system-network-egress-data-rates-network_name
 threshold: 50
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 trigger: "98s"

System Network PacketsIN ML Alert Network Name
 id: ml.system.network.packetsin.nw
 metric: wra-system-network-ingress-packets-rates-network_name
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

System Network PacketsOUT ML Alert Network Name
 id: ml.system.network.packetsout.nw
 metric: wra-system-network-egress-packets-rates-network_name
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

Pod Network Ingress Data Rates ML Alert
 id: ml.pod.network.rx
 metric: wra-pod-network-ingress-data-rates
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

Pod Network Egress Data Rates ML Alert
 id: ml.pod.network.tx
 metric: wra-pod-network-egress-data-rates
 threshold: 50
 trigger: "98s"

See also

• Configuring Alert Conditions on page 37•

• Configuring Alert Actions on page 38•

• New Custom Alerts on page 39•

3.2. Configure Alert Conditions

The alert configuration may be updated by overriding the default values via the system Helm overrides. The default values are listed
in Managing Alerts on page 1.

About this task

To change a specific value, a Helm override is supplied to the system and the application is applied with those overrides. The
updated values will be used to configure the default alert conditions. The procedure below uses the system CLI to configure alternate
value(s).

Procedure

1. Source the environment.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc
~(keystone_admin)]$

2. Create an override file with the new conditions.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > custom-alert-conditions.yaml
alerts:
  system.cpu:
    threshold: .70
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  event.warning:
    threshold: 2000
  ml.system.cpu:
    threshold: 25
EOF

3. Update the elastic-services alert configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elastic-services monitor --reuse-v
alues --values custom-alert-conditions.yaml

4. Apply the configuration changes to the system.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply wr-analytics

3.3. Configure Alert Actions

The standard alert action is to generate an entry into the alerting Elasticsearch index which will be displayed on the Wind River
Analytics dashboard.

About this task

To add an additional action to perform when an alert threshold is breached, the additional action may be supplied to the system via
system Helm overrides. The procedure below uses the system CLI to configure alternate value(s).

Refer to the Elastic documentation for additional actions and associated parameters that may be configured.

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/7.17/actions.html

Procedure

1. Source the environment.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc
~(keystone_admin)]$

2. Create an override file with the new alert and instruct the alerts to use this new action.

Note
Each alert must be configured to use the new action.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > custom-alert-action.yaml
inlineFiles:
  alert-webhook.json: |-
    {
      "logstash-alerts": {
        "webhook": {
          "host": "mon-logstash",
          "port": 8090,
          "method": "put",
          "body": "{ \"id\": \"{{ctx.watch_id}}\", \"alerts\": {{#toJson}}ctx.vars.alerts{{/toJ
son}} }"
        }
      }
    }
alerts:
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  system.cpu:
    additional_actions: /home/alert-webhook.json
  system.memory:
    additional_actions: /home/alert-webhook.json
EOF

3. Update the elastic-services alert configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elastic-services monitor --reuse-v
alues --values custom-alert-action.yaml

4. Apply the configuration changes to the system.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply wr-analytics

3.4. New Custom Alerts

Wind River Analytics is configured with a default set of alerts. However, it may be desirable to create new custom alerts for either
existing metrics or for application specific metrics.

The Kibana User Interface may be used to configure both advanced and simple threshold alerts.

The Kibana Watcher (Alerts) dashboard may be accessed by clicking on the Management > Stack Management > Watcher link on
the left navigation panel.

The following documentation may be used as a guide in creating the custom alert.

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/7.9/xpack-alerting.html

4. Managing ML Jobs
4.1. Manage Machine Learning Jobs

Wind River Analytics deploys with a default set of ML jobs configured with pre-defined bucket span, model memory limit, anomaly
wait time days and anomaly threshold value.

• Bucket span is the time interval that machine learning analytics use to summarize and model data for the ML job.•

• Model memory limit for a ML job is the maximum amount of memory resources that is required for analytical processing.•

• Anomaly wait time days is the number of days after ML job creation for which anomalies will not be detected.•

• Anomaly threshold value is the threshold of difference between actual and typical values of an ML job at a given time. i.e. no•
anomalies will be detected if the difference between actual and typical values is less than anomaly threshold value.

These default values may be overridden via Helm overrides. The following is the default set of ML jobs and associated values bucket
span, model memory limit, anomaly wait time days and anomaly threshold value:

System memory usage - partitioned with host name
  id: system.memory
  field_name: system.memory.actual.used.pct
  partition_field_name: system_host_entity
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 0.1
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "12mb"
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Pod memory usage - partitioned with pod name
  id: pod.memory
  field_name: kubernetes.pod.memory.usage.limit.pct
  partition_field_name: system_pod_entity
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 0.1
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "200mb"

Process memory usage - partitioned with process name
  id: process.memory
  field_name: system.process.memory.rss.pct
  partition_field_name: system_process
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 0.1
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "14mb"

System CPU usage - partitioned with host name
  id: system.cpu
  field_name: system.cpu.total.norm.pct
  partition_field_name: system_host_entity
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 0.01
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "12mb"

Pod CPU usage - partitioned with pod name
  id: pod.cpu
  field_name: kubernetes.pod.cpu.usage.limit.pct
  partition_field_name: system_pod_entity
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 0.01
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "200mb"

System diskio latency - partitioned with host name
  id: system.diskio.host
  field_name: system.diskio.iostat.await
  partition_field_name: system_host_entity
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 0.1
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "12mb"

System diskio latency - partitioned with diskio name
  id: system.diskio.disk
  field_name: system.diskio.iostat.await
  partition_field_name: system_diskio
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 0.1
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "12mb"

System diskusage - partitioned with host name
  id: system.diskusage.host
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  field_name: system.filesystem.used.pct
  partition_field_name: system_host_entity
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 0.1
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "12mb"

System diskusage - partitioned with filesystem device name
  id: system.diskusage.device
  field_name: system.filesystem.used.pct
  partition_field_name: system_device
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 0.1
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "13mb"

Event rates - event.count partitioned with event type
  id: event.type
  field_name: kubernetes.event.count
  partition_field_name: kubernetes.event.type
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 1000
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "12mb"

Log rates - event.severity partitioned with log level
  id: log.severity
  indices: filebeat-*
  field_name: event.severity
  partition_field_name: log.level
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  bucket_span: "15m"
  anomaly_threshold_value: 0
  model_memory_limit: "12mb"

System network ingress data rates - partitioned with host name
  id: system.network.datain.host
  field_name: system.network.in.bytes
  partition_field_name: system_host_entity
  derivative_field_name: network_deriv
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 11250000000
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "15mb"

System network egress data rates - partitioned with host name
  id: system.network.dataout.host
  field_name: system.network.out.bytes
  partition_field_name: system_host_entity
  derivative_field_name: network_deriv
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 11250000000
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "15mb"

System network interface packets rates - partitioned with host name
  id: system.network.packetsin.host
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  field_name: system.network.in.packets
  partition_field_name: system_host_entity
  derivative_field_name: network_deriv
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 11250000000
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "15mb"

System network egress packets rates - partitioned with host name
  id: system.network.packetsout.host
  field_name: system.network.out.packets
  partition_field_name: system_host_entity
  derivative_field_name: network_deriv
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 11250000000
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "15mb"

System network ingress data rates - partitioned with network name
  id: system.network.datain.nw
  field_name: system.network.in.bytes
  partition_field_name: system_network
  derivative_field_name: network_deriv
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 11250000000
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "15mb"

System network egress data rates - partitioned with network name
  id: system.network.dataout.nw
  field_name: system.network.out.bytes
  partition_field_name: system_network
  derivative_field_name: network_deriv
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 11250000000
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "15mb"

System network ingress packets rates - partitioned with network name
  id: system.network.packetsin.nw
  field_name: system.network.in.packets
  partition_field_name: system_network
  derivative_field_name: network_deriv
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 11250000000
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "15mb"

System network egress packets rates - partitioned with network name
  id: system.network.packetsout.nw
  field_name: system.network.out.packets
  partition_field_name: system_network
  derivative_field_name: network_deriv
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 11250000000
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "15mb"
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Pod network ingress data rates - partitioned with pod name
  id: pod.network.rx
  field_name: kubernetes.pod.network.rx.bytes
  partition_field_name: system_pod_entity
  derivative_field_name: network_deriv
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 11250000000
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "15mb"

Pod network egress data rates - partitioned with pod name
  id: pod.network.tx
  field_name: kubernetes.pod.network.tx.bytes
  partition_field_name: system_pod_entity
  derivative_field_name: network_deriv
  anomaly_wait_time_days: 3
  anomaly_threshold_value: 11250000000
  bucket_span: "15m"
  model_memory_limit: "15mb"

See also

• Configure ML Jobs on page 43•

The ML jobs configuration values bucket span, model memory limit, anomaly wait time days and anomaly threshold value may
be updated by overriding the default values via system Helm overrides.

4.2. Configure ML jobs

The ML jobs configuration values bucket span, model memory limit, anomaly wait time days and anomaly threshold value may be
updated by overriding the default values via system Helm overrides.

About this task

To change either values bucket span, model memory limit, anomaly wait time days or anomaly threshold value, a Helm override is
supplied to the system and the application is applied with those overrides. The updated values will be used to configure the default
ML job conditions. The procedure below uses the system CLI to configure alternate value(s).

Procedure

1. Source the environment.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc
~(keystone_admin)]$

2. Create an override file with the new conditions.

~(keystone_admin)]$ cat <<EOF > custom-ml-conditions.yaml
mljobs:
  system.memory:
    bucket_span: "50m"
    model_memory_limit: "50mb"
    anomaly_wait_time_days: 10
    anomaly_threshold_value: 0
EOF
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3. Update the elastic-services ML job configuration.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elastic-services monitor --values 
custom-ml-conditions.yaml

4. Apply the configuration changes to the system.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-apply wr-analytics

See also

• Manage ML Jobs on page 39.•

Wind River Analytics deploys with a default set of ML jobs configured with pre-defined values bucket span, model memory limit,
anomaly wait time days and anomaly threshold value. The default ML job conditions may be overridden via Helm overrides.

5. Monitoring Analytics
5.1. Monitor Analytics

The Wind River Analytics services are deployed as a set of containerized services; therefore, the Wind River Analytics services are self-
monitored using the same infrastructure and cluster monitoring used to manage the Wind River Cloud Platform.

The services are deployed within the “monitor” namespace on all monitored systems. Similar to platform and application monitoring,
the Wind River Analytics services will be monitored for both resource utilization and possible error conditions detected via log and
event analysis. The same default alerting will also be used to detect problems within the Wind River Analytics services.

The monitoring specific services can be analyzed via the Cluster Analytics dashboard by clicking on the Cluster or Pods navigation
items and selecting the “monitor” namespace to filter on the monitoring services.

In addition to the standard Wind River Analytics dashboards, the Elastic service self-monitoring is enabled to ensure the Elastic
services are operating correctly and will report an error if there are failure conditions present within the monitoring solution.

In addition to alerting to possible errors, the self-monitoring may be used to analyze the performance characteristics of the Elastic
services. The specialized dashboard has both high-level health summaries as well as detailed service analysis capabilities.

The Kibana Monitoring dashboard may be accessed by clicking on the link Stack Monitoring on the left navigation panel.

6. Updating Analytics
6.1. Update Analytics

Wind River Analytics is managed using the StarlingX Application Package Manager.

About this task

Use the StarlingX Application Package Manager application-update command to perform an update.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-update [-n | --app-name] <app_name> [-v | --app-version] <v
ersion> <tar_file>

where the following are optional arguments:
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<app_name>

The name of the application to update.

You can look up the name of an application using the application-list command:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-list
+--------------------------+----------+-------------------------------+-----------------------
----+----------+-----------+
| application              | version  | manifest name                 | manifest fil
e             | status   | progress  |
+--------------------------+----------+-------------------------------+-----------------------
----+----------+-----------+
| cert-manager             | nn.nn-4  | cert-manager-manifest         | certmanager-manifest.y
aml | applied  | completed |
| nginx-ingress-controller | nn.nn-1  | nginx-ingress-controller-     | nginx_ingress_controll
er  | applied  | completed |
|                          |          | -manifest                     | _manifest.yam
l            |          |           |
| oidc-auth-apps           | nn.nn-26 | oidc-auth-manifest            | manifest.yam
l             | uploaded | completed |
| platform-integ-apps      | nn.nn-9  | platform-integration-manifest | manifest.yam
l             | applied  | completed |
| wr-analytics             | 21.06-0  | analytics-armada-manifest     | wr-analytics.yam
l         | applied  | completed |
+--------------------------+----------+-------------------------------+-----------------------
----+----------+-----------+

The output indicates that the currently installed version of wr-analytics is 21.06-0.

<version>

The version to update the application to.

and the following is a positional argument which must come last:

<tar_file>

The tar file containing the application manifest, Helm charts and configuration file.

Use the following procedure to perform an update using the application-update command.

Note
In a Distributed Cloud configuration the Distributed Cloud System Controllers should be updated before the subclouds.

Procedure

1. Retrieve the latest Wind River Analytics application tarball, wr-analytics-<major>.<minor>-patch.tgz, and the Wind
River Analytics application container images list, wind-river-analytics-container-images-list-with-
ids-<wr-registry>-<version>.txt, from the Wind River Product Delivery Platform.

Note
The major-minor version is based on the current product release version. The patch version will change within the
release based on incremental updates.

For more information on application container images, see Populating a Private Docker Registry from the Wind River
Registry.

2. Source the environment.
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$ source /etc/platform/openrc
~(keystone_admin)]$

3. Update the application.
This will upload the software version and automatically apply it to the system.
For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-update wr-analytics-21.12-1.tgz

4. Monitor the status of the application-update operation until it has completed successfully.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-show wr-analytics
+---------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                                                                 |
+---------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------+
| active        | True                                                                  |
| app_version   | 22.06-0                                                               |
| created_at    | 2022-05-31T23:27:06.219386+00:00                                      |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                                                      |
| manifest_name | wr-analytics-fluxcd-manifests                                         |
| name          | wr-analytics                                                          |
| progress      | Application update from version 21.12-1 to version 22.06-0 completed. |
| status        | applied                                                               |
| updated_at    | 2022-05-31T23:54:59.263708+00:00                                      |
+---------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Postrequisites

Only if required, you can manually rollback Wind River Analytics Release system application updates. For example, use the following
procedure to perform a manual rollback or downgrade to a previous version of an Analytics update, with the following caveats:

• It is only supported for patch version updates, for example, from Analytics 21.12-1 to Analytics 21.12-0.•

Note
Automatic rollback is performed if the system application update fails when moving between system application
versions.

• Only incremental updates are supported (i.e. you cannot skip patch versions when applying older versions, they must be•
applied consecutively).

• Manual and automatic rollback is not supported for major/minor version changes where there is a full software upgrade.•

1. List the current application version using the following command, application-list.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-list

2. Upload the Analytics application tarball, for example, wr-analytics-21.12-0.tgz
3. Update the application. This will upload the software version and automatically apply it to the system.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-update wr-analytics-21.12-0.tgz

7. Upgrade Analytics
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7.1. Upgrade Analytics

About this task

Use the following procedure to perform the Wind River Analytics upgrade from 21.06 to 21.12 using the application-update
command.

Note
In a Distributed Cloud configuration the Distributed Cloud System Controllers should be updated before the subclouds.

Prerequisites

1. Custom Helm overrides should be reviewed and updated to align with new configuration parameters and formats.
The yaml file(s) containing custom user overrides should be updated, if required, and be used during the upgrade
procedure. Currently applied custom overrides that do not require rework will automatically be handled during the
upgrade.
To view user overrides for a chart the system helm-override-show command can be used. For example:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-show wr-analytics <chart-name> monitor

Procedure

1. Retrieve the latest Wind River Analytics application tarball, wr-analytics-22.06-0.tgz, and the Wind River Analytics
application container images list, wind-river-analytics-container-images-list-with-ids-<wr-
registry>-<version>.txt, from the Wind River Product Delivery Platform.

For more information on application container images, see Populating a Private Docker Registry from the Wind River
Registry.

2. Source the environment.

$ source /etc/platform/openrc
~(keystone_admin)]$

3. Ensure the Wind River Analytics application is up to date with the latest Wind River Analytics 21.12 wr-
analytics-21.12-1.tgz. Complete the procedure in Update Analytics on page 1 to update to the latest release.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-show wr-analytics
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                            |
+---------------+----------------------------------+
| active        | False                            |
| app_version   | 22.06-0                          |
| created_at    | 2022-05-31T01:37:07.569568+00:00 |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                 |
| manifest_name | wr-analytics-fluxcd-manifests    |
| name          | wr-analytics                     |
| progress      | completed                        |
| status        | applied                          |
| updated_at    | 2022-05-31T01:52:13.251457+00:00 |
+---------------+----------------------------------+

4. Apply any chart’s custom user overrides if there are any. See the Prerequisites on page 47 section above.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics <chart-name> monitor --values ./<u
ser-overrides>.yaml
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5. If upgrading a subcloud, ensure the System Controller has been upgraded first. Then transfer the updated security
overrides from the System Controller and apply them to the subcloud(s).
Apply security overrides.
For more information about security considerations, see Security.

a. Copy the overrides file from the Distributed Cloud System Controller to the subcloud.
The location of the file on the System Controller is
/opt/platform/config/22.06/analytics/elastic-services-security-overrides.yaml

Note
You can use this file if no user overrides were applied on the System Controller to modify the values referenced in
the yaml file. If user overrides were applied on the System Controller, they should be updated in the yaml file
before being applied on the subclouds.

b. Apply the overrides.
For example, assuming the file is saved to your current working directory:

~(keystone_admin)]$ system helm-override-update wr-analytics elastic-services monitor --valu
es ./elastic-services-security-overrides.yaml

6. Upgrade the application.
This will upload the software version and automatically apply it to the system.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-update wr-analytics-22.06-0.tgz

7. Monitor the status of the application-update operation until it has completed successfully.

~(keystone_admin)]$ system application-show wr-analytics
+---------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------+
| Property      | Value                                                                |
+---------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------+
| active        | True                                                                 |
| app_version   | 22.06-0                                                              |
| created_at    | 2022-05-31T23:27:06.219386+00:00                                     |
| manifest_file | fluxcd-manifests                                                     |
| manifest_name | wr-analytics-fluxcd-manifests                                        |
| name          | wr-analytics                                                         |
| progress      | Application update from version 21.12-1 to version 22.06-0 completed |
| status        | applied                                                              |
| updated_at    | 2022-05-31T23:54:59.263708+00:00                                     |
+---------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------+

Postrequisites

1. Activate post-upgrade features. For Distributed Cloud deployments, ensure all Subclouds are upgraded prior to
activating new features. The following features have post-upgrade activation procedures:

a. OpenID Connect Single Sign-On.
Refer to procedure Overview of Wind River Analytics Installations for feature configuration.

b. Kubernetes Cert-Manager Integration.
Refer to procedure Kubernetes Cert-Manager Integration on page 29 for feature configuration.
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4. DASHBOARD INTERFACE FEATURES

1. Dashboard Interface Features

Several user interface features are common to multiple dashboards.

In this section:

• Status Summary Panels on page 49•

• Top Resource Usage Charts on page 49•

• Resource Time Series Charts on page 50•

• Global Filters on page 51•

• Date/Time on page 51•

Status Summary Panels

Resource State Panel

The resource state panels shows the resource count in various states such as running, pending, and failed.

Percentage increases and decreases in the number of resources in the state over the time period are shown next to up and down
arrows respectively.

For each state, it also shows the minimum and maximum number of resources in the state for the time period.

Health Summaries

Health summaries provide a quick visual indicator of the overall state of the resource deployment.

• Green indicates that all resources are healthy.•

• Yellow indicates that at least one resource is unhealthy.•

• Red indicates that several resources are unhealthy.•
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Top Resource Usage Charts

These bar charts show the top consumers of a resource such as CPU or memory.

Each bar consists of two parts:

• The foreground bar shows current usage.•

• The background bar shows the upper and lower operational bounds for the time period being viewed.•

Hovering over a bar presents detailed current usage, upper and lower bounds information.

Resource Time Series Charts

These line graphs show the top consumers of a resource such as CPU or memory over the chosen interval.

Hover over the label for a host to highlight that line by dimming others. Click the label to view details for that host.
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Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals. Time intervals may also be selected
by clicking and dragging to zoom into the selected time range. Click Zoom Reset to restore the original time period.

Hover over flag markers along the time axis to view annotations generated by Wind River Analytics.

Toggle the unit of measurement between percentage and units from the Metric drop-down menu.

The major and critical alarm thresholds are labeled with orange and red warning icons respectively.

Click the View Metrics option from a time series chart’s … (elipse) button to view the data on the Discovery page using the currently
selected filters and date range. From the Discovery page the data can be exported using the Share button.

Global Filters

Use the global filters to restrict the dashboard to a particular context such as namespaces, systems, host labels and pod labels.
Multiple selections for a filter type can be made:

• If no selections are made, all entities are displayed.•

• If any selections are made, unchecked entities and those marked with an X are excluded.•

• If some items are marked with an X and others are unselected, the marked ones are excluded and unselected ones are•
displayed.
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Date/Time

The date and time range selector provides several options:

• Choose an absolute start date and time.•

• Choose an relative start date and time such as 2 hours ago or 3 weeks ago.•

• Reset the start date and time to now.•

• Choose from the Quick Select drop-down menu to the left of the date range label to select pre-defined intervals.•
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5. DASHBOARDS FOR CLOUD PLATFORM

1. Overview Page

The Overview page provides a quick summary of system health.

In this section:

• Hosts Summary on page 53•

• Anomalous Hosts on page 53•

• Workload Summary on page 54•

• Top CPU Usage by Host on page 54•

• Top Memory Usage by Host on page 55•

• Top Anomalies by Host on page 56•

• System Event Rates by Severity on page 56•

• Kubernetes Event Rates by Type on page 57•

• Log Rates by Level on page 57•

• Log Rates by Host on page 58•

• Recent Alerts / Recent Anomaly Alerts on page 58•

Use this page to determine if you need to visit detailed Wind River Analytics pages related to specific components to investigate
system anomalies or failures.

Hosts Summary

These panels provide an aggregated view of hosts in the system.

Node Status

This panel shows the total number of nodes and the number in each of the Ready, Not Ready and Unknown states.

Node CPU Allocation

This chart shows CPU allocation requests in relation to limits. Hover over individual hosts to see numeric values.

Node Memory Allocations

This chart shows memory allocation requests in relation to limits. Hover over individual hosts to see numeric values.
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Anomalous Hosts

This panels show how many hosts have experienced any sort of anomaly during the query period. On the right side of the panel, a
break down of the Anomalous Hosts severity is displayed.

Workload Summary

These panels provide an aggregate view of Kubernetes replica objects related to workload management.

The unlabeled number on the left in each panel is the unique count of that workload type for the time period. It represents a
summary of the top level entity while the individual labeled counts represent the underlying state of each workload.

Deployments

The desired, available, and unavailable number of pod deployments.

StatefulSets

The desired and observed number of application pod StatefulSets.

ReplicaSets

The desired, observed, and ready number of pod replicaSets.

Unavailable or not-ready resources can indicate problems with the system that require further investigation.
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Top CPU Usage by Host

This bar chart visualizes the top 10 hosts by CPU utilization as a percentage of total capacity. Over time, Wind River Analytics learns
the typical utilization characteristics of hosts to determine the normal upper and lower usage limits. These limits are presented for the
time-frame being observed as the lighter-shaded segments of each bar.

Hover over a bar to see percentage values for each of the current CPU usage, upper-bound, and lower-bound.

Chart Metric:

• system.cpu.total.norm.pct•

Top Memory Usage by Host

This bar chart visualizes the top 10 hosts by memory utilization as a percentage of total capacity. Over time, Wind River Analytics
learns the typical utilization characteristics of hosts to determine the normal upper and lower usage limits. These limits are presented
for the time-frame being observed as the lighter-shaded segments of each bar.

Hover over a bar to see percentage values for each of current memory usage, upper-bound, and lower-bound.

Chart Metric:

• system.memory.actual.used.pct•
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Top Anomalies by Host

These panels show the hosts that have experienced the highest anomalies and a breakdown of the maximum anomaly scores and to
the ML jobs they belong. Click the bars to be redirected to the Host Details page.

System Event Rates by Severity

This graph shows aggregate event totals by type related to underlying systems such as the OS or hardware over the selected time
period.

Hover over a location on the graph to see the number of each severity for a specific date/time.

Chart Metric:
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• Count of Fault Management events grouped by severity.•

Kubernetes Event Rates by Type

This line graph shows the number of informational, warning, and error events across the system for the selected time period. It
provides an at-a-glance visualization of changes in the system event profile, such as a spike in errors, that may require further
investigation.

Hover over a location on the graph to see the number of each type of event for a specific date/time.

Chart Metric:

• Count of Fault Management events grouped by type.•

Log Rates by Level

This stacked line chart shows changes in the total number of logs received across the time span being interrogated. The total log
counts are broken down by log type, such as notice, warning, and error, among others.
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Hover over a location on the graph to see the number of each type of log entry for a specific date/time.

Log Rates by Host

This line chart shows log generation per host across the time span being interrogated. A spike in log generation from a host can
indicate a change in its health requiring further investigation.

Hover over a location on the graph to see a sorted list of the most active hosts, with counts, for a specific date/time.

Recent Alerts / Recent Anomaly Alerts

This table shows the most recent alerts from across the system.

Clicking on the entity field will navigate to the detailed host or detailed pod that is the source of the alert for further analysis of the
potential failure condition.
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2. Cluster Page

The Cluster page provides a Kubernetes view of system health.

Use this page to view summary overview information about pod and workload health and to determine if you need to visit pages
related to specific pods to investigate anomalies or failures.

Pod Status

These panels provide an aggregated view of pod status for the system. Values are representative of the selected time period.

Counts are provided for each of the running, pending, failed, and unknown states.

PodStatus

Anomalous Pods

This panel shows how many hosts have experienced any sort of anomaly during the query period. On the right side of the panel, a
break down of the Anomalous Hosts severity is displayed.
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Workload Summary

These panels provide an aggregate view of Kubernetes replica objects related to workload management.

The unlabeled number on the left in each panel is the unique count of that workload type for the time period. It represents a
summary of the top level entity while the individual labeled counts represent the underlying state of each workload.

Deployments

The desired, available, and unavailable number of pod Deployments.

StatefulSets

The desired and observed number of application pod StatefulSets.

ReplicaSets

The desired, observed, and ready number of pod ReplicaSets.

ClusterEvents

The normal, warning, and error number of pod ClusterEvents.

Unavailable or not-ready resources can indicate problems with the system that require further investigation.
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Top CPU Usage by Pod

This bar chart visualizes the top 10 pods by CPU utilization as a percentage of total capacity. Over time, Wind River Analytics learns
the typical utilization characteristics of pods to determine the normal upper and lower usage limits. These limits are presented for the
time-frame being observed as the lighter-shaded segments of each bar.

Hover over a bar to see percentage values for each of the current CPU usage, upper-bound, and lower-bound.

Click on a bar to see details about that pod.

Chart Metrics:

• kubernetes.pod.cpu.usage.limit.pct (default)•

• kubernetes.pod.cpu.usage.node.pct•
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Top Memory Usage by Pod

This bar chart visualizes the top 10 pods by memory utilization as a percentage of total capacity. Over time, Wind River Analytics
learns the typical utilization characteristics of pods to determine the normal upper and lower usage limits. These limits are presented
for the time-frame being observed as the lighter-shaded segments of each bar.

Hover over a bar to see percentage values for each of current memory usage, upper-bound, and lower-bound.

Click on a bar to see details about that pod.

Chart Metrics:

• kubernetes.pod.memory.usage.limit.pct (default)•

• kubernetes.pod.memory.usage.node.pct•

• kubernetes.pod.memory.page_faults•

• kubernetes.pod.memory.major_page_faults•

• kubernetes.pod.memory.rss.bytes•

• kubernetes.pod.memory.usage.bytes•

Top Anomalies by Pod

These panels show the pods that have experienced the highest anomalies and a breakdown of the maximum anomaly scores and to
the ML jobs they belong. Click the bars to be redirected to the Pod Details page.
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Kubernetes Events

Events generated by Kubernetes can be reviewed from this tabular view.

Use the search bar and the Kind, Type, and Reason filters to limit the the table contents to events of interest.

Where available, event names are linked to associated Wind River Analytics pages containing additional details.

3. Hosts Page

The Hosts page provides an aggregated view of host health.

In this section:

• CPU Usage on page 63•

• Memory Usage on page 64•

• Network Traffic Inbound on page 65•

• Host Network Traffic Outbound Chart on page 66•

Use this page to view summary overview information about host health and to determine if you need to visit pages related to specific
hosts to investigate anomalies or failures.

Click on the hostname to view host details.

To view more or fewer hosts per page, change the selection from the drop-down menu below the list.

For each host, you can visit the Discover page and apply filters from the table action buttons at the right side of its entry. Results will
be filtered by the selected start and end times.
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CPU Usage

This line graph shows the ten hosts with the highest CPU utilization over the time period being examined. Hovering over nodes at
each interval marker shows the percentage of CPU utilization for that host at that point in time.

Hover over the label for a host to highlight that line by dimming others. Click the label to view details for that host.

Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals.

The major and critical alarm thresholds are labeled with orange and red warning icons respectively.

Chart Metrics:

• system.cpu.total.norm.pct (default)•

• system.cpu.iowait.norm.pct•

• system.cpu.system.norm.pct•

• system.cpu.user.norm.pct•

• system.cpu.irq.norm.pct•

• system.cpu.softirq.norm.pct•

Memory Usage

This line graph shows the ten hosts with the highest memory utilization over the time period being examined. Hovering over nodes at
each interval marker shows the percentage of memory utilization for that host at that point in time.

Hover over the label for a host to highlight that line by dimming others. Click the label to view details for that host.

Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals.

The major and critical alarm thresholds are labeled with orange and red warning icons respectively.

Chart Metrics:
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• system.memory.actual.used.pct (default)•

• system.memory.actual.used.bytes•

Network Traffic Inbound

This line graph shows the ten hosts with the highest inbound traffic rates (in Mbps) over the time period being examined. Hovering
over nodes at each interval marker shows the rate for that host at that point in time.

Hover over the label for a host to highlight that line by dimming others. Click the label to view details for that host.

Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals.

Chart Metrics:

• system.network.in.bytes (default)•

• system.network.in.packets•

• system.network.in.errors•

• system.network.in.dropped•
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Host Network Traffic Outbound Chart

This line graph shows the ten hosts with the highest outbound traffic rates (in Mbps) over the time period being examined. Hovering
over nodes at each interval marker shows the rate for that host at that point in time.

Hover over the label for a host to highlight that line by dimming others. Click the label to view details for that host.

Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals.

Chart Metrics:

• system.network.out.bytes (default)•

• system.network.out.packets•

• system.network.out.errors•

• system.network.out.dropped•
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4. Host Details Page

The Host Details page shows detailed statistics about individual hosts. Use it to investigate host-related performance and reliability
issues.

Use the View Logs button to review log entries on the Discover page.

In this section:

• Top CPU Usage by Process on page 68•

• Top Memory Usage by Process on page 68•

• CPU Usage Chart on page 69•

• Memory Usage Chart on page 70•

• Network Traffic Inbound Chart on page 70•

• Network Traffic Outbound Chart on page 71•

• File System Usage on page 72•

• Disk IO on page 73•

• Log Rates by Level on page 57•

• Log Rates by Path on page 74•

• Recent Anomalies on page 75•

The CPU Usage Chart and the Memory Usage Chart charts also shows an expected working bounds in blue, that is based off the ML
CPU/MEM jobs. There is also new annotation type at the bottom of the panel to show ML anomalies that have been detected related
to the chart’s metric. The color changes based on severity. From the Options menu for these charts there is a direct link to view the
entity in the ML single metric viewer. At the top of the panel, if you click the “View in Anomaly Explorer” button, you are directed to
the anomaly explorer for this host.

The ML job annotations are also present on the network, filesystem, and diskio charts.
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Top CPU Usage by Process

This bar chart visualizes the top 10 processes by CPU utilization as a percentage of total host capacity. Over time, Analytics learns the
typical utilization characteristics of hosts to determine the normal upper and lower usage limits. These limits are presented for the
time-frame being observed as the lighter-shaded segments of each bar.

Chart Metrics:

• system.process.cpu.total.pct•
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Top Memory Usage by Process

This bar chart visualizes the top 10 processes by memory utilization as a percentage of total host capacity. Over time, Analytics learns
the typical utilization characteristics of hosts to determine the normal upper and lower usage limits. These limits are presented for the
time-frame being observed as the lighter-shaded segments of each bar.

Chart Metrics:

• system.process.memory.rss.pct•

Use the View Logs button to review log entries on the Discover page.

CPU Usage Chart

This line chart shows CPU utilization on the host over the time period being examined. Hovering over processes at each interval
marker shows the percentage of CPU utilization for that host at that point in time.

Hover over the label for a process to highlight that line by dimming others.

Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals.

The major and critical alarm thresholds are labeled with orange and red warning icons respectively.

Chart Metrics:

• system.cpu.total.norm.pct (default)•

• system.cpu.iowait.norm.pct•

• system.cpu.system.norm.pct•

• system.cpu.user.norm.pct•

• system.cpu.irq.norm.pct•

• system.cpu.softirq.norm.pct•
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Memory Usage Chart

This line chart shows memory utilization on the host over the time period being examined. Hovering over processes at each interval
marker shows the percentage of memory utilization for that process at that point in time.

Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals.

The major and critical alarm thresholds are labeled with orange and red warning icons respectively.

Chart Metrics:

• system.memory.actual.used.pct (default)•

• system.memory.actual.used.bytes•

Network Traffic Inbound Chart

This line chart shows the interfaces with the highest inbound traffic rates (in Mbps) over the time period being examined. Hovering
over interfaces at each interval marker shows the rate for that interface at that point in time.

Hover over the label for an interface to highlight that line by dimming others. Click the label toggle display of that interface.

Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals.

Chart Metrics:

• system.network.in.bytes (default)•

• system.network.in.packets•

• system.network.in.errors•

• system.network.in.dropped•
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Network Traffic Outbound Chart

This line chart shows the interfaces with the highest outbound traffic rates (in Mbps) over the time period being examined. Hovering
over interfaces at each interval marker shows the rate for that interface at that point in time.

Hover over the label for an interface to highlight that line by dimming others. Click the label toggle display of that interface.

Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals.

Chart Metrics:

• system.network.out.bytes (default)•

• system.network.out.packets•

• system.network.out.errors•

• system.network.out.dropped•
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File System Usage

This line chart shows the filesystems with the highest storage usage (as a percentage of total) over the time period being examined.
Hovering over interfaces at each interval marker shows the usage for that filesystem at that point in time.

Hover over the label for a filesystem to highlight that line by dimming others. Click the label toggle display of that filesystem.

Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals.

Chart Metrics:

• system.filesystem.used.pct (grouped by filesystem)•
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Disk IO

This line chart shows the devices with the highest device IO rates and latencies based on the metrics below.

For more information, see https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/metricbeat/7.9/exported-fields-system.html

Chart Metrics:

• system.diskio.iostat.await•

• system.diskio.iostat.read.request.merges_per_sec•

• system.diskio.iostat.write.request.merges_per_sec•

• system.diskio.iostat.read.request.per_sec•

• system.diskio.iostat.write.request.per_sec•

• system.diskio.iostat.read.per_sec.bytes•

• system.diskio.iostat.read.await•

• system.diskio.iostat.write.per_sec.bytes•

• system.diskio.iostat.write.await•

• system.diskio.iostat.request.avg_size•

• system.diskio.iostat.queue.avg_size•

• system.diskio.iostat.service_time•

• system.diskio.iostat.busy•

Log Rates by Level

This stacked line chart shows changes in the total number of logs received across the time span being interrogated. The total log
counts are broken down by log type, such as notice, warning, and error, among others.

Hover over a location on the chart to see the number of each type of log entry for a specific date/time.
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Chart Metrics:

• log.level•

Log Rates by Path

This line chart shows log generation per log path.

Chart Metrics:

• log.file.path•
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Recent Anomalies

Below in the panel you can find the “Recent Anomalies” table.

5. Pods Page

The Pods page provides an aggregated view of pod health.

In this section:

• CPU Usage on page 63•

• Memory Usage on page 64•

• Pod Network Traffic Inbound on page 76•

• Pod Network Traffic Outbound on page 77•

Use this page to view summary overview information about pod health and to determine if you need to visit pages related to specific
pods to investigate anomalies or failures.

Click on the pod name to view pod details. Click on the host name to view details about the host on which the pod is running.

To view more or fewer pods per page, change the selection from the drop-down menu below the list.

For each pod, you can visit the Discover page and apply filters from the table action buttons at the right side of its entry. Results will
be filtered by the selected start and end times.

CPU Usage

This line chart shows the ten pods with the highest CPU utilization over the time period being examined. Hovering over nodes at
each interval marker shows the percentage of CPU utilization for that pod at that point in time.

Hover over the label for a pod to highlight that line by dimming others. Click the label to view details for that pod.

Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals.

Chart Metrics:

• kubernetes.pod.cpu.usage.limit.pct (default)•

• kubernetes.pod.cpu.usage.node.pct•
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Memory Usage

This line chart shows the ten pods with the highest memory utilization over the time period being examined. Hovering over nodes at
each interval marker shows the percentage of memory utilization for that host at that point in time.

Hover over the label for a pod to highlight that line by dimming others. Click the label to view details for that pod.

Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals.

Chart Metrics:

• kubernetes.pod.memory.usage.limit.pct (default)•

• kubernetes.pod.memory.usage.node.pct•

• kubernetes.pod.memory.page_faults•

• kubernetes.pod.memory.major_page_faults•

• kubernetes.pod.memory.rss.bytes•

• kubernetes.pod.memory.usage.bytes•
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Pod Network Traffic Inbound

This line chart shows the ten pods with the highest inbound traffic rates (in Mbps) over the time period being examined. Hovering
over nodes at each interval marker shows the rate for that pod at that point in time.

Hover over the label for a pod to highlight that line by dimming others. Click the label to view details for that pod.

Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals.

Chart Metrics:

• kubernetes.pod.network.rx.bytes (default)•

• kubernetes.pod.network.rx.errors•

Pod Network Traffic Outbound

This line chart shows the ten pods with the highest outbound traffic rates (in Mbps) over the time period being examined. Hovering
over nodes at each interval marker shows the rate for that pod at that point in time.

Hover over the label for a pod to highlight that line by dimming others. Click the label to view details for that pod.

Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals.

Chart Metrics:

• kubernetes.pod.network.tx.bytes (default)•

• kubernetes.pod.network.tx.errors•
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6. Pod Details Page

The Pod Details page shows detailed statistics about individual pods. Use it to investigate pod-related performance and reliability
issues.

Use the View Logs button to review log entries on the Discover page.

In this section:

• Containers on page 79•

• CPU Usage on page 63•

• Memory Usage on page 64•

• Network Traffic Inbound on page 65•

• Network Traffic Outbound on page 81•

• Log Rates on page 82•

• Kubernetes Events on page 63•

• Recent Anomalies on page 75•

The CPU Usage and the Memory Usage charts also shows an expected working bounds in blue, that is based off the ML CPU/MEM
and network graphs. There is also new annotation type at the bottom of the panel to show ML anomalies that have been detected
related to the chart’s metric. The color changes based on severity. From the Options menu for these charts there is a direct link to
view the entity in the ML single metric viewer. At the top of the panel, if you click the “View in Anomaly Explorer” button, you are
directed to the anomaly explorer for this pod.
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Containers

This table provides summary information about containers running in the pod including the image, ready state, phase and number of
restarts.

A high number of restarts may indicate a software fault that requires further investigation.

CPU Usage

This line chart shows CPU utilization of the pod as a percentage over the time period being examined. Hovering over a particular
date or time shows the percentage of CPU utilization at that point in time.

Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals.

Chart Metrics:

• kubernetes.pod.cpu.usage.limit.pct (default)•

• kubernetes.pod.cpu.usage.node.pct•
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Memory Usage

This line chart shows memory utilization of the pod as a percentage over the time period being examined. Hovering over a particular
date or time shows the percentage of memory utilization at that point in time.

Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals.

Chart Metrics:

• kubernetes.pod.memory.usage.limit.pct (default)•

• kubernetes.pod.memory.usage.node.pct•

• kubernetes.pod.memory.page_faults•

• kubernetes.pod.memory.major_page_faults•

• kubernetes.pod.memory.rss.bytes•

• kubernetes.pod.memory.usage.bytes•
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Network Traffic Inbound

This line chart shows the pod’s inbound traffic rates (in Mbps) over the time period being examined. Hovering over interfaces at each
interval marker shows the rate at that point in time.

Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals.

Chart Metrics:

• kubernetes.pod.network.rx.bytes (default)•

• kubernetes.pod.network.rx.errors•
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Network Traffic Outbound

This line chart shows the pod’s outbound traffic rates (in Mbps) over the time period being examined. Hovering over interfaces at
each interval marker shows the rate at that point in time.

Click the Right and Left chevrons to scroll forward and back respectively through time intervals.

Chart Metrics:

• kubernetes.pod.network.tx.bytes (default)•

• kubernetes.pod.network.tx.errors•

Log Rates

This line chart shows log generation on the pod across the time span being interrogated. A spike in log generation from a pod can
indicate a change in its health requiring further investigation.
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Kubernetes Events

Events generated by Kubernetes can be reviewed from this tabular view. Use the search bar and Reason filter to limit the the table
contents to events of interest.

Recent Anomalies

Below in the panel you can find the “Recent Anomalies” table.
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6. SERVICE ASSURANCE DASHBOARDS

1. Kubernetes Dashboards
1.1. Kubernetes API Server Dashboard

This dashboard provides insights into Kubernetes API server health. Access it from the the Analytics > Dashboards button on the
toolbar to the left of the Wind River Analytics window.

In this section:

• Panels on page 84•

• Switching Systems on page 84•

• Correlating Details on page 84•

• Chart Options on page 84•

Panels

Panels on this page provide details for the following information related to the Kubernetes API server.

• API Server Process Memory•

Chart metrics:

- kubernetes.apiserver.process.memory.resident.bytes-

- kubernetes.apiserver.process.cpu.sec-

• API Server CPU•

Chart metric:

- kubernetes.apiserver.process.cpu.sec-

Switching Systems

You can change the system being examined from the System Filter panel. Begin typing in the text field to narrow your selection. Click
Apply changes to refresh the page.

Correlating Details

Hovering over an interval marker on a chart shows the underlying numeric data for that point in time. Additionally, a vertical line
appears on the chart and all related charts on the page at that marker. This helps you to visually correlate behavior across multiple
charts.

Chart Options

Hover over the upper right corner of a chart to reveal an ellipse (…) button. Clicking this button presents you with options to:

• Inspect data in detail•

• View the panel full screen•

• Customize the time range.•
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For more information about customizing time ranges, see Dashboard Interface Features on page 2

1.2. Kubernetes ControllerManager Service Dashboard

This dashboard provides insights into Kubernetes ControllerManager service health. Access it from the the Analytics > Dashboards
button on the toolbar to the left of the Wind River Analytics window.

In this section:

• Panels on page 84•

• Switching Systems on page 84•

• Correlating Details on page 84•

• Chart Options on page 84•

Panels

Panels on this page provide details for the following information related to Kubernetes ControllerManager.

• ControllerManager HTTP requests rate by code•

Chart metric:

- kubernetes.controllermanager.http.request.count-

• ControllerManager Process Memory•

Chart metrics:

- kubernetes.controllermanager.process.memory.resident.bytes-

• ControllerManager CPU•

Chart metric:

- kubernetes.controllermanager.process.cpu.sec-

• ControllerManager Workqueue adds rate•

Chart metric:

- kubernetes.controllermanager.workqueue.adds.count-

• ControllerManager Depth count•

Chart metric:

- kubernetes.controllermanager.workqueue.depth.count-

Switching Systems

You can change the system being examined from the System Filter panel. Begin typing in the text field to narrow your selection. Click
Apply changes to refresh the page.

Correlating Details

Hovering over an interval marker on a chart shows the underlying numeric data for that point in time. Additionally, a vertical line
appears on the chart and all related charts on the page at that marker. This helps you to visually correlate behavior across multiple
charts.
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Chart Options

Hover over the upper right corner of a chart to reveal an ellipse (…) button. Clicking this button presents you with options to:

• Inspect data in detail•

• View the panel full screen•

• Customize the time range.•

For more information about customizing time ranges, see Dashboard Interface Features on page 2

1.3. Kubernetes Scheduler Service Dashboard

This dashboard provides insights into the health of the Kubernetes scheduler service. Access it from the the Analytics > Dashboards
button on the toolbar to the left of the Wind River Analytics window.

In this section:

• Panels on page 84•

• Switching Systems on page 84•

• Correlating Details on page 84•

• Chart Options on page 84•

Panels

Panels on this page provide details for the following information related to the Kubernetes scheduler service.

• Scheduler Http Requests Rate by code•

Chart metric:

- kubernetes.scheduler.http.request.count-

• Scheduler Process Memory•

Chart metrics:

- kubernetes.scheduler.process.memory.resident.bytes-

- kubernetes.scheduler.process.memory.virtual.bytes-

• Scheduler CPU•

Chart metric:

- kubernetes.scheduler.process.cpu.sec-

Switching Systems

You can change the system being examined from the System Filter panel. Begin typing in the text field to narrow your selection. Click
Apply changes to refresh the page.

Correlating Details

Hovering over an interval marker on a chart shows the underlying numeric data for that point in time. Additionally, a vertical line
appears on the chart and all related charts on the page at that marker. This helps you to visually correlate behavior across multiple
charts.
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Chart Options

Hover over the upper right corner of a chart to reveal an ellipse (…) button. Clicking this button presents you with options to:

• Inspect data in detail•

• View the panel full screen•

• Customize the time range.•

For more information about customizing time ranges, see Dashboard Interface Features on page 2

2. Etcd service dashboard
2.1. Etcd Service Dashboard

This dashboard provides insights into Etcd service health. Access it from the the Analytics > Dashboards button on the toolbar to
the left of the Wind River Analytics window.

In this section:

• Panels on page 84•

• Switching Systems on page 84•

• Correlating Details on page 84•

• Chart Options on page 84•

Panels

Panels on this page provide details for the following information related to Etcd.

• ETCD Memory Allocation•

Chart metric:

- etcd.memory.go_memstats_alloc.bytes-

• ETCD server committed proposals•

Chart metric:

- etcd.server.proposals_committed.count-

• ETCD server pending proposals•

Chart metric:

- etcd.server.proposals_pending.count-

• ETCD server failed proposals•

Chart metric:

- etcd.server.proposals_failed.count-

• ETCD server Rate of gRPC sent bytes•

Chart metric:

- etcd.server.grpc_started.count-

• ETCD server Rate of gRPC received bytes•

Chart metric:

- etcd.server.grpc_handled.count-
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• ETCD network Rate of gRPC sent bytes•

Chart metric:

- etcd.network.client_grpc_sent.bytes-

• ETCD network Rate of gRPC received bytes•

Chart metric:

- etcd.network.client_grpc_received.bytes-

• ETCD disk wal fsync duration•

Chart metrics:

- etcd.disk.wal_fsync_duration.ns.sum-

- etcd.disk.wal_fsync_duration.ns.count-

• ETCD disk backend commit duration•

Chart metrics:

- etcd.disk.backend_commit_duration.ns.sum-

- etcd.disk.backend_commit_duration.ns.count-

Switching Systems

You can change the system being examined from the System Filter panel. Begin typing in the text field to narrow your selection. Click
Apply changes to refresh the page.

Correlating Details

Hovering over an interval marker on a chart shows the underlying numeric data for that point in time. Additionally, a vertical line
appears on the chart and all related charts on the page at that marker. This helps you to visually correlate behavior across multiple
charts.

Chart Options

Hover over the upper right corner of a chart to reveal an ellipse (…) button. Clicking this button presents you with options to:

• Inspect data in detail•

• View the panel full screen•

• Customize the time range.•

For more information about customizing time ranges, see Dashboard Interface Features on page 2

3. Kafka dashboard
3.1. Kafka Dashboard

This dashboard provides insights into Kafka. Access it from the Analytics > Dashboards button on the toolbar to the left of the Wind
River Analytics window.

In this section:

• Panels on page 84•

• Filter Controls on page 90•
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• Correlating Details on page 84•

• Chart Options on page 84•

Panels

Panels on this page provide details for the following information related to Kafka.

Kafka Group Lag by Topic

This line chart shows changes in the lag between kafka producer and consumer per kafka topic.

Chart metrics:

• kafka.consumergroup.consumer_lag•

Kakfa Topic & Consumer Offsets

This line charts shows the offsets of the kafka consumers.

Chart metric:

• kafka.partition.offset.newest•

• kafka.consumergroup.offset•

Consumer Partition Reassignments

This plot shows reassignment of consumer partitions.

Chart metrics:

• kafka.consumergroup.partition•

Kafka Brokers

This chart shows brokers, topics, leader partitions and replicas.

Chart metrics:

• kafka.topic.name•

Kafka Topic Details

This chart shows information on the different topics.

Chart metrics:

• kafka.broker.id•

• kafka.parition.id•

Kafka Consumer Group Clients

This chart shows the different consumer group clients and their associated topic, partition, and newest offset.

Chart metrics:

• kafka.consumergroup.offset•
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Kafka Metrics

The Kafka Metrics pane displays full details about the state of partitions within a cluster.

Chart metrics:

• kafka.topic.name•

• kafka.partition.broker.id•

• kafka.partition.topic_id•

• kafka.partition.topic_broker_id•

Consumer Metrics

The Kafka consumergroup panel displays the number of consumer groups.

Chart metrics:

• kafka.consumergroup.id•

Filter Controls

You can filter topics with the Kafka Controls dropdown.

Click Apply changes to refresh the page.

Correlating Details

Hovering over an interval marker on a chart shows the underlying numeric data for that point in time. Additionally, a vertical line
appears on the chart and all related charts on the page at that marker. This helps you to visually correlate behavior across multiple
charts.

Chart Options

Hover over the upper right corner of a chart to reveal an ellipse (…) button. Clicking this button presents you with options to:

• Inspect data in detail•

• View the panel full screen•

• Customize the time range.•

For more information about customizing time ranges, see Dashboard Interface Features on page 2

4. Ceph dashboard
4.1. Ceph Dashboard

This dashboard provides insights into Ceph service health. Access it from the the Analytics > Dashboards button on the toolbar to
the left of the Wind River Analytics window.

In this section:

• Panels on page 84•
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• Switching Systems on page 84•

• Correlating Details on page 84•

• Chart Options on page 84•

Panels

Panels on this page provide details for the following information related to Ceph.

Cluster Disk Stats

This line chart shows changes in used, available, and total disk space over time.

Chart metrics:

• ceph.cluster_disk.total.bytes•

• ceph.cluster_disk.available.bytes•

• ceph.cluster_disk.used.bytes•

Cluster Pool Objects

This line chart shows changes in the number of cluster pool objects over time.

Chart metric:

• ceph.pool_disk.stats.objects•

Cluster OSD Pool Stats

This line chart shows changes in the number of read and write operations in the cluster pool over time.

Chart metrics:

• ceph.mgr_osd_pool_stats.client_io_rate.read_op_per_sec•

• ceph.mgr_osd_pool_stats.client_io_rate.write_op_per_sec•

Cluster OSD Performance

This line chart shows changes in the commit and apply latencies over time.

Chart metrics:

• ceph.mgr_osd_perf.stats.commit_latency_ms•

• ceph.mgr_osd_perf.stats.apply_latency_ms•

Switching Systems

You can change the system being examined from the System Filter panel. Begin typing in the text field to narrow your selection. Click
Apply changes to refresh the page.
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Correlating Details

Hovering over an interval marker on a chart shows the underlying numeric data for that point in time. Additionally, a vertical line
appears on the chart and all related charts on the page at that marker. This helps you to visually correlate behavior across multiple
charts.

Chart Options

Hover over the upper right corner of a chart to reveal an ellipse (…) button. Clicking this button presents you with options to:

• Inspect data in detail•

• View the panel full screen•

• Customize the time range.•

For more information about customizing time ranges, see Dashboard Interface Features on page 2

5. Backup and Restore
5.1. Backup and Restore

Wind River Analytics 21.12, data storage and backup is handled via data replication. Wind River Analytics maintains a replica of all
data in order to handle corruption or loss of a single shard. However, there is no separate backup mechanism due to the storage
requirements needed for larger deployments, and the data redundancy is provided by the data replication mechanisms only.

Note
Wind River Analytics does not back up Kubernetes Persistent Volume Claims, but allows the restoration of the Wind River
Analytics configuration and deployment state (i.e. the Armada application state). In this scenario, existing storage volumes
are reclaimed, and the collected data restored.

For more information on the Backup and Restore capabilities available in Wind River Cloud Platform, see System Backup and Restore.
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7. APPENDIX A: REFERENCES

1. References

Various external resources provide additional information about Elasticsearch.

• The Elasticsearch API documentation is available at the following URLs:•

- https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/7.17/search-search.html-

- https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/7.17/query-filter-context.html-

• Metrics collection for System resources.•

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/metricbeat/7.17/exported-fields-system.html

• Metric collection for Kubernetes for nodes and pods.•

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/metricbeat/7.17/exported-fields-kubernetes.html

• Metric collection for Etcd resources: cpu, memory, disk, network.•

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/metricbeat/7.17/exported-fields-etcd.html

• Metrics collection for Ceph resources:•

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/metricbeat/7.17/metricbeat-module-ceph.html

• For more information on Filebeat, forwarding and centralizing log data, see•

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/filebeat/7.17/index.html

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/filebeat/7.17/add-kubernetes-metadata.html

• For more information on Kubernetes daemonset and deployment metrics, see•

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/metricbeat/7.17/metricbeat-module-kubernetes.html

• For more information on System metrics, see•

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/metricbeat/7.17/metricbeat-module-system.html

• For more information on the Etcd module, see•

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/metricbeat/7.17/metricbeat-metricset-etcd-metrics.html.

• For more information on the Ceph module, see:•

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/metricbeat/7.17/metricbeat-module-ceph.html
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8. APPENDIX B: LOG COLLECTION, METRICS AND
METADATA

1. Log Collection, Metrics and Metadata

In this section:

• Log Collection and Parsing on page 94•

• Metric Collection on page 95•

• Meta-data Fields on page 96•

Log Collection and Parsing

Log collection is performed by Elastic Filebeat and the log parsing is performed by Elastic Logstash as part of the standard pipeline
processing for the log collection and distribution.

Wherever possible, the parsed fields and mappings attempt to adhere to the Elastic Common Schema (ECS). Additional details of the
Elastic Common Schema relating to logs and events may be found here:

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/ecs/current/ecs-log.html

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/ecs/current/ecs-event.html

The following common fields are extracted from the logs if they follow a standard format known to the current log processing:

log.message

The textual message of the log event.

log.level

Original log level of the log event in keyword format which aligns with the syslog severity levels.

• emerg•

• alert•

• crit•

• err•

• notice•

• warning•

• info•

• debug•

event.severity

The numeric severity of the event according to your event source, with a range of 0-7 which aligns with the syslog severity
levels.

tags

A set of tags to help identify the classification of the logs. These may be used to understand the source and context of host logs
that may be collected from several different service log files.
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In addition to the standard log fields, the Fault Management Events of the platform are also parsed to extract the relevant fields of
the system events and alarms.

event.severity

Fault Management (FM) event severity mapped to a numerical severity level

• 1 – critical•

• 2 – major•

• 3 – minor•

• 4 – warning•

• 5 – informational•

event.id

The FM event ID.

state

The FM event state.

reason

The FM event reason text.

entity

The FM event instance ID.

Metric Collection

Wind River Analytics collects and distributes the following metrics using Elastic Metricbeat. System hosts:

• https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/metricbeat/7.9/exported-fields-system.html•

• Metricsets:•

- cpu-

- load-

- memory-

- filesystem-

- fsstat-

- diskio-

- network-

- process-

- process_summary (top 15 memory/cpu)-

Kubernetes for nodes and pods:

• https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/metricbeat/7.9/exported-fields-kubernetes.html•

• Metricsets:•

- pod (cpu, memory, network)-

- node (cpu, memory, network)-

- apiserver-
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- controllermanager-

- scheduler-

- event-

- state_node-

- state_deployment-

- state_statefulset-

- state_replicaset-

- state_pod-

- state_container-

Etcd service

• https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/metricbeat/7.9/exported-fields-etcd.html•

• Metricsets:•

- metric (server, memory, disk, network)-

Ceph service

• https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/metricbeat/7.9/exported-fields-ceph.html•

• Metricsets•

- mgr_cluster_health-

- mgr_cluster_disk-

- mgr_osd_perf-

- mgr_osd_pool_stats-

- mgr_osd_tree-

- mgr_pool_disk-

Kafka server

• https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/metricbeat/7.9/exported-fields-kafka.htm•

• Metricsets•

- consumergroup:-

Fields related kafka message consumer groups.

- partition-

Fields related kafka partition data.

- broker-

Fields collected for both consumergroup and partition metrics.

Meta-data Fields

The logs and metrics collected from the system, including Pod containers, are annotated with meta-data that permits the
classification of data collected by the system.

The Elastic Filebeat and Metricbeat use a Kubernetes processor in order to add the annotations to the collected logs and metrics
respectively.

Meta-data Fields
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system.uid

Platform system unique ID assigned by the system during installation.

system.name

Platform system name assigned via the system inventory API.

kubernetes.namespace

Kubernetes namespace of the Pod

kubernetes.pod.uid

Kubernetes Pod unique ID.

kubernetes.pod.name

Kubernetes Pod metadata name.

kubernetes.pod.labels.<name>:<value>

Kubernetes metadata labels assigned to the Pod.

Additional information of the Elastic metadata processor is available at the following references:

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/filebeat/7.9/add-kubernetes-metadata.html

https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/beats/metricbeat/7.9/add-kubernetes-metadata.html
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9. APPENDIX C: ANALYTICS COMPATIBILITY MATRIX AND
ROLLBACK MATRIX

1. Analytics Compatibility Matrix

The Wind River Analytics compatibility matrix in the table below contains information about the required minimum Wind River
Analytics software version, Wind River Cloud Platform software version, versions for operating systems, ELK versions, as well as
compatibility of third-party products such as browsers that ships on Wind River Cloud Platform Releases.

Table 1 - Analytics / Cloud Platform Compatibility Matrix

WRA Version ELK Version WRCP Version Browsers OS OpenSource
Compatibility

20.06 (AU1-6) 7.6.0
20.06 + 21.05
(Patches 1-16 +
Patches 1-7)

IE11+,Chrome,F
irefox,Safari

CentOS 7.0
k8s: 1.18.1
Ceph: Mimic

21.06 (AU1) 7.9.3
21.05 + 21.12
(Patches 1-7 +
Patches 1-3)

IE9&Edge,Chro
me,
Firefox,Safari

CentOS 7.0
k8s: 1.18.1
Ceph: Mimic

21.12 (AU1) 7.9.3
21.12 + 22.06
(Patches 1-3 +
Patch 1)

IE9&Edge,Chro
me,Firefox,Safar
i

CentOS 7.0
k8s: 1.21.8
Ceph: Nautilus

22.06 (NA) 17.17.1 22.06 (1 Patch)
IE9&Edge,Chro
me,Firefox,Safar
i

CentOS 7.0 +
Debian Bullseye
11.3

k8s: 1.23.1
Ceph: Nautilus

For more information on Browser compatibility see https://www.elastic.co/support/matrix.

Analytics Compatibility Matrix for Fresh Installs

The table below defines the compatibility matrix for Wind River Cloud Platform and Wind River Analytics for fresh installs only.

Table 2 - Analytics / Cloud Platform Upgrade Path Compatibility Matrix

WRCP 21.05 WRCP 21.12 WRCP
22.06

WRCP
22.12

GA
Patc
h 1

Patc
h 2

Patc
h 3

Patc
h 4

Patc
h 5

Patc
h 6

Patc
h 7

GA
Patc
h 1

Patc
h 2

Patc
h 3

Patc
h 4

GA
Patc
h 1

GA

WRA 21.06 GA

WRA 21.06 AU1

WRA 21.06 AU2
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WRCP 21.05 WRCP 21.12 WRCP
22.06

WRCP
22.12

WRA 21.12 GA (k8s v1.18 to
1.21)

WRA 21.12 AU1 (k8s v1.18 to
1.21)

WRA 22.06
GA (k8s
v1.21 to
1.23))

WR
A
22.1
2
GA
(k8s
v1.2
3 &
1.24
)

Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.12 and Wind River Analytics Release 22.12 are planned future releases, information included is
for reference purposes ONLY.

Note
1.

Wind River recommends that Wind River Analytics is upgraded to the same release n, for example, Wind
River Analytics Release 21.06 (with the latest App Update (AU) if available)), as Wind River Cloud Platform
release N, for example, Wind River Cloud Platform Release 21.05 for stable network execution. Wind River
Analytics n-1 is only recommended for initial Wind River Cloud Platform release N upgrading.

2.
Wind River strongly recommends that customers apply latest Wind River Analytics Application Update (AU)
for optimal performance.

3.
Wind River Analytics Release n-1 would only work along with Wind River Cloud Platform release N initial
version.

4.
Note the K8s version dependencies are updated in the table above.

5.
See the Installation and Deployment Guide for installation / upgrade steps and dependency on
components such as k8s, etc.

Analytics Compatibility Matrix for Upgrades

The table below defines the compatibility matrix for Wind River Cloud Platform and Wind River Analytics for Upgrades only.
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Table 2 - Analytics / Cloud Platform Upgrade Path Compatibility Matrix

WRCP 21.05 WRCP 21.12 WRCP
22.06

WRCP
22.12

GA
Patc
h 1

Patc
h 2

Patc
h 3

Patc
h 4

Patc
h 5

Patc
h 6

Patc
h 7

GA
Patc
h 1

Patc
h 2

Patc
h 3

Patc
h 4

GA
Patc
h 1

GA

WRA 21.06 GA WRA 21.06 GA (k8s v1.18)

WRA 21.06 AU1 WRA 21.06 AU1 (k8s v1.18)

WRA 21.06 AU2 WRA 21.06 AU2 (k8s v1.18)

WRA 21.12 GA (k8s v1.18 to
1.21)

WRA 21.12
GA (k8s
v1.21)

WRA 21.12 AU1 (k8s v1.18 to
1.21)

WRA 21.12
AU1 (k8s
v1.21)

WRA 22.06
GA (k8s
v1.21 to
1.23))

WR
A
22.0
6
GA
(k8s
v1.2
3)

WR
A
22.1
2
GA
(k8s
v1.2
3 &
1.24
)

Wind River Cloud Platform Release 22.12 and Wind River Analytics Release 22.12 are planned future releases, information included is
for reference purposes ONLY.
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Note
1.

Wind River recommends that Wind River Analytics is upgraded to the same release n, for example, Wind
River Analytics Release 21.06 (with the latest App Update (AU) if available)), as Wind River Cloud Platform
release N, for example, Wind River Cloud Platform Release 21.05 for stable network execution. Wind River
Analytics n-1 is only recommended for initial Wind River Cloud Platform release N upgrading.

2.
Wind River strongly recommends that customers apply latest Wind River Analytics Application Update for
optimal performance.

3.
Wind River Analytics Release n-1 would only work along with Wind River Cloud Platform release N initial
version.

4.
Note the K8s version dependencies are updated in the table above.

5.
See the Installation and Deployment Guide for installation / upgrade steps and dependency on
components such as k8s, etc.

Note
For initial installation Wind River Analytics can only be applied on a lower Wind River Cloud Platform version listed in the
table above. After upgrading Wind River Cloud Platform, Wind River Analytics will still function with the upgraded Cloud
Platform version, but Wind River Analytics should be upgraded as soon as possible after the Wind River Cloud Platform
has been upgraded due to possible incompatibilities with opensource versions supported on the Cloud Platform (k8s and
Ceph). Wind River Analytics will support the same opensource versions of the lower Wind River Cloud Platform version
supported.

For Distributed Cloud installations, Wind River Analytics is installed on the System Controller first, followed by the subclouds, see
Analytics Installation. The Wind River Analytics version initially installed on the subclouds must match the Wind River Analytics version
installed on the System Controller. During Wind River Analytics upgrades, Wind River Analytics on the System Controller should be
upgraded first, during which time Wind River Analytics on the subclouds will still function running on the lower version, but it should
be upgraded as soon as possible to match the version running on the System Controller.

See

Wind River Cloud Platform Open Source Project Versions for K8s and Ceph versions supported on Wind River Cloud Platform
Releases.

For more information see, Upgrade Analytics on page 1.

2. Analytics Rollback Versions

You can roll back Wind River Analytics to Release versions as specified in the table below.

Table 1 - Analytics Rollback versions, Wind River Analytics Release 22.06

WRA Version Upgrade
Supported Rollback Downgrades

Supported Rollback

22.06-0 NA NA NA NA
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Table 2 - Analytics Rollback versions, Wind River Analytics Release 21.12

WRA Version Upgrade
Supported Rollback Downgrades

Supported Rollback

21.06-1 21.12-0,21.12-1 Yes NA NA

21.06-2 21.12-0,21.12-1 Yes 21.06-1 Yes

21.12-0 21.12-1 Yes 21.06-x* Yes

21.12-1 22.06-0 No 21.12-0 Yes

Table 3 - Analytics Rollback versions, Wind River Analytics Release 21.06

WRA Version Upgrade
Supported Rollback Downgrades

Supported Rollback

20.06-6 21.06-1, 21.06-2 No NA NA

21.06-1 21.06-2 Yes NA NA

For more information see, Upgrade Analytics on page 1.
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1. WIND RIVER ANALYTICS DIMENSIONING 22.06 EDITION 1

Analytics Dimensioning

• Overview on page 2
• Deployment Configurations on page 2

Dimensioning for Analytics service and storage resources

• Dimensioning for Analytics Service Resources on page 5
• Dimensioning for Analytics Data Storage and Rates on page 13

Appendix A: Default Resource Assignments

• Default Resource Assignments on page 16
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2. ANALYTICS DIMENSIONING

1. Overview

The Wind River Analytics Dimensioning provides guidance for sizing resources for the wr-analytics application.

Attention

The Wind River Analytics Dimensioning guide contains dimensioning guidelines for Wind River Analytics, Release 22.06.

For application deployment instructions, see, Wind River Analytics Planning, Installation and Deployment

2. Deployment Configurations

Several configurations of Wind River Analytics are available to meet the needs of your Wind River Cloud Platform deployment.

In this section:

• Services on page 3•

• Labels on page 3•

Wind River Analytics supports the following configurations:

• Standard Multi-Host deployment•

• Distributed Cloud deployments•

The resource requirements for each deployment is based on the monitoring services that are deployed.
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Services

The Wind River Analytics application will install the following services:

The following table details the service deployments:

Service Standalone Distributed Cloud
System Controller

Distributed Cloud
Subcloud

elasticsearch Y Y

kibana Y Y

kafka Y Y

zookeeper Y Y

nginx-ingress Y Y

logstash Y Y Y

filebeat Y Y Y

metricbeat Y Y Y

kube-state-metrics Y Y Y

elastic-services Y Y Y

Note
See the table below for detailed service to node role associations.

Labels

Node labels are used to assign Analytics roles to various hosts. The following table itemizes labels associated with each component.

Service Name Description Label

Elasticsearch-master
Performs cluster-wide actions such
as tracking nodes in cluster, index
and shards management.

elastic-master=enabled

Elasticsearch-data

Manages access to the
Elasticsearch Data on Persistent
Volume Claim
(Container Storage)

elastic-data=enabled

Elasticsearch-client
Pods allow access to the Data
Nodes for Read/Write requests.

elastic-client=enabled
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Service Name Description Label

Elastic-services
Elastic Service lifecycle and object
management.

elastic-controller=enabl
ed

Nginx-ingress
Maps Elasticsearch services to
NodePort.

elastic-controller=enabl
ed

Kibana
Allows search, view and interaction
with data stored in Elasticsearch
indices.

elastic-controller=enabl
ed

Logstash
Ingests data, optionally transforms
and sends to Elasticsearch.

elastic-controller=enabl
ed

Metricbeat
Collects metrics from the host and
kubernetes cluster and ships to
logstash.

All workers and controll
ers

Filebeat
Monitors logs from the host and
kubernetes cluster and ships to
logstash.

All workers and controll
ers

Kafka
Buffers data between logstash and
elasticsearch and logstash and
external kafka clusters.

kafka-broker

Zookeeper Manages the kafka cluster. kafka-zookeeper

The following table summarizes the minimum node label assignments for each deployment:

Node Labels Standard AIO-DX AIO-SX DC Subcloud

elastic-controller 2 2 1 1-2

elastic-master 3 2 1 0

elastic-client 2 2 1 0

elastic-data 2 2 1 0

kafka-broker 2 2 1 0

kafka-zookeeper 3 1 1 0
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3. DIMENSIONING FOR ANALYTICS SERVICE AND STORAGE
RESOURCES

1. Dimensioning for Analytics Service Resources

The services running on different host personalities depends on the deployment type and is controlled by the labels applied to the
hosts.

Note
All hosts run the metricbeat and filebeat services regardless of the host’s labels.

Note
The “Worker Host with Master” is a regular worker host with the elastic-master=enabled and kafka-zookeeper
labels added to it.

Figures 1-3 show the services running on different system configurations.

Figure 1: Service Deployment in a Standard Configuration

Figure 2: Service Deployment in AIO-SX and AIO-DX Controllers
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Figure 3: Service Deployment in a Distributed Cloud Subcloud

This section also defines the total CPU and memory required to deploy the full analytics application services for collection,
distribution, storage and analysis. These requirements are applicable to Standard, AIO, and Distributed Cloud dimensioning.

The following tables define the CPU and memory requirements for the default resource requests and limits, and the resource scaling
requirements based on the number of monitored hosts. The defaults define the overal totals of the Kubernetes Pod request/limit
values for the different host personalities. See Default Resource Assignments on page 16 for the breakdown of resource requests/
limits for the individual services.

Default resource assignments are expressed as follows:

• CPU: Millicores (m)•

• Memory: Megabytes (Mi)•

Table 1. Total Resource Assignments for Full Service Deployments on Standard Systems

Personality CPU request CPU limit Memory request Memory limit

controller 4500 15500 17152 29952

worker with master 650 2600 2688 3200

worker 150 800 1024 1024

Table 2. Total Resource Assignments for Full Service Deployments on All-in-One Systems

Personality CPU request CPU limit Memory request Memory limit

controller 3500 11800 15872 27392

Table 3. Total Resource Assignments for Collection Services Only Deployments (Applies to DC
Subclouds and Collection Tools Only)

Personality CPU request CPU limit Memory request Memory limit

controller 800 4700 4480 4736

worker 150 800 1024 1024
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The default resource allocations support up to 100 monitored hosts. When monitoring above 100 hosts, the scaling factors shown in
Table 4 must be applied to the elasticsearch-data and logstash for every increase of 100 hosts. The resources for these services
should not surpass the maximum shown in Table 5. The appropriate resources for different amounts of monitored hosts can be seen
in Tables 6 and 7. Additional instances of data nodes can be added to improve throughput when an external Kafka cluster is not
being used, the throughput increases of doing so are shown in Tables 11 and 12. Total resource limits of a standard system with
default service assignments at different subcloud scales are shown in Table 8 and Figure 6 and 7. The data shown is for total resource
usage on individual instances of the listed node types.

The resulting resource requirements for a single host is based on the node role assignments which is defined by the host labels. For
details of host label assignments and roles, see, Deployment Configurations on page 2 or Figure 1. The default assignments are
reflected in the default personality.

Note
The scaling factors in Table 4 are totals, since there are two replicas for these services the individual limits only increase by
half that amount.

Table 4. CPU and Memory Scaling Requirements – Standard or Distributed Cloud System Controller

Service Name CPU Limit (cores) Memory Limit (GiB)

elasticsearch-data 4 16

logstash 4 16

Table 5. Maximum Resource Assignments per Service Instance

Controller Service Scaling

Max CPU (cores) 16

Max Memory (GiB) 64

Recommended Service Scaling and Resource Allocations

Table 6. CPU Service Scaling Requirements – Logtash and Elasticsearch Data

Monitored
Hosts 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

service
instanc
e count

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

elastics
earch-
data
cpu
limit
(cores)

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 16 16

logstas
h cpu
limit
(cores)

1 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 16 16
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Figure 4: CPU Service Scaling Requirements - Logtash and Elasticsearch Data

Table 7. Memory Service Scaling Requirements – Logtash and Elasticsearch Data

Monitored
Hosts 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

service
instanc
e count

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

elastics
earch-
data
memor
y limit
(GiB)

8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 64 64

logstas
h
memor
y limit
(GiB)

2 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 64 64
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Figure 5: Memory Service Scaling Requirements - Logtash and Elasticsearch Data

Table 8. Total Resource Usage of a System Controller At Different Subcloud Scales

Monitored
Hosts 0-100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

controll
er total
CPU
limit(mil
licores)

15500 20500 24500 28500 32500 36500 40500 44500 44500 44500

controll
er total
memor
y limit
(MiB)

29952 52480 68864 85248 101632 118016 134400 150784 150784 150784

worker
with
master
total
CPU
limit
(millicor
es)

2600 4600 6600 8600 10600 12600 14600 16600 16600 16600

worker
with
master
total
memory

li
m
it
(
M

3200 11392 19584 27776 35968 44160 51200 59200 59200 59200
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Monitored
Hosts 0-100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

iB
)

worker
total
CPU
limit
(millicor
es)

800 800 800 800 800 800 800 800 800 800

worker
total
memor
y limit
(MiB)

1024 1024 1024 1024 1024 1024 1024 1024 1024 1024

Note
The total CPU and memory limits of a worker host are constant for any amount of monitored hosts, and are not included in
the following graphs.

Figure 6: Total CPU Usage of a System Controller At Different Subcloud Scales
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Figure 7: Total Memory Usage of a System Controller At Different Subcloud Scales

Java Virtual Machine (JVM) Memory Sizing

The Java based services require the JVM memory settings to be adjusted based on the memory request and memory limit
configuration. The JVM settings must be set to be equal to half of the memory limit configuration of the service.

The JVM settings are specified using Helm overrides via the following configuration values. Both the Xms and Xmx options must
specify the same value.

Note
For IPv6 based systems, the -Djava.net.preferIPv6Addresses=true must also be specified to ensure proper operation in a
dual-stack environment.

Elasticsearch Example (16Gi memory limit):

esJavaOpts: -Xmx8g -Xms8g -Djava.net.preferIPv6Addresses=true

Logstash Example (1Gi memory limit):

logstashJavaOpts: -Xmx512m -Xms512m -Djava.net.preferIPv6Addresses=true

Event Processing Performance at Maximum Resource Assignments

The maximum throughput of the system in various configurations is shown in Tables 9 through 12. These measurements were
performed with dedicated Ceph storage nodes, with the maximum resource assignments for the logstash and elasticsearch-data
services. For Table 9, the external Kafka cluster being used had a network delay of 100ms. Having more than 2 data node instances
shows minimal improvement on event rates when an external Kafka cluster is being used.

Different event rates can be expected under different storage arrangements and network conditions.

where

• Application Event Rate Per Node is the maximum amount of events supported by user applications only, not including the•
standard Cloud Platform generated events.

• Total Application Event Rate is how many total events created by applications can be processed when there are different•
amount of hosts being monitored.

• Total Platform Event Rate is the amount of Cloud Platform events only that are collected, not including user application•
events.

• Total Event Rate supported shows the total events that can be processed including both user applications and the Cloud•
Platform.

Note
The Platform Event Rates shown in the table represent the default collection behavior. Event filtering may be configured
to reduce the number of Cloud Platform events being collected, such as only collecting specific log levels. On average,
the Platform Event Rate is 6 events/second/monitored host.
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Table 9. Measured Event Processing Rates configured with an external Kafka cluster and 2 data nodes

Monitored Hosts 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Application Event Rate
Per Host (e/s)

306 141 93 68 53 42 36 28 24 20

Total Application Event
Rate Supported (e/s)

30650 28300 28000 27250 26500 25400 24300 22500 21600 20400

Total Platform Event
Rate (e/s)

850 1700 2000 2500 3000 3600 4200 5000 5400 6100

Total Overall Event
Rate Supported (e/s)

31500 30000 30000 29750 29500 29000 28500 27500 27000 26500

Table 10. Measured Event Processing Rates configured without an external Kafka cluster and 2 data
nodes

Monitored Hosts 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Application Event Rate
Per Host (e/s)

420 205 130 95 74 61 51 40 35 31

Total Application Event
Rate Supported (e/s)

41150 39300 39000 38000 37000 35900 34800 32000 31600 30400

Total Platform Event
Rate (e/s)

850 1700 2000 2500 3000 3600 4200 5000 5400 6100

Total Overall Event
Rate Supported (e/s)

42000 41000 41000 40500 40000 39500 39000 37000 37000 36500

Table 11. Measured Event Processing Rates configured without an external kafka cluster and 3 data
nodes

Monitored Hosts 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Application Event Rate
Per Host (e/s)

472 227 144 106 83 68 56 46 40 37

Total Application Event
Rate Supported (e/s)

47150 45300 43500 42500 41500 40900 38800 36500 36100 35900

Total Platform Event
Rate (e/s)

850 1700 2000 2500 3000 3600 4200 5000 5400 6100

Total Overall Event
Rate Supported (e/s)

48000 47000 45500 45000 44500 44500 43000 41500 41500 42000
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Table 12. Measured Event Processing Rates configured without an external kafka cluster and 4 data
nodes

Monitored Hosts 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Application Event Rate
Per Host (e/s)

510 250 165 116 90 74 60 52 45 40

Total Application Event
Rate Supported (e/s)

50150 48300 47500 46500 46000 45400 43800 43500 41600 40400

Total Platform Event
Rate (e/s)

850 1700 2000 2500 3000 3600 4200 5000 5400 6100

Total Overall Event
Rate Supported (e/s)

51000 50000 49500 49000 49000 49000 48000 48500 47000 46500

2. Dimensioning for Analytics Data Storage and Rates

This section defines the storage requirements and data rates for the data collected by the analytics monitoring services.

The following table defines the storage requirements for the Persistent Volume Claims (PVCs) that are allocated to each of the service
instances and the considerations for scaling the storage. See, Data Storage and Rates on page 14 for scaling calculations and
considerations.

Table 1. Default Storage Requirements and Scaling Factors

Service Name Storage Default Storage Scaling

elasticsearch-data 300Gi

Log and Metric data rate
s
Number of monitored node
s
Data retention requireme
nts

elasticsearch-master 4Gi
None – default size is
sufficient

kafka-broker 100Gi
None – default size is
sufficient

A Wind River Cloud Platform host generates approximately 2 million monitored events per day (a combination of logs and metrics).
The default configuration will collect all non-debug logs. While the specific data that is collected may be modified by specifying
different Logstash filters and Metricbeat collection periods, the storage requirements must be carefully considered based on the total
event rates from all monitored hosts and all event sources, including containerized application logs.
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Data Storage and Rates

To help understand the storage and network requirements and to select the proper storage size for the elasticsearch-data instances,
the following information can be used to calculate the expected data rates and storage size requirements.

The observed data storage rates can vary depending on many deployment parameters. The maximum event rates and associated
write operations per second are shown for various amounts of hosts at the recommended resource allocations, as in Table 5 and 6 in
Dimensioning for Analytics Service Resources on page 5, are shown in Table 2. These measurements were taken while using a Ceph
storage backend and an external Kafka cluster with a network delay of 100ms.

Table 2. IOPS at different monitored host amounts

Monitored
Hosts 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Total
Overall
Event
Rate
(e/s)

6500 14000 22500 24000 25000 27500 28500 27500 27000 26500

Write
op/s

161 237 431 343 481 525 568 490 493 457

Write
MiB/s

37 106 153 134 225 207 236 218 202 240

The average metric and log event data size is assumed to be 512 bytes per event. The actual data size can vary, but to account for
protocol overhead and differences in compression, it is a reasonable value for most calculations.

The storage and data rates can be calculated as follows for each monitored node:

Collection Data Rate (bps) = (event rate per day) * (event size) * 8 / 86400
Storage Size (bytes/day) = (event rate per day) * (event size) * (shard replication factor)

where:
shard replication factor = 2
kafka replication factor = 2

Note
Storage backend replication is not considered in this calculation. If the backend storage of the Kubernetes Persistent
Volumes for these services is performing data replication for a high availability storage, than it must be factored into the
calculation. For example, the default replication factor for Ceph is 2, doubling the total storage requirements of the
storage infrastructure.

Example:

Note
Some values in the example are rounded to simplify the example calculations.

event rate = 2000000 / day
event size = 512 bytes
retention period = 30 days
monitored hosts = 100
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Collection Data Rate (bps) = (event rate) * (event size) * 8 / 86400 = 95 Kbps
Storage Size (bytes/day) = (event rate) * (event size) * 2 = 2 GiB / day

Total Collection Data Rate = 95 Kbps * 100 hosts = 9.5 Mbps
Total Storage Size = 2GiB * 100 hosts * 30 days = 6 TiB

Using the above information, the elasticsearch-data nodes would each be allocated a minimum of 3TiB persistent volumes to have a
total of 6TiB.

Data Storage Latency

Another important factor in maintaining consistent data indexing rates is the storage read/write latency of the storage that backs the
Kubernetes cluster storage. A higher latency between the elasticsearch-data nodes and the backend storage can result in a significant
degradation of performance. An average write latency of less than 10ms is recommended with spikes less than 50ms.
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4. APPENDIX A: DEFAULT RESOURCE ASSIGNMENTS

1. Default Resource Assignments

The following tables define the CPU and memory requirements of the individual services running on different system configurations.

Default resource assignments are expressed as follows:

• CPU: Millicores (m)•

• Memory: Megabytes (Mi)•

Table 1. Default CPU and Memory Assignments – Standard or Distributed Cloud System Controller

Service Name Node Label CPU request CPU limit Memory
request Memory limit

elasticsearch-
master

elastic-master 100 1000 512 1024

elasticsearch-
client

elastic-client 500 1000 2304 4608

elasticsearch-
data

elastic-data 500 2000 4096 8192

kibana
elastic-
controller

200 2000 512 2048

logstash
elastic-
controller

100 1000 2048 2048

elastic-services
elastic-
controller

100 200 256 512

nginx-ingress
elastic-
controller

300 2000 384 384

kube-state-
metrics

elastic-
controller

50 100 256 256

metricbeat-
state

elastic-
controller

100 600 512 512

kafka kafka-broker 2000 4000 4096 8192

zookeeper
kafka-
zookeeper

400 800 1152 1152

metricbeat <all nodes> 100 600 512 512

filebeat <all nodes> 50 200 512 512
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Table 2. Default CPU and Memory Assignments – All-In-One (not DC System Controller)

Service Name Node Label CPU request CPU limit Memory
request Memory limit

elasticsearch-
master

elastic-master 100 1000 512 1024

elasticsearch-
client

elastic-client 500 1000 1024 2048

elasticsearch-
data

elastic-data 500 2000 4096 8192

kibana
elastic-
controller

200 2000 512 2048

logstash
elastic-
controller

100 1000 2048 2048

elastic-services
elastic-
controller

100 200 256 512

nginx-ingress
elastic-
controller

300 1000 384 384

kube-state-
metrics

elastic-
controller

50 100 256 256

metricbeat-
state

elastic-
controller

100 600 512 512

kafka kafka-broker 1000 2000 4096 8192

zookeeper
kafka-
zookeeper

400 800 1152 1152

metricbeat <all nodes> 100 600 512 512

filebeat <all nodes> 50 200 512 512
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